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PREFACE

The author of this History of the Deccan, my father.

J.
B. D. Cribble. I.C.S., died before completing this,

work, which originally appeared in a series of articles

in an Indian periodical, entitled " Tales of a Deccan

Grandfather."

The task of editing and completing my father’s work
has fallen on me.

The second volume deals principally with an important

alliance entered into between the Nizam and tin* British,

in order to afford His Highness the necessary protection

required to defend him from the turbulent foes that

surrounded his dominions.

From this resulted the formation of the little army
known as the Hyderabad Contingent that won fame and

distinction in several campaigns. Then followed the

Nizam's financial embarrassment incurred by the up-

keep of the troops in question. Finally on account of

the debt thus incurred several districts were ceded to the

British under certain conditions as security lor money
advanced by them.

For ten years Mr. Gribble had keenly and closely

studied this question and was considered an expert on

the same. His death occurred just before he had finished

dealing with these matters in ihe chapter entitled the

Bcrar Trust which was to be one of the most important in

the second volume. Unfortunately I have had to cast this
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chapter from a few notes and the substance of certain

articles which the author had written for the Pioneer

and the XIX Century Review. It was through these

very articles that public attention was first drawn to

the question of the Berar Trust, and to the fact that

the Nizam’s claims had not been dealt with adequately.

I-ater through Mr. Gribble’s efforts a debate was held

in Parliament. Subsequently a settlement was arrived

at in 1902. which, however, did not cause universal

satisfaction as it did not meet the claims in question.

My thanks are due to H.E.H. the Nizam, who has

graciously accepted the dedication of this volume.

It has been a great pleasure to go over matters relating

to Hyderabad, with tin life of which 1 have been in*

timately connected for more titan twenty years.

My one regret has been that the author did not live

to complete his own work and that the points on which

he was an expert should have been dealt with by another

hand wielding a pen less able than his own.

MARY PENDLEBURY.

Rome. 1924.
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CHAPTER I

THK REIGN OF ASAF J All. I723 1748

j

PREVIOUS chapter

A in the first volume

/jL» dealt with the

accession of

Niiam-ul- Mulk

^
' Asal Jah to the

Dominion of the

Deccan, and in the_______ __ pres-

Kft' -i
' IV MI?, ent chapter the fortunes

Bp 9/ of the Asaf Jah dynasty

L - V nCT will be followed, which

y- $ W& will constitute a history

^ fcj; Vht' of Hyderabad ratherF ” than of the whole of the

M Deccan. At the period at

J* /jf which we have now arrived.

the Mahrattas had acquired a consider-

able portion ol what was originally known as the

Deccan and which was ruled over by the Bhamanec Kings

and the other Mahomedan dynasties, the history of which

has been given in previous chapters. The history of the

i A



2 HISTORY OF THE DECCAN

Mahrattas, however, has already been written and there-

fore it is not proposed to go over the same ground in

the present work, but to refer to them only in so far

as they are brought into direct relationship with the

Subahdar of the Deccan, or, as he was afterwards

called, the Nizam of Hyderabad.

When Asaf Jah compelled the Delhi Emperor to

recognize him as the Governor of the Deccan, his jurisdic-

tion extended over a far larger extent of territory than

is now covered by the Hyderabad State. With the

except i*n of the comparatively narrow strip of country
on the western coast, which belonged to the Mahrattas,

his jurisdiction reached from the river Taptee, west of

Aurangabad. Ahm. dnagar and Bijapur over the Mysore
country and the Carnatic right down as far as Trichino-

poly and probably also to Madura. The incident of the

slipper narrated in a previous chapter shows dearly that,

although on one occasion the Raja of Trichinopoly refused

to pay tribute to the Ambassadors of the Mogul Emperor,
still it had for some time at all events, been the custom

to acknowledge the ovcrlordship of the Delhi Emperor.

In the Carnatic proper, there was a Xawab with his

head-quarters at Arcot who acknowledged the supremacy
of the Deccan Viceroy and was. indeed, appointed by
him. On the East Coast the whole of the country from
Chicacole right down to the south acknowledged the

suzerainty of the Deccan Viceroy, and the semi-indepen-

dent Rajas paid him their tribute as the representative

of the Emperor at Delhi. For the purpose of receiving

their tribute, the Nizam had a Governor stationed at

the town of Rajahmundry It will thus be seen that

the Vicerovalty of the Dcccan extended over almost the

whole of the peninsular south of the Taptee. To the

north of this river and in the province of Malwa. of which
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he had been Viceroy previous to his coining to the Deccan,

Asaf Jah held or Laid claim to a number of jaghirs and
fiefs, but here he already had come in contact with the

Mahrattas who had commenced to spread over Guzerat,

Mahva, and Nagpur, levying chouth wherever they could

and acquiring for themselves territorial possessions.

The Mahratta generals thus employed were the ancestors

of the afterwards great houses of Sciudia, Holkar, Nag-
pur and Baroda, who eventually made themselves in-

dependent of the Pcshwa at Poona, although the}' pro-

fessed to rcganl him as their overlord.

For the first few years after his accession, Asaf Jah was
engaged in reducing his dominions to a state of order.

It will be remembered from the previous volume that,

when Syed Hoossein was Viceroy of the Deccan in 1714-15,

he acknowledged the right of the Mahrattas to levy

chouth in some of his western districts. For the next

sixty or seventy years the Poona Mahrattas were con-

stantly striving to enlarge the sphere over which they

levied this oppressive tax anil Asaf Jah was as constantly

employed in endeavouring to repel their aggression with-

out coming to open war.

The following extract from Onuc shows how the Mah-
rattas built up their claim to this tax. The matter is

of importance since a great deal of the history of the

next fifty years turns upon it, and no apology is therefore

necessary for introducing it hcr:e
" The country of the Mahrattas lies between

Bombay and Golconda ; its limits are not known
with any degree of certainty to Europeans, and

we are equally ignorant of the origin of the people.

It is now a century that they have made a figure

as the most enterprising soldiers of Hindustan,

and as the only nation of Indians which seems
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to make war an occupation by choice ; for the

Rajputs are soldiers by birth. Of late years

they have often been at the gates of Delhi some-

times in arms against the tlirone, at others in defence

of it against the Afghans or Pathans. The strength

of their armies consists in their numerous cavalry,

which is more capable of resisting fatigue than any

in India, Large bodies of them having been known
to march 50 miles in a day. They avoid general

engagements and seem to have no Idea in making

war but that of doing as much mischief as possible to

the enemy's country. This they effect by driving

off the cattle, destroying the harvest, burning the

villages and by exercising such cruelties as makes
the people of the open country take flight on the

fust rumours of their approach. The rapidity of

their motion leaves the prince with whom they wage-

war little chance of striking a decisive blow against

them, or even of attacking with effect any of their

detachments. Hence the expense of maintaining

an army in the field, also of very little probability

of even fighting such an enemy, and the greater

detriment arising from the devastations they commit,

generally induce the governments they attack to

purchase their retreat with money. Great parsimony

in their expenses and continued collections of treasure

by the means now described have been the principal

causes of raising them in less than a century, from

a people of inconsiderable note, to a nation which

at present strikes terror into all the countries be-

tween Delhi and Cape Cotnonn. They often let out

bodies of men. and sometimes whole armies, but the

hiring of them is a dangerous resource; for the

offer of better terms seldom fails to make them
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change sides, and they seldom relinquish their

practice of plundering, even in the countries which

they are hired to defend. But. notwithstanding

their warlike character, they are in other respects,

the most scrupulous observers of the religion of

Brahma—never eating of anything that has life,

nor even killing the insects which molest them
;

however, a buffalo sacrificed with many strange

ceremonies, atones for the blood of their species

which they shed in war." —fOrmc's " Description of

the Mahrattas," Volume I. Chapter 2.).

Asaf Jah had brought with him from Mnlwa a number

of followers. Mahomedans and Hindus, who were attached

to his person and tortunes. To the Maliomcdan nobles

he granted jaghirs or estates on military tenure and

employed them as his generals. In this way he was

enabled to raise, when necessary, an enormous army

amounting on some occasions to as many as 300,000

men. They were, of course, very primitively armed,

according to our modem notions, but as the enemies

they met were similarly equipped, this did not so much
matter. The time had not yet arrived when the superior-

ity of small highly disciplined forces, thoroughly equipped,

was recognized over these huge rabble-like hosts which

devastated the country over which they passed and

which were unwieldy from their very numbers. The

Hindus whom Asaf jail brought with him, he employed

principally in administrative work in the departments of

revenue and finance. To them he also granted jaghirs

as a remuneration for their services, and all these jaghirs,

whether granted for civil or military purposes, came to

be considered as hereditary in the different families.

The vast majority of the population of the Nizam’s

dominions consisted of course of Hindus ;
and scattered
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over the country was a large number of indigenous

Rajahs and Chiefs who held, most of them, sunnads or

grants from former kings, many of which had been
confirmed subsequently by the Delhi Emperors. The
Rajahs were all recognized and confirmed in their

possessions on payment of tribute, being allowed to

exercise a kind of semi-independent jurisdiction within

the limits of their estates. The whole of the Hyderabad

country was divided into three distinct portions, consist-

ing, first, of these feudal jaghirs ;
secondly, of scattered

portions of territory reserved for the Nizam’s privy

purse, now known as Sarf-i-khas lands; and, thirdly,

of the so-called Dewuni or Government lands, the revenues

of which were devoted to the expenses of administration.

A great many oi these districts were famu-d out to noble

men and others who paid large nazars or iribute for the

privilege. These persons were supposed to retain a
certain pro|>urtion (z to .} annas in the rupee) for adminis-

trative charges and to remit the balance to the central

treasury. There was, of course, considerable laxity in

this respect, and it dejicndcd upon the personal character

of the deputy whether the people were oppressed or not.

No attempt was made to spend any money on roads or

communications
;
almost all traffic was carried on quad-

rupeds, generally by the indigenous nomadic tribes.

Even the old Hindu irrigation works were allowed to fall

into neglect and disrepair, for very few of the local

deputies ever dreamt of spending public money on such

objects. They kept for themselves as much as they

could out of the revenues, and when subterfuges would

no longer answer, they sent the remainder to head-quarters.

Still, however, the revenue which the Nizam derived from

such an enormous extent of territory was very large and his

court was the most splendid in India after that of Delhi.
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It is difficult to ascertain with anything like correct-

ness what the actual revenues of the Nizam’s large pro-

vince were, but Grant Duff, in his History of the Mah-
rattas, has compiled from the original Mahratta records
a statement showing the revenues of the six Deccan
Subahs or Divisions over which the Mahrattas claimed
the right of levying chouth at 25 per cent, and Surdcsh -

mookee at 10 per cent. The six Subahs which con-
stituted the Hyderabad Dominion proper and the revenue

they yielded are given below

:

Rs.

Aurangabad 12,376.042

Bcrar .. .. .. 11.523.508

Bccjapur . . . . .
.

78.508.560
Re(,ar • 7,491,879
Hyderabad .. .. .. 04.867,483
Candeish 5,749.819

180.5 1 7.291

Say £18,000,000

It was upon these revenues that the Mahrattas
demanded their chouth of 25 per cent

,
which was supposed

to be a payment for the protection of the villages from
raid and rapine. This protection was given by irregular

horse, which, when the chouth was not punctually paid,

raided the villages on their own account until it was
produced. In other words, it was a species ol blackmail.

But the right to levy this chouth had been previously

sanctioned by an imperial order at the time when Syed
Hussein was Viceroy of the Deccan (1714 -1719). The
Surdeshmookee had also been sanctioned at the same
time, but was not levied with the same regularity ; in

fact, it was part of the Mahratta policy to allow these

taxes to fall into arrears so as to give them a casus belli
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on some future occasion, when possibly they might have

an opportunity of acquiring more than their just dues

by virtue of the sword. For the first few years after

Asaf Jab’s accession, his time was fully employed in ar-

ranging these complicated affairs In so doing, he was
on several occasions brought into collision with the

Mahrattas. This occurred in 1727 and subsequently in

1729, and in both campaigns the Nizam was only

partially successful, but >urh was his astuteness that he

contrived to draw as much profit out of a reverse as he

did from a victory. He was also frequently assisted by

the internal dissensions amongst the Mahrattas, for,

although the Rajah at Satara was still the virtual King of

the Mahrattas, his authority was gradually being over-

shadowed by that of the Peishwa, whilst the different

prominent chiefs and generals were in their turn jealous

of the Peishwa's growing influence Grant Duff (History

of the MahraUus, Volume I. Chapter 13) has described

the policy of the Nizam in a few well-chosen words which

are here reproduced :

" On a general view, his plans were calculated to

preserve his rank at court, and his power in the

Deccan ; to keep alive the old, and to create new
dissensions amongst the Mahrattas : to preserve a

connection with that nation in case it should ulti-

mately be useful to direct their attacks from his own

to the imperial territories
;
and, however inconsistent

some of these designs may seem, in this system of

political artifice through the remainder of a long

life N'izam-ul-Mulk not only persevered but generally

prospered.”

In 1731 the dissensions between the Mahrattas reached

a climax, and Trimbuk Rao Durbari came to open con-

flict with the Peishwa. The Nizam secretly supported
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the former, thus forsaking an alliance he had previously

formed with the Peishwa. A battle was fought in

Guzerat in which Triinbuk Rao was defeated and killed,

and Baji Rao was left supreme with all but a nominal
control of the Mahratta sovereignty. The Peishwa then

returned to Poona and. highly indignant with what he
considered the treachery of the Nizam was prepared to

proceed against him with the whole of his available

force—a crisis which Asaf Jah would have found it

difficult to overcome. But this crafty politician found

a means of escaping from this danger; and of saving

himself and his dominions from the devastating inroads

of the Mahrattas. He managed to persuade the Peishwa
to turn his arms against the Emperor at Delhi, lie himself

promising to remain neutral. In consequence of this

arrangement, the Mahratta armies overr ran the province

of Malwa, crossed the river Chcmbul. and threatened the

imperial capital itself. The fighting continued from 17J4
until 1738, when, overtures having been made to him by
the Emperor Mahomed Shah, the Nizam proceeded to

Delhi and threw his support upon the imperial side.

But even with this support the Emperor was only able

to buy off the Peishwa at a heavy price, lie had in

fact to comply with the whole of Baji Kao's demands,
which now exceeded all bounds. " At different stages

during the discussions, he required the whole province

of Malwa in jaghir ; the Rohillas, who had established

themselves, to be dispossessed ; the forts of Mandoo,
Dhar and Raisecn

;
thejaghir andJouzdaru of the whole

tract south of the Chambul
; fifty lakhs ol rupees from

the royal treasury, or au equivalent assignment on Bengal.

Allahabad. Benares. Gya and Muttra in jaghir
;
and

a hereditary right as Surdeshpandya of the Soobali of

the Deccan." (Grant Duff.) For the moment the
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Emperor managed to evade all these concussion with

the exception of the last, to which he acceded on Baji

Rao's agreeing to pay him a nuzzer of six lakhs of rupees.

This was a stroke levelled by the Delhi minister against

the Nizam, and had the immediate effect of arousing the

latter"s jealousy and of deciding him to actively support

the Emperor in order to overthrow the minister, Khan
Dowran. Several skirmishes occurred in front of Delhi

with varying success, but ending generally in favour of

the Peishwa, who, having received the concessions which

he had asked for of the Government of Malwa, at length

returned to the Deccan, where for some time he was
engaged in military operations with the Portuguese.

In the meantime, taking advantage of the Peishwa’s

absence, the Emperor prevailed at last upon the Nizam
to repair to his court, and bestowed upon him the

governments of Malwa and Guzerat in the name of his

eldest son. Ghazi-ud-Din, but on the condition that he

should drive the Mahrattas out of these provinces.

Baji Rao at once returned with an army of 80,000 men
and crossing the Kerbudda met the Nizam near Bhopal

in January, 1738. No pitched battle ensued, but by

means of a series of skilful manoeuvres he managed to

hem the Nizam into such a position tliat he was practically

helpless, and in the following month had to sign a con-

vention in which he granted to the Peishwa the whole

of Malwa and the complete sovereignty of the territory

between the Nerbudda and the Chambul. But here

again, we have an example of Asaf Jah’s diplomacy and

ability : the price by which the peace was bought was in

reality paid by the Emperor and not by the Nizam.

He gave away the province of Malwa, which had never

been really in his possession, whilst his own dominions

remained intact. In 1735, Nadir Shah invaded
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Hindustan and after having sacked Delhi returned to

Persia on the 5th May. The Nizam Asaf Jah had been

with the Emperor throughout these proceedings but had

been powerless to help him. Indeed, Orme says that he

himself invited Nadir Shah to come to India, but he cites

no authority for this assertion and all the probabilities

are in the opposite direction r for it was much more in

the interests of the Nizam that there should be a weak

ruler like Mahomed Shah on the throne than a man of

the stamp of the Persian conqueror
;

but, after Nadir

Shah had retired and had taken with him the accum-

ulated treasures of Delhi, Asaf Jah must have seen

that any further attempt to uphold the Emperor’s author-

ity was hopeless. Accordingly he resolved to devote the

rest ol his life to the consolidation ol his own kingdom in

the Deccan. He must now have been nearly 90 years of

age, but was still endowed with an immense amount

of energy and physical strength Affairs in the Carnatic

urgently required his presence, for the French under

Dupleix had already begun to interfere, and SafdarKhan,

the Nawab of the Carnatic, had been assassinated by his

brother-in-law. Everything in the south was in con-

fusion, and to add to this confusion the Mahrattas had

come down with a large army with the object of taking

Trichinopoly. In spite therefore of his advanced age,

Asaf Jali marched down to Arcot with a large army,

which Orme refers to as 80,000 horse and 200,000 foot.

His presence served to restore order and for the present

he appointed Anwar-ud-Din as Nawab (1744)- it is

narrated that so great was the confusion in the Carnatic

and so many the rivals who put forward their claims to

the Nawabship, calling themselves Nawab in anticipa-

tion of success, that the old Nizam gave orders to his

attendants that eighteen Nawabs having been to see
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him that day, the next person who presented himself

under the style of Nawab should be beaten out of his

camp with whips.
(
Onru

.
Volume VII, Chapter i.) It

was whilst engaged on this expedition that the Nizam
first came into contact with the English merchants of

Madras, who despatched an embassy to him whilst he
was in camp near TricMnopoly. The chief of this

embassy was Mr. Eyre and a very interesting diary of

what occurred is preserved in the records of the Govern*

meat of Madras. From this diary I quote an extract

:

" March 30/A.- About 8 this morning the Nawab's
officer came to us with a guard of horse and foot

and two elephants with drums and colours, and
told us the Nabob was glad to hear of our arrival

in camp, and had ordered him to conduct us to him.

After the usual compliments, we presented him as

by the list of presents. After his taking betel,

we proceeded with him and were carried to the

public Durbar, where the Nabob was sitting attended

by his OmrahS. Nawabs, Rajahs, and other great

men
;

and, making our obeisances in front at a

considerable distance, we were shown a place on the

carpets and to sit down there. About an hour after,

when the Nabob rose from the Durbar, he sent for

us into private apartments, whereupon his speaking

our welcome we paid the Governor’s respect to

him ; and he bade us sit down and then honoured

us with a great deal per discourse on indifferent

matters. Coffee was also served to us with the hon-

our of the fans. This being the first audience

nothing was said of the presents, and in something

more than an hour he gave us betel and we withdrew

and returned to our tents, where the Nabob and Imam
Saheb each sent us a dinner. In the afternoon
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received a list from Imam Sahcb of what goods he

had assigned for the presents to the Nizam, which

we got unpacked and sorted tliat night and sent early

next morning to the Nabob.

" 31st .—The goods being sent and opened in the

Nabob's tents, went to wait on him at the Durbar,

and. that business being over, the Nabob sent for

us to a private tent where the goods lay opened

and we were desired to sit. The Nabob observed

them very nearly and took many of the parcels in

hand and said they were very good, and of the painted

looking-glass and some others that he would keep

some himself and send also some of them to the

Mogul (Emperor) and would tell him that he had

them of the Government of Chennapatnam.* Coffee

was served and after an hour's discourse we

retired."— (Talbovs Wheeler's "Madras in the Olden

Time.")

Mr. Eyre remained in the Nizam’s camp for seventeen

days and then returned to Madras. This appears to have

been the first introduction to the Nizam of the English

merchants, and for many years afterwards there was an

interchange of courtesies, if not with the Nizam himself,

at all events with his deputy, the Nawab of Arcot, so

much so that, when three years later hostilities broke out

between the Trench and the English, the Nawab not only

wrote to the former asking them why they had made war

without his permission, but also sent a body of troops

to assist the latter. The connection thus formed led

to most important results. The English merchants in

Madras regarded themselves as under the special pro-

tection of the Nizam and of his deputy the .Nawab

and. although the latter was at first inclined to side

• Tbr oil
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with the French, when in 1746 La Bourdonnais attacked

and took Madras, he ultimately sent an army under
his eldest son, Mahfug Khan, to oppose them. An
engagement took place at St Thome, in which the
French, under Paradis, marked a new departure in

Indian warfare by signally defeating the whole of the

Nawab’s army with a few battalions of sepoys or native
soldiers, trained, disciplined and officered by Europeans.
From this time, however, the connection between

the rightful Nawab of the Carnatic. Anwar-ud-Deen,
and the English became more intimate, especially when,
as we shall sec in the next chapter, the French openly
espoused the cause of a rival Nawab.

In the meantime, the Nizam Asaf Jah returned to

Hyderabad (1744)', and for the next four years his life

was passed in comparative quiet. Onnc says that he
was now over 100 years old. and his various enemies
were content to wait until his death, when a general

cataclysm seemed to be inevitable. This actually
occurred in 1748, a few months after the death of the
Emperor Mahomed Shah, and thus passed away one of
the most notable of Empire builders to be found in the

annals of Indian history.



CHAPTER II

ASAP JAM'S SUCCESSORS

ASAF Jam left six sons and one daughter. The

eldest of these sons was named Ghazi-ud-Din,

A- and in the ordinary course would have suc-

ceeded his father. But for the present, at all events,

Ghazi-ud-Din had no wish to come to Hyderabad.

He was in high office in Delhi, and, a new Emperor

having ascended the throne, he preferred remaining

at court. The next son was Nasir Jung, and he at

once placed himself on the musntti. seized the treasury

and proclaimed himself Nizam. The other sons were

Salabut Jung, Asad Jung. Basalut Jung and Nizam Ali.

of whom the first, the fourth, and the fifth eventually

became Nizams. The daughter had a son named

Muzaffer Jung, who had been the old Nizam’s favourite,

and was generally supposed to have been designated as

his heir.

For some time before his father’s death Nasir Jung

had been in disgrace. In 1841 he had broken into open

revolt and had actually met his father in battle. At

the last moment, however, he surrendered, and, after

being kept in confinement for some time in the fort of

Nander, was afterwards retained near the Nizam’s

person . Muzaffer J ung, the favourite grandson
,
bad been

15
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appointed Governor of the upper or Balaghaut portion

of the Carnatic, with his head-quarters at Bijapur, the

ancient capital of the Adil Shahi kings. Muzaffer

Jung resolved to oppose the succession of his uncle,

Nasir Jung, and for this reason made a combination

with Chanda Saheb who was then a prisoner of the

Mahruttasand kept in honourable confinement at Sattara.

In order to explain who Chanda Saheb was it will be

necessary to go back somewhat, but this retrospect

is of the utmost importance, since it was owing to

Chanda Sahcb’s connection with the French that Euro-

pean interference in the polities of the Deccan originated

In 1732 Saadut Ullah the Nawabof the Carnatic, died

He had ruled since 1710 In-fore the time that Asaf Jah

made himself independent. Although nominally the

Carnatic was a jMirtion of the Deccan. Saadut Ullah had

always exorcised a certain amount of independence, and,

when he died, having no sons, he appointed his eldest

nephew Dost Mi. to succeed him in the Xawabship.

This appointment, however, was never recognized by

Asaf Jah and no suitnaJ continuing him was ever des-

patched. Dost Ali however remained in power and

practically ruled the whole of the Southern Carnatic

Dost Ali had a son named Safdar Ali and one of his

daughters was mamed to his Dcwan Chanda Saheb.

At this time (173b) Trichinopoly was an independent

Hindu kingdom, but, the Rajah having died, Dost Ali

resolved to endeavour to attach it to his dominions. Accor-

dingly he sent an army under his son Safdar Ali and

Chanda Saheb to lay siege to the town. Chanda Saheb

managed to persuade the Ranee to admit him into the

fort with a body of troops and then treacherously seized

the queen, put her in prison, where she died, and took

possession of the kingdom in the name of Dost Ah.
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Chanda Saheb then remained in Trichinopoly as Gover-

nor and Safdar Ali returned to his father.

Asaf Jah was by no means pleased with these events

in the Carnatic since they dangerously increased the

power and influence of Dost Ah. whose object was to

create an independent kingdom in the south of India

and to throw oft all allegiance to the Nizam. At that

time, however, he was busily occupied at Delhi, whither

he had been summoned by the Emperor on the occasion

of the invasion of the Persian conqueror Nadir Shah. He

therefore encouraged the Mahrattas to attack Trichino-

polv, which they were only too willing to do. and in

conjunction with the Hindu Kings of Mysore and Tan-

jore they marched upon Arcot. On its way the Mah-

ratta armv was met by Dost Ali. who however was

defeated and killed. After this victory the Mahrattas

came to terms with Safdar AU. whom they recognized as

successor to his father, but compelled him to pay a tri-

bute of tun lakhs of rupees and then ostensibly returned

to Mysore. Chanda Saheb had expected the Mahrattas

to lay siege to Trichinopoly and had made every pre-

paration for defence and had also sent his wife and

family to Pondicherry, the French settlement, where

they were hospitably entertained as guests by the

French Governor, M. Dupleix, of whom we shall hear a

great deal later on. Chanda Saheb deceived by the re-

treat of the Mahrattas. and thinking himself to be safe,

sold off his stores of grain and dismissed a large portion

of his army. No sooner had he done this, however,

than the Mahratta army returned and laid siege to*

Trichinopoly. which after a gallant defence had to yield

on 26th March, 1741. It was at this siege that Hyder

Ali, afterwards Sultan of Mysore, but then an officer in

the Rajah's array, distinguished himself. Chanda
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Saheb was taken prisoner and brought by the Mahrattas
to Sattara, where he was kept in confinement until lie

could pay a heavy ransom. This he was unable to do,

and remained accordingly a prisoner whilst his wife and
family were still residing at Pondicherry. In the fol

lowing year Safdar Ali. the Nawab of the Carnatic, was
assassinated, and it was after this event that Asaf Jah
proceeded to the Carnatic, as related, and left behind

him Anwar-nd-Din as Nawab. Whilst the family of

Chanda Saheb had been left at Pondicherry', Safdar

Ali’s family had been sent to Madras for safety.

Anwar-ud-Din, although practically appointed as
Nawab. was not confirmed in the appointment, but Asaf

Jah sent for the young son of ^fdar Ali from Madras
and placed him under Anwar-ud-Din's guardianship

with a view of his becoming the Nawab hereafter. In

the following year, however, this unfortunate prince

named Syed Mahomed was assassinated and then Amvar-
ud-Din was confirmed as Nawab.

This, therefore, was the condition of affairs at the

death of Asaf Jah. It will be seen that there were two
rival claimants to the Nawabship of the Carnatic. Chanda
Saheb who by marriage to Dost Ali’s daughter repre-

sented the family which for many years ruled in the

Carnatic, and Anwar-ud Din. who having been appointed

Nawab by the Nizam, was legally constituted

ruler. Anwar-ud-Din was ii\ actual possession and it

is therefore clear that less was to be expected from a
dispossessed pretender than from a inan supported by
the legally constituted authority. It was, however,

hopeless to expect that the Nizam would allow his

nominee to be displaced and accordingly it was necessary

to find another Nizam who in return for being raised to

the throne would support the appointment of Chanda
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Saheb. The latter had a great reputation lor bravery

and military talents, and owing to his family being in

Pondicherry lie was in frequent communication with

the French. The French Governor. M Dupleix, was

one of the ablest and most ambitious of Europeans who

ever came to India. It was he who had first grasped

the idea of assisting the native princes in their quarrels

with each other and in return for that assistance to get

pow'er and influence for himself and his country. He

was quick enough to see that an opportunity had offered

itself and he was only too willing to take advantage of

it. In the coming struggle between Nasir Jung and

Muzaffer Jung he resolved to take the side of the hitter,

and if he could succeed in getting him to be made Nizam

of the Deccan there coukl be no doubt that his reward

would be a magnificent one. Accordingly he resolved

to make use of Chanda Saheb. and. by promising the

Mahrattas to be security for payment of the ransom,

obtained his release. Chanda Saheb then joined

Muzaffer Jung at Bijapur, and the two raised a small

force with which they marched towards the Carnatic.

Chanda Saheb promised to make Muzaffer Jung Nizam,

and as a price for help obtained the promise of the

Nawabship of the Carnatic. A small success at Chit-

teldroog attracted more followers to the flag of Chanda

Saheb, and on the borders of the Carnatic they were

joined by a force sent by Dupleix consisting of 400

Europeans and 2000 sepoys. On the 23rd July this

army was met by Anwar-ud-Din at the fort of Amboor
with the result that the latter was totally defeated and

killed Muzaffer Jung now openly proclaimed himself

as Nizam of the Deccan, and appointed Chanda Saheb

to be Nawab of the Carnatic. As the victory of Amboor
had been gained principally by the valour of the French
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force sent by Dupleix, the allies now proceeded to-

gether to Pondicherry in order to thank Dupleix in

person. Dupleix gave them a magnificent reception,

and after entertaining them for several days, urged upon
them to at once march and obtain possession of Tri-

chinopoly. This Muzaffer Jung promised to do, but

unfortunately delayed on his way in order to get pay-

ment of a large sum of money from the Rajah of Tanjore.

The French had now openly espoused the cause of

rebellion against the hitherto recognized authority of

the Nizam in the Carnatic. It was probably this reason

more than any other that induced the English to offer

their services in support of the other side, that of law

and order.. Anwar-ud-Din was dead, hut his second

son. Mahomed Ali, escaped from the defeat at Amboor
and took refuge in the fort of Trichinopoly Here he

collected a small army and was shortly joined by 150
English troops sent by the Governor of Madras Every-

thing depended upon crushing this small force as soon

as possible before the Nizam could have time to march
from the Deccan and vindicate his outraged authority.

If instead of delaying at Tanjore Muzaffer Jung, as

arranged with Dupleix. had at once marched to Tri-

chinopolv, there is little doubt that he would have
easily obtained possession of this important fort, and
have thus rendered the task of the Nizam considerably

more difficult. Hut an opportunity once lost seldom

occurs again.

In the meantime the Nizam Xasir Jung had collected

a large army, but delayed to march against Muzaffer Jung
because he was afraid that in his absence his brother,

Ghazi-ud-Din, would attempt some intrigue at the

Emperor's court. In fact, he had resolved to go to

Delhi himself when he received the news of the battle
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of Amboor. For the time being this meant the con-

quest of the Carnatic and it therefore became necessary

to quell this rebellion at all hazards. Accordingly he

collected a large army and sent orders to his tributary

chief to join him on the line of march. He was also

accompanied by three bodies of Mahratta horse who were

employed as advance scouts. Altogether the army con-

sisted of 300.000 lighting men, of whom one half were

cavalry; 800 guns and 1,300 elephants. This enormous

force was the largest which had ever entered the

Carnatic, and it struck awe into the hearts of all who had

been inclined to waver in tlicir allegiance. So un-

wieldy an army could only march by slow stages, and
it was about the middle of March 1750. before the

different portions collected at the old fort of (iingee,

which is situated about 40 miles to the west of Pondi-

cherry. The French having taken the side of Muzaffcr

Jung, it was only natural that their rivals the English

should support the other side, apart from the fact that

Anwnr-ud-Din’s family, of whom Mahomed Ali was

now the surviving representative. l»ad received shelter

at Madras. The first success, however, of Muzaffcr Jung
and Chanda Saheb had made them doubtful as to the

real power of Nasir Jung, but, now that the latter had

shown himself to be thoroughly in earnest, they re-

solved to send a body of 600 Europeans under Major

Lawrence to join him at Gingee This fort is a very old

and celebrated one. It is built on a number of hills

in the form of a circle, each hill is connected by

strong walls. Under the great Emperor Auranzebc it

had undergone a siege of about 12 years, and it was
held to be the strongest fort in Southern India. Nasir

Jung drew up his army under the walls of the fort, and

there awaited the attack of Muzaffer Jung, who with
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Chanda Saheb and the French force was at a short dis-

tance away. The French were under the command of

M. Atenil who was the same officer who had so distin-

guished himself at Amboor.

On this occasion, however, he was suffering under

very great disadvantages. A number of his officers

were in a state of great dissatisfaction bordering upon

mutiny, because they had obtained no share in the

plunder which the others had brought from Tanjorc.

A cannonade was opened between the two armies, which,

however, owing to the distance, did but little damage

though it had the effect of still further discouraging the

French who were convinced of Nasir Jung's superior

strength. That evening thirteen of the French officers

went in a body to their commanding officer and resigned

their commissions, whilst at the same time others left

the army and returned to Pondicherry. Muzaffer Jung

and Chanda Saheb changed their plans, the former

refused to retreat, so he remained alone, whilst Chanda

Saheb, not daring to trust himself to the mercy of

Nasir Jung, followed the French. One reason that

induced Muzaffer Jung to remain was that for some

days past he had received messages purporting to come

from Nasir Jung in which he was promised forgiveness

and protection. The overture he resolved to accept,

and sent some of his officers to Nasir Jung's presence.

Nasir Jung was of course delighted that the rebellion

should be so easily put down and is said to have sworn

on the Koran tliat he would neither make his nephew

a prisoner nor deprive him of the governments he en-

joyed during his grandfather’s life.

Accordingly Muzaffer Jung left his camp and pro-

ceeded to make his submission, but no sooner had he

arrived near his uncle's tent than he was seized, carried
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off to a neighbouring tent and placed in chains. His

camp was then attacked and his followers dispersed

and put to the sword, the Mahratta cavalry following

the French force up to the very wall of Pondicherry.

In this sudden and unexpected manner the short-

lived rebellion of Muzafler Jung had apparently come to

an end. He himself was in captivity, his army dispersed,

and his friends and allies compelled to retreat. His very

life was in danger, for he had everything to fear from

Nasir Jung’s anger. Muzaffer Jung's career, however,

was not yet over, and even a more sudden and un

expected change was destined to take place in his fortune.

Although Nasir Jung had been so successful there was

a good deal of discontent amongst some of his chiefs.

Three of the principal of these were the Nawabs ofCud-

da pah, Kurnool and Savanur. From thecommencement

of this struggle between the son and the grandson of the

Great Nizam-ul-Mulk, to whom they owed everything,

these and other old officers of Asaf Jali had endeavoured

to bring about a reconciliation. They were moreover

greatly disappointed at Nasir Jung’s breach of faith in

seizing his nephew after promising his liberty, since,

relying on this promise, they had been chiefly instru-

mental in persuading Muzafler Jung to surrender.

For the present, however, these chiefs took no open step,

but when M. Dupleix, hearing of their discontent,

commenced a correspondence with them, they did not

hesitate to reply. M. Dupleix 's conduct at this critical

time showed what a remarkable man he was. All that

was left of his army was a small body of Europeans.

Almost the whole of his native allies and followers had

been scattered or destroyed, and there w as opposed to him

the enormous army of the infuriated Nizam, which was

now flushed with a victory in which it had scarcely
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lost a man, and was further supported by a strong body
of English allies. But Dupleix by no means despaired,

and, although for the present he was unable to use open
force, he arranged his plans with so much skill that

ultimately he proved successful. Dupleix's first act

was to send ambassadors to Nasir Jung’s camp, osten-

sibly to obtain lenient terms for MuzafTer Jung and
Chanda Saheb. but in reality to gain time and also to enter

into closer conspiracy with the dissatisfied Nawabs
After eight days these ambassadors returned, and the plot

was now approaching completion. This plot was further

aided by Nasir Jung’s own conduct. He first of all fell

out with Major Lawrence by making delays in the ap-

pointment of Mahomed All as Nawab of the Carnatic,

so that, in disgust. Major Lawrence retired with his force

to Fort St. David about 50 miles distant. At the. same
time, Nasir Jung, considering the campaign to be prac-

tically over, retired w ith the whole of the army to Arcot,

where he himself remained whilst he sent back the

greater part of his army and two of his generals to Hyder-
abad. This was an opportunity which Dupleix was not

slow to seize. He resolved to attempt a daring enter-

prise, which if successful would establish the French
name over the whole Carnatic. Nasir Jung was at Arcot
enjoying himself with hunting and other amusements.
Mahomed Ali and the English force was further south

and were fully occupied by the army of Chanda Saheb,

and so he resolved to attack the so-called impregnable

fort of Gingee. A small force of 250 Europeans and

4,200 sepoys was sent out under the command of M.
Bussy. who was afterwards to become so celebrated in

Hyderabad itself. This small force did not attempt a

regular siege, but simply earned the place by storm at

night- supported by only four guns. The defenders.
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not expecting so bold an attack from so small a force,

were taken by surprise and surrendered, so that

next morning this handful of Frenchmen found to

their surprise that they were in possession of an historical

fort that years liad held powerful armies at bay and had

now yielded without inflicting a loss of more than two

or three men.

The news of this daring feat aroused Nasir Jung from

his indolence and lethargy. Summoning as many of his

discharged forces as he could reassemble, he at once

marched to Gingee, accompanied by 60,000 infantry,

40,000 horses, and 350 guns, lie had resolved to crush

the daring Frenchman who had struck his prestige so

serious a blow. It was, however, in the middle of the

rainy season, and his progress was delayed by flooded

rivers, so that it took him almost two months to march

50 miles. During this time Duplcix had opened out

negotiations for |>eace, and, being now in a more advan-

tageous position owing to his success at Gingee, his

demands were that Muzaffcr Jung should be released, his

estates restored to him, and Chanda Saheb should be

appointed Nawab of the Carnatic. At first Nasir Jung

would not hear of these conditions, but as. owing to the

rains, disease had broken out, and supplies were running

short, he resolved at last to grant the demands, the only

condition being that Duplex and Chanda Saheb should

acknowledge his sovereignty. But Duplcix was carrying

on a double game. At the same time that he was

negotiating with the Nizam he was also corresponding

with the discontented Nawabs in his camp In fact,

when Nasir Jung’s officers arrived in Pondicherry with

the news that the Nizam would sign the required

treaty, at the same time as he delivered to the officers

the treaty to be taken back for ratification. Dupleix sent
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secret instructions to his force in Gingee to march
against Nasir Jung, leaving it to chance to decide which

event should happen first, the return of the ratified

treaty or the carrying out of the long-planned con-

spiracy.

As soon as they received Dupleix's letters, the French

numbering 800 Europeans and 3,000 sepoys marched out

of Gingee to where the Nizam was encamped 16 miles

away. The advance guards of the Hyderabad army
fell back and then the small French force came upon the

whole of the army drawn up in line, in front of which

was an elephant with a white flag. This being the signal

agreed upon with the conspirators, the French halted.

The troops in front were those of the Xawabs of Cud-

dapah and Kumool who remained stationary. On this

being reported to the Nizam he came upon his elephant

and riding up to the Nawab of Cuddapah called him a

coward for not advancing against the enemy. The
Nawab in reply rose in his howdah and shot the Nizam
through the heart. His guards dispersed and then after

cutting off Nasir Jung's head the Cuddapah Nawab
went to Muzaffer Jung's tent and hailed him as Nizam
of the Deccan (14th December. 1750). Nasir Jung's

assassination was brought about by his unpopularity and
his breach of faith towards Muzaffer Jung, but the plot to

which he fell a victim was a very treacherous one and was
the more unexpected by him since he had only the day
before sent the treaty toDupleix duly signed and ratified.

As regards the army the change of masters appears to

have been welcomed. It was known that Muzaffer

Jung was the favourite grandson of the great Nizam*ul-

Mulk and all hastened to pay him their respects.



CHAPTER III

THE FRENCH IN' HYDERABAD

FTER this sud-

den change
from a prison,

threatened
hourlv with

w

death, to a

throne and
command

army,

was trans-

joy. He
looked upon Duplcix as

his deliverer and at once

marched to Pondicherry

to thank him in person.

Here for severaldays there

was an endless series of

festivals. The new N izam

appeared everywhere with Duplcix in public and showed

him everyhonour and respect. The whole of the treasure

found in the camp of Nasir Jung was handed over to the

French Governor who was asked by Muzaffer Jung to

27
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decide all cases of disputes between himself and his chiefs

and a promise was given that in all matters Dupleix's

advice would be asked for. A grand Durbar was held in

Pondicherry in which Muzaffer Jung was installed as

Snbadar of the Deccan and Dupleix’s chair was placed

next to that of the Subadar so as to show that he was of

equal rank. At this Durbar the Subadar declared Dup-
leix to be Nawab of all the country south of the river

Krishna down to Cape Comorin including Mysore and the

whole of the Carnatic, besides bestowing upon him a

personal present of a Jaghir worth one lakh of rupees

every year. He was also made a Mansabdar of 7.000

horse with the right to bear the ensign of the fish, and the

Nizam further promised never to grant a favour without

his previous approval, and to be guided in all things by
his advice. But Duplcix was too wise to accept all

these favours. He knew that if he did so he would
only create enemies amongst his former friends, and so

he presented Chanda Sahcb to the Nizam and asked that

he should be appointed the actual Nawab of the Carnatic.

This was done, but the real power remained in the hands
of Duplcix. Muzaffer Jung now expressed his intention

of returning to Hyderabad and asked Duplcix to send

with him one of his trusted officers and a force of Euro-
peans to act as a body-guard. ThisDupleix was very glad

to do because by this means he would be able to maintain

his influence with the Nizam, when far away in the

Deccan. Accordingly M. Bussy was appointed with a

force of 300 Europeans and 2,000 sepoys to form the

Nizam’s personal guard. This having been arranged,

Muzaffer Jung accompanied by his French escort and
followed by his army, commenced his march back to

Hyderabad. But Muzaffer Jung was not destined to

see his capital again. After a march of only a few weeks.
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whilst passing through the Jagirs of the Nawab of

Cuddapah. a disturbance occurred in that part of the

army where the ladies travelled, which was attacked by
some of the Cuddapah ryots. The Nawab supported his

ryots and when Muzaffer Jung came up and reproached

him for the disturbance an engagement took place

Bussy’s troops soon decided the quarrel, and the Nawab
commenced to retreat. Muzaffer Jung instead of waiting

for his cavalry followed on his elephant, the Nawab of

Kumool who had also taken part in the engagement, but

fell dead, pierced through the brain by a spear thrown
by the Kumool Nawab. who was immediately after-

wards cut to pieces It is probable that the whole of

this incident was a pre-arranged conspiracy
; for the three

Nawabs of Cuddapah. Kumool and Savanoor, all of whom
took part in it, and who had also been implicated in the

assassination of Nasir Jung, were dissatisfied with the

rewards they had received and were jealous of the

influence of the French. Savanoor and Kumool were
both killed and Cuddapah escaped grievously wounded.
Muzaffer Jung’s reign had only lasted about six weeks and
now everything was again in confusion. The presence

of Bussy, however, with his small but disciplined force

soon set matters right. Nizam-ul-Mulk's third son,

Salabut Jung, was following his brother in a sort of

honorary confinement . Bussy being in charge of the royal

camp at once had him brought forward and publicly

installed as Subadar The other chiefs presented their

nuzzers and before the day was over order was restored

and the march resumed (March, 1751.)

This change of Nizams made no difference to the

position occupied by the French. If anything, their

influence was made stronger than it was before, because

the Nizam saw how valuable was this disciplined force
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ami he felt that it was due to Bussy's prompt action that

ho had been placed on the musiiud without any further

disturbance. Besides he knew also that there was further

trouble to be expected
;

for his elder brother Cihazi-ud-

Din had published his intention of asserting his right

to the Subuhship of the Deccan. He felt therefore that

it was necessary to have near him a force that could

be trusted and an oflicer who bv interest was attached to

his person.

Salabut Jung's first act was to confirm all the con-

cessions and privileges that had been granted by his

brother to the French, and in addition lie gave them the

towns of Masulipatam and Clucaole The march was
then resumed. On the way Kurnool was stormed and

taken ; Hyderabad was reached on the 12th April and
a triumphal entry was made into Aurangabad on the

29th June. It is necessary now that a glance at the

state of affairs generally should be taken. At this

period the most powerful man in the South of India

was the French Governor. Dupleix. He was regarded

by all as the maker of Subahdars and Nawabs. His

fame reached as far as Delhi, and the Emperor him-

self sent him a sanad confirming all that had been

granted by the Nizam. The English influence seemed
to be at its last gasp. Chanda Saheb was generally-

acknowledged as Nawab throughout the Carnatic,

and his rival Mahomed Ali was besieged in the fort of

Trichinopoly. sup|>ortcd by a small army of only 7,000

or 8,000 men and a small body of some ,300 Englishmen.

It was believed that it was only a question of time before

the chief |»o\vcr in the South of India would be that of

France. As a matter of fact however, this was not the

case. The power of Dupleix had now reached its height,

and from this time commenced to decline. The English
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determined to make every effort to support Mahomed
Ali A strong force was thrown into Trichinopoly and
an army, to which was attached a young lieutenant

named Robert Clive, who was a few years hence to

become so famous, was sent to take the field. It is not
intended to follow the history of events in the south;
for the object of this work is to trace the connection of
Hyderabad with the European powers, and it will there-

fore be sufficient to say that the siege of Trichinopoly

by Chanda Sahcb and the French continued for 18 months
more (June. 1752) when the French general Law, was
at last compelled to surrender. Chanda Sahcb was taken
prisoner and handed over to the Mahrattas by whom lie

was put to death, and Mahomed Ali. the prot<gd of the
English, was recogni/.cd as Nawab of the Carnatic.

But the losses which the French prestige suffered in

the south weremore than compensated for by the immense
influence which Bussy succeeded in gaining by the side

of the Nizam. Salabut Jung was a man who had been
brought up more or less in confinement. He had not
enjoyed a soldier’s training and now that he was raised
to a throne he devoted himself to pleasure. In order
to do this in safety he put his whole trust in Bussy
and his French force, and Bussy did everything to justify

that trust. His force of 300 Europeans and 2,000 sepoys
was kept in the strictest discipline. The men were
lodged in the Aurangabad fort and no soldier was allowed
to leave his barracks except at a fixed time. There were
no quarrels or disturbances with the townsmen and the

French troops really acted as the police of the town,
so that the richest and most valuable goods were freely

displayed under their protection. The first against

whom Bussy had to defend the Nizam Salabut Jung was
Nizam-uI-Mulk’s eldest son. Ghazi-ud-Din. In order
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to recover the kingdom of his father. Ghazi-ud-Din

made an alliance with the Mahrattas. and. whilst the latter

under Balajee Baji Row advanced from Poona with

ioo.ooo men. the former marched with 150,000 from Delhi

Bussv had managed to increase his force to 500 Europeans

and 5.000 sepoys in a high state of discipline, and in

addition there was the large but irregular army of Salabut

Jung. Bussv resolved to deal with these two invading

forces separately, before they could effect a junction.

As the Mahrattas were the nearest, he dealt with them

first, and then, marching via Bidar. continued on towards

Poona as if he were going to attack the Mahratta capital.

By this move Balajee was compelled hastily to return,

or else he would have been cut off from his base This

he did with 40.000 of Uis best horse, and met the Nizam

with his French contingent soon after he left Bidar.

An engagement followed in which the Mahrattas for

the first time met a disciplined force of Europeans and

trained sepoys The Mahratta horse charged with their

usual dash and gallantry, but were met by Bussy's

steady ranks armed with muskets and bayonets. These

were immovable, and unable to stand the withering fire

of the artillery, the Mahrattas retreated broken and in dis-

order. Bussv continued his march, and again can»c

across Balajee at Rajapur on the river Gur. Taking

advantage of an eclipse of the moon when the Hindus

were engaged in worship, Bussv made a night attack,

surprised their camp and scattered them in all directions,

gaining at the same time an immense amount of booty.

(November 12th. 1751.) This victory not only greatly

increased Bussy's reputation, but also marked an

epoch in the methods of Deccan warfare. For the first

time in regular battle had a small, but highly disciplined

and well-equipped force, succeeded in annihilating an
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army ten times its strength
;
and henceforward it will

be seen that all the states of Southern and Central India

endeavoured to organize contingents drilled and disci-

plined according to the European system. Bussy con-

tinued his victorious march till writhin 20 miles of Poona,

and, after inflicting another defeat some five days later,

peace was made with the Mahrattas and the Nizam,

and Bussy was at liberty to return to Aurungabad in

order to meet Ghazi-ud-Din. It was not until Septem-

ber, 1752, that the latter arrived in the neighbourhood

of Aurungabad with an army of 150.000 men Instead

of hostilities, negotiations were commenced, and, whilst

these were in progress Ghaz-ud-Din suddenly died.

The story of his death is thus told bv Colonel Malleson

(History of French in India, p. 367) :
" The right of

Ghaz-ud-Din as the eldest son of his father gave him a

moral influence which was not without its effect on the

nobles of the Deccan, and which very much disturbed

Salabut Jung himself. It is possible that, under the

circumstances, and in the face of the Mahratta alliances

which Ghaz-ud-Din had at length cemented by the

offer of a considerable sacrifice of territory, he might

have been inclined to listen to a compromise, when an

event occurred which removed the necessity for further

negotiation. Living at Aurungabad in the ancient palace

of the Subahdar was one of the widows of Nizam-ul-Mulk

;

she had borne him but one son, the next in order to Sala-

but Jung, Nizam Ali. All the hopes of this lady were

concentrated in the ardent desire to see this son sitting

on the viceregal seat of his father. Between that wish

and its accompaniment however, there were two ob-

stacles One of these, Salabut Jung, was out of her

reach, the other Ghazi-ud-Din, was at Aurungabad.

To thrust him out of the path she wished her son to

c
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follow, she had no scruple as to the means by which such

a result might be obtained She accordingly invited

Ghazi-ud-Din to a feast and in a dish of which she had
persuaded him to partake, telling him truly that it had

been prepared by her hands, she poisoned him. Gfi?zi-

ud-Din died that night
"

His rival being removed, it was not difficult for Salabut

Jung to make terms with the Mahrattas. Balajec Row
had collected another army and had been joined by the

Holkar and Bhomsla, Rajah of Nagpur. Balajee had

had one experience of the quality of the Nizam's general,

Bussy. and had probably little desire for another, as

long as he could get something out of the negotiations.

Accordingly, he agreed to retire himself and to make
his allies evacuate the Nizam's dominions on the cession

of some territory to the west of Borar between the rivers

Taptee and Godavery and situated in the province of

Khandesh. At Bussy’s advice this was granted, since

it was deemed wiser to cede this outlying portion than to

risk a war. This occurred at the end of the year 1752.

At this time, as has been briefly noticed, Chunda

Saheb had been captured and killed at Trichinopoly,

and in his place Dupleix had been nominated by the

Nizam as the Nawab of the Deccan. The appointment

was, however, more or less a nominal one. The English

army was still in the field, and their protege. Mahomed
Ali, was recognized as Nawab over a large portion of the

Deccan. There was still occasional lighting with varying

results, but on the whole the ascendancy appeared to be

passing away from the Trench Moreover, Dupleix’s

period of office was drawing to a close. Peace had been

proclaimed between l-Tance and England, and the French

authorities, instead of being grateful to Dupleix for the

enormous results which he had obtained, were getting
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alarmed at the growth of his sphere of influence, and were

about to make a change of policy.

In Hyderabad, also, a change of feeling had taken place.

Although the Nizam was still as warmly attached to

Bussy as ever, his power and influence were regarded

with jealousy by many of the noblemen at his court.

Amongst these was the Dcwan Syed Lashkar. This

noble had been appointed a year previously at Bussy’s

recommendation, who believed that he was his friend

and supporter
;

in reality, however, he was determined,

if possible, to get rid of the French, and was on the side

of the mother of Nizam Ali. whom he hoped some day
to raise to the Deccan throne. But whilst Bussy was
present his personal influence was sufficient to put an
end to all intrigues and so the Dcwan had to wait for a
better opportunity. This opportunity was not slow in

coming. Soon after the conclusion of the peace with the

Mahrattas, Bussy fell ill, and leaving his second in com-
mand at Hyderabad, whither Bussy had come together

with the Nizam from Aurungabad early in the year 1753,
he himself went for a change of air to Masulipatam,

about 150 miles distant, on the eastern coast. This was
Syed Lashkar’s opportunity.

One of the principal reasons why Bussy had been able

to maintain the discipline of his troops at so high a

standard was that he never allowed their pay to fall into

arrears. His personal influence with the Nizam was so

great that he was always able to draw regular supplies

from the treasury, whilst the greater portion of the ir-

regular army of the Nizam was often left for months in

arrears. No sooner was Bussy’s back turned than Syed
Lashkar began to raise difficulties in the matter. Remit-
tances only came very irregularly and at last, pretending

friendship, he told the commandant Goupil that he was
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very sorry that there was no money in the treasury, and

recommended that he should send bodies of troops into

the districts in order to collect the revenue. In this

way not only was the force scattered over the distant

parts of the country, but the restraint of discipline was

relaxed, and from time to time outrages were committed

which were made use of to prejudice the Nizam against

the French. But Syed Lashkar was not contented with

this. He first of all induced the Nizam to move from

Hyderabad to Aurungabad. leaving the main body of

the French at the former city and taking only a small

escort with a junior officer in command of the latter

At the same time the Dcwan commenced a correspondence

with Mr. Saunders, the (iovemor of Madras, in which he

engaged to get Butty and the French troops sent back to

Pondicherry. Mallcson gives an extract from one of the

letters in which the Syed says :
" Have no fear of the

result ;
for I have arranged the mode in which to rid

myself of your enemies. The plan is in action and with

the assistance of Providence the result will be what you

wish. I expect to be with you at the end of the rains

and to arrange then everything in a satisfactory manner

In the meantime, the Dewan continued his policy with

the French in Hyderabad and the districts. They were

kept without money or supplies, and separated from each

other they naturally fell into a state of despondency.

Matters were rapidly coming to a crisis, and would

probably have ended in a mutiny if suddenly Bussy had

not appeared on the scene. When the condition of affairs

in Hyderabad was reported to him, he saw at once how

serious it was. and. although not yet entirely recovered,

he resolved to return at once He was also informed of

Syed Lashkar's correspondence with the English
;

for

the letter, from which the above extract is taken, had
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fallen into the hands of French agents. This news was

at the same time sent to Dupleix at Pondicherry, and he

at once wrote to Bussy begging him, even at the risk

of his health, at once to return to Hyderabad in order to

set matters right. Bussy saw that there was no time

to be lost and sent orders that the whole of his force should

assemble at Hyderabad, and himself started off to meet

them and arrived at Hyderabad in May. His presence

soon effected a change and the Government of the city,

overawed by the threatening aspect of the troops, paid

up some of the arrears due and furnished supplies. Bussy,

however, was not satisfied with this, and resolved to go

at once with the whole of his force to Aurangabad and

there demand an explanation from the Dewan in presence

of the Nizam. Although it was the middle of the hot

weather, the long march of nearly 300 miles was per-

formed in two months, a rate of progress which in those

days was considered almost incredible. Syed Lashkar

now became thoroughly alarmed and sent out messages

to Bussy that he would act in every way in accordance

with his wishes and. if he liked, would resign the Dcwan-

ship. This, however, was a step which Bussy did not

like to take, but he took care to let the Syed know what

his wishes were and told him that if he should assist him

in carrying them out he would not interfere as regards

the Dewanship. Syed Lashkar accordingly met Bussy

outside Aurangabad and conducted him and his force

to the presence of the Nizam who received them most

cordially. In the negotiations that followed Bussy

insisted that unless a proper guarantee were given for

the punctual payment of his force, it would be impossible

for him to maintain it in a state of efficiency. He.

therefore, asked that the East Coast Districts should be

given to him as Jaghirs, from the revenue of which he
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.undertook to pay the force himself. These districts, since

known as the Northern Circars in the Madras Presidency,

were for the greater part semi independent Zemindarees

extending over a sea-coast length of nearly 500 miles

from Chicacole to Masulipatam. They were under the

Nizam and were governed by his Deputy at Kaj Mundry.
Hussy now- proposed to take the Governor’s place, not

as a tributary to the Nizam, but on account of the French
Government, and in return to maintain the French

contingent. This arrangement was an entirely new
departure from any arrangement which as yet had been

made between a native and European Power. Hitherto,

the English and the French had been content with small

coast-sot tlemcnts to which were attached a few towns and
villages, which were made use of for trading purposes.

Now’ for the first time the French were made the practical

rulers of a province thr tribute from which amounted

to .40 lakhs of rupees every year. The country itself was

divided into numerous Jaghirs and Zemindarees, all of

which were quasi-independent in the hands of Hindu

Kajahs such as Yijayanagnram. Bohhilli. Jaipur, etc. These

had hitherto regarded the Nizam as their overlord and paid

him tribute. Under the new arrangement the overlord-

ship and the tribute were transferred to the French, and

Hussy’s position at the Nizam’s court was almost that

of an independent ally. But the intrigues against the

French power did not cease. Syed La'll kar endeavoured

to persuade the Nizam that Bussy, having obtained all

he could get from him. would now’ intrigue to place one

of his brothers Hasalut Jung or Nizam Ali on the throne,

in order to obtain fresh grants as a reward. He accord-

ingly advised the Nizam to place these two princes in con-

finement. thinking that Bussy would probably interfere

on their behalf. This was done, but Bussy was far too
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clever lo fall into the trap, although several of the

noblemen tried to persuade him to do so. He said that

the Nizam’s family affairs were no concern of his ; all

that he had to do was to defend the prince against his

enemies and leave him to settle his own private affairs

Thereupon. Syed Lashkar, disgusted at having again

failed sent in his resignation and was succeeded by
Shah Nawaz Khan, a nobleman of high character and
position, believed by Busty to be attached to French
interests (Malleson.)

Opportunity was taken at the same time to remove
the French in India from office. All the adherents of

the fallen Minister were replaced by others professing

devotion to the French, but in reality being against

them.

In the Deccan, therefore, for the time, everything in

the middle of 1753 seemed to be in favour of the French.

Bussy's influence was stronger than ever, and the Nizam
regarded him as his principal protector against the

intrigues of his brothers and his noblemen. In the

Carnatic, however, the French influence received at this

very time a most severe blow The French directors,

alarmed at the ever increasing circle of Dupleix’s influence,

had resolved to alter the French policy in Southern India,

and with this object in view had sent out M Godehen
to replace Dupleix. This took place in August. 1753. and

in October of the same year Dupleix left India disgraced

and ruined in fortune. Although there was upwards of

a crore of rupees due to him by his own Government
and others in India, he received not a rupee, and

died a few years afterwards in poverty. This was the

unhappy fate of one of the most brilliant and daring

Europeans who ever came to India. He had laid the

foundations of a new empire for his country, and in
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return he received nothing but ingratitude. The seed

he had sown, however, was not thrown away ; for his

rivals, the English, as we shall see, stepped in and reaped

the harvest.



CHAPTER IV

BUSSY IN THE DECCAN AND THE DECLINE OF

FRENCH INFLUENCE

WITH the fall of Dupleix and the change in

the policy of the French in the Carnatic,

there was. a corresponding fall in their

prestige. Chanda Sahcb, whom the Nizam had recog-

nised Nawab of the Carnatic, nominated by the Nizam

to succeed him, was gone, and the new French Gover-

nor seemed to have no inclination to interfere in the

politics of the various rival states. Mahomed All, the

prot*g£ of the English, was now universally acknow-

ledged as the ruler of the Carnatic, and was therefore

practically an independent rival of the Nizam, who by

tradition was his overlord, but who in fact did not

recognize him. But Mahomed Ali had to pay a price

for his advancement. The Mysoreans had greatly helped

towards his final victory’, and Hyder Ali, who was then

the leading chief of the Mysore army, utilized the position

to increase his own power and influence, until, later on,

he was able to depose the Hindu Rajah and make himself

the independent ruler of Mysore. In this way two

vassal states were detached from the rule of - the Nizam,

whose sphere of influence was confined entirely to the

4*
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Deccan, where, however, it was challenged by the

yearly increasing power of the Mahrattas.

But whatever losses the French prestige may have

suffered in the further south of India, ample compensation

was obtained by the increase of their influence in Hydera-

bad and the Deccan. The possession of the extensive

seaboard districts gave them, not only increased oppor-

tunities for trade, but also enormous prestige. But

this prestige also brought with it the penalty of jealousy.

The new French system of small but highly disciplined

and equipped armies was entirely opjx^cd to the tradi-

tions of the old nobility, whose enormous revenues were

granted for the nominal upkeep of large forces, in the

constitution and equipment of which quantity was more

regarded than quality. Bows and arrows, spears and

javelins were the principal weapons, and their victories

were gained chiefly by numbers. If the new system

of small but highly disciplined armies became general,

not only would there be no occasion for their forces, but,

even if they undertook to raise similar troops, smaller

jaghirs would probably be required for their maintenance.

In addition, a number of the nobles were jealous of

Bussy's influence over the Nizam, and secretly wished

to remove Salabut Jung and place his*brother. Nizam

Ali, on the musnud. The minister himself, although

openly he pretended that Bussy Was his friend and

patron, was secretly working against him and Shah

Nawaz Khan for this was the minister’s name—was

in reality only waiting for Bussy to turn his back and

absent himself in his newly granted province to put

himself at the head of the conspirators. It was just

at this time that Dupleix was recalled to France, and his

successor, Godehen, agreed to recognize the English

nominee as Xawab of the Carnatic. After a short visit
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to the coast, Bussy returned to Hyderabad in January,

1755, and found that hi* enemies had not been idle in

trying to prejudice the Nizam's mind against the French

as allies. At the Durbar which was held on his arrival,

Bussy explained the terms of the new treaty arrived at

between the French and the English. Malleson thus

describes the interview

:

"The Subadar (Kuam). instructed beforehand by his

advisers, inveighed bitterly against the new policy that

had been inaugurated at Pondicherry. * Your Sovereign,’

said he, ' promised to support me against my enemies to

establish my authority and to make it respected. Of

this you yourself have given me assurances on which I

have always depended. Yet now I hear that it is the

King of England who especially concerns himself with the

affairs of India, even with those that affect me.' Bussy

endeavoured to put the best possible gloss upon the

proceedings of Godchcn. The Subadar and the Minister

heard him but without being convinced. They were

indignant that the fate of the Carnatic should have boon

settled without reference to the Subadar, its liege lord.

* You have put me,' said Salabut Jung, '
in the balance

against Mahomed Ali
;
you have allowed to be placed

at the head of one of my tributary provinces a man whom
I have never employed and who has always rebelled

against my authority. Nay. if 1 were to proceed to the

Carnatic to drive him out of it. the English would support

him ; and you, on account of thi- truce, would hold back.

You. who are engaged to support me on all occasions,

would aid me neither against the English nor against

Mahomed Ali.' He then went on to sav, ' You know
•

that the state of my affairs necessarily demands the sup-

port of a European power ; on this condition 1 am able
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to govern. Either you must remain here or I must

enlist the English in my interest. Are you disposed to

render me the sen-ices which you have rendered hitherto ?

I must do you the justice to say that I am grateful for

them, but it would appear now that you have neither

the power nor the inclination.'
”

This is a very important conversation to remember,

for it shows in how critical a state were Salabut Jung’s

affairs. With rivals in his own family and disaffection

amongst his nobles, he was surrounded on all sides by

enemies. The Mahrattas were yearly increasing in

influence, and were stealing every inch of territory that

they could lay hands on. In Mysore, Hyder Ali was

rising to power, and was casting jealous eyes upon the

Nizam’s districts of Bellary and Cuddapah. Further

south Mahomed Ali was hi- avowed enemy, and ready

to take any advantage offered. Salabut Jung was

therefore in a position of great danger, and feared that

if forsaken by the French he would be attacked by all

his enemies at once. For the present, however, Bussy

was able to show that he had no intention of forsaking

the Nizam, but on the contrary was able to give him
active and useful support. The Nizam, as Subadar of

the Dcccan, was supposed to exercise authority, not only

over the Carnatic, but also over Mysore, which was

nominally bound to pay him the tribute as the repre-

sentative of the Emperor of Delhi. This tribute was

seldom paid and only when the Nizam was strong enough

to compel its payment. Salabut Jung now determined to

make use of his French troops to levy this tribute, and the

opportunity was a good one, since the greater part of the

Mysore army was employed at Trichinopoly. The only

difficulty was that the French were on terms of alliance
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with Mysore, so that Bussy had no right to take up arms

against them. Bussy was therefore in an awkward

position ; for. if he refused to help the Nizam, the latter's

suspicions regarding him would be confirmed. He,

therefore, wrote to the Mysore Dalwai or Minister and

advised him to pay and in the meantime set out with

Salabut Jung at the head of his 500 Frenchmen. Bussy

marched with such despatch that the Rajah was unable

to get any reinforcements, and, as the Mahrattas took the

opportunity of threatening an invasion of Mysore from

the west, he was only too glad to comply with the Nizam's

demand. He paid seventeen lakhs of rupi^ in cash and

jewels, and gave bills for thirty-eight lakhs more, where-

upon the Nizam with Bu^sy returned to Hyderabad.

For the moment. Butty’s influence over Salabut Jung

was greater than ever, but at the same time the opposition

against him increased. It was not long before an oppor-

tunity occurred of which Bussy's enemies took advantage.

In February. 1756, the Nizam having made peace with

the Mahrattas. resolved to subdue the Nawab of Savanur,

who, it will be remembered, had been one of the three

leading Nawabs who brought about the assassination of

Nasir Jung and the death of Muzaffer Jung. Since

the last event, the Nawab had been in open rebellion

against the Nizam, who now resolved to reduce him to

order. In this expedition the Nizam was helped by the

Mahrattas. who were following out designs of their own

and wished by helping the Nizam to prevent any attack

on their recent conquest of Gooty. Morari Row was also

playing a double game, and, recognizing the importance

of the French contingent as a support to the Nizam’s

army, wished to attract Bussy to himself. The Nawab

of Savanur. seeing that resistance was useless, at once

came to terms. The Nizam left the negotiations to
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Bussy, and tliere seem", little doubt that he utilized his

position to gain advantages for the French to the detri-

ment of the Nizam. Savanur was in possession of a bond

given to him by Dupleix for his services in the revolutions

to which Nasir Jung had fallen a victim. Bussy, on

behalf of his own nation, wished to have this bond can-

celled, and in order to gain tins end gave the Nawab
favourable conditions, in which the Mahrattas also

shared. This transaction could not remain long secret,

and the minister, Shah Nawaz Jung, at once represented

to the Nizam that his interests had been betrayed by

his French general for his own private interests. Salabut

Jung yielded to the advice of hi' minister and signed an

order dismissing Bussy from his service. It scorns

difficult to defend Bussy in this matter, and there can be

little doubt that in order to get back back the bond he

sacrificed the Nizam's interests and gave better terms

to the Savanur chief and the Mahrattas than he otherwise

would have done, although it docs not appear that in

the transaction he was in any way actuated by personal

motive.

The mini'ter, Shah Nawaz Jung, at once took steps

to crush Bussy entirelv. He wrote to the Madras

Governor asking him to send up an English force, and

to the Peshwas he suggested that Bussy should be

assassinated (Malleson, p. 485). Bussy was in a very

critical position. His communication with Pondicherry

was cut off by the Carnatic. He had only a small force

with him, and he was far away in the Gooty country

from his supports on the eastern coast. His only com-

munication with the Circars on the coast was through

Hyderabad, which, under the circumstances, must be

considered hostile country, since he was a disgraced and

dismissed man. Bussy was quite equal to the occasion ;
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as soon as he received his order of dismissal he at once

started back via Hyderabad for Masulipatam. Shah
Nawaz sent off a body of troops to intercept him. but

the Mahratta general, who wished to gain Bussy over

to himself, sent an escort of Mahratta cavalry to protect

him. This enabled Bussy to cross the Krishtna river,

just before a Hood came down, which detained the Nizam’s

troops and enabled him to reach Hyderabad some fifteen

days before they did. The Mahratta overtures Bussy

refused. He dismissed the escort that was sent to protect

him, with presents and compliments but said that he

still regarded the Nizam as his master and should proceed

to Hyderabad to await his further orders.

Arrived at Hyderabad Bussy established himself and

his force which consisted of 200 European cavalry and

5,000 sepoys, on the north side of the River Musi, in an

old palace known as Char Mahal.• and sent off an

urgent message to Masulipatam for reinforcements.

The flooded condition of the rivers delayed for several

days the approach of the Nizam’s army. When at last

the main body appeared. Bussy had to undergo a regular

siege. His sepoys gradually deserted him. and he was

left with his Europeans only.

Bussy's appeal for help had been promptly attended

to, and 14 . Law was despatched from Masulipatam

with 160 Europeans, 700 sepoys and 5 guns on the

16th July, 1756, and his force was strengthened on the

way by further reinforcements. Until within 15 miles

of Hyderabad the relieving force met with little or no
opposition, but here, on arriving at some hilly and

difficult country, they found a large portion of the

• Thit mm! not be cuotoeU with the Cbow Malul where the Nl/am now

rewdes. This palace U la the city and the ucarters occujued bvBu•**v were

separate! from tbe city by the Kivcr Muw.
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Nizam's army together with 6,000 Mahratta horse,

drawn up to meet them. Law was on the eve of giving

up the attempt, but Bussy sent him an urgent order
" in the name of the King.” to push on at all hazards.

This was done, and after three days of hard fighting, in

which, however, the Mahrattas. who were secretly

desirous of gaining the services of Bussy for themselves,

took hut little part, he managed to reach Haiatnagar,

about six miles from Hyderabad. Here he was joined

by a small force, and then marched into Bussy's camp in

the Char Mahal. The minister. Shah Nawaz Khan, now-

saw that Bussy was master of the situation, and at once

sent proposals for an amicable arrangement. Bussy's

sole conditions, beyond the punishment of two of the

principal deserter*, were that he should be reinstated

in his honours and dignities, and should, as hitherto,

be regarded as the officer next in authority to the Nizam.

This was agreed to, and on the 20th August, after having

been besieged for nearly six weeks by the whole of the

Nizam’s army. Bussy was received in public Durbar

and reinstated by the Nizam in all his titles, dignities

and honours.

This incident is not only a remarkable instance of

Bussy’s marvellous courage and personal influence, but

also serves as a striking proof of the great value of a

small but highly disciplined force when opposed by large

numl»ers, badly disciplined and badly armed. It was a

lesson which the Mahrattas learnt, and henceforward

we shall find them organizing similar forces themselves,

and, as they were unable to detach Bussy from his alleg-

iance to the Nizam, they looked round for others to

take his place.

Bussy remained for three months and a half at Hydera-

bad. and then, on the x6th November, marched to Masuli-
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patam with about ioo Europeans and 400 sepoys, in order

to re-establish his authority, which had been considerably

weakened by the occurrences at Hyderabad. This he

did without difficulty, and during a stay of about nine

months succeeded in capturing all the English settle-

ments on that coast, and in establishing friendly relations

with all the large Zemindars and Rajahs. There was,

however, one exception, viz., the young Maharajah of

Vizianagaram. The late Rajah had been very friendly

with the French, and when Bussy was supposed to be

in extremities in Hyderabad, and on the verge of ruin,

had actually sent him a large supply of money.
When Bussy came to the coast in 1757, the Rajah

persuaded him to accompany him in an expedition

against his hereditary enemy, the Rajah of Bobbili. whose
fort was captured, and he with almost the whole of

his family and retainers were massacred. A day or

two afterwards the Rajah of Vizianagaram was him-

self assassinated, and his son succeeded him. Bussy
was himself disgusted at all thfc barbarous slaughter,

and made some disparaging remarks to the young
Rajah regarding his father's cruelty, which caused
very great offence. The Rajah said nothing at the time,

but the incident rankled in his mind, and subsequently

led to important results.*

In the meantime, Bussv's long absence on the East
Coast had left his enemies in Hyderabad leisure to revive

their intrigues. Shah Nawaz Khan persuaded the

Nizam to appoint one brother Nizam Ali to the govern-
ment of Berar, and the other brother Basalut Jung to

Bellary. He also managed to obtain possession of the

• My authority for this statement. whkh .. alluJeJ to by other historians,

ts a monograph drawn up by tbe late Mahaia|ah Ananda Gajpatl Kaj and giver,

to me by lum in 1S95.

D
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strong fort of Dowlatabad, where was the treasure of

Syed Lashkar, the late minister, who had just died.

His object was to confine Salabut Jung in Dowlatabad
and proclaim Nizam Ali minister, and then to expel

Bussy and the French from the Deccan. To help him in

the conspiracy he did not hesitate to invite the Mahrattas,

who, always ready to take a share in any quarrel out

of which there was a chance of getting substantial

profit, sent an army under the Peshwa’s son, Wiswas
Row, which took up a position not far from Dowlatabad.

* Shah Nawaz Khan now- called Nizam Ali to Aurungabad,

and invested him with the administrative work of the

kingdom, while the other brother Basalut Jung was
appointed keeper of the Great Seal. The whole of the

power was now in the hands of the two brothers, and
the real Nizam. Salabut Jung, was a mere puppet. It is

probable that his life would have been sacrificed if it

had not been for his faithful escort of 200 French soldiers,

whom Bussy had left behind as his body-guard. As soon

as Bussy heard of the critical position of the Nizam he

resolved to come to his aid. Aurungabad was over 500

miles from Rajamundry, but Bussy, with 500 European
infantry, 200 cavalry, 500 sepoys and 10 field pieces,

managed to cover this distance in 21 days, or an average

of nearly 20 miles a day. When he arrived at Aurungabad,

he found himself in the midst of four armies gathered

together like birds of prey. There were Nizam Ali

from Bcrar, the Nizam’s army of which Nizam /\li had
assumed the command. Basalut Jung, with an army
from Adoni, and finally the Mahrattas under Balajce

Row who, as Orme remarks, had come as usual to take

advantage of the confusions of the Government ! Bussy’s

first step was to secure the safety of the Nizam’s person,

and, in order to do so effectually, surrounded him with
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his Frenchmen. He then entered into negotiations with

Nizam Ali and the minister Shah Nawaz Khan, employing

for this purpose his most confidential Mahomcdan Captain,

Hyder Jung ; whilst these negotiations were proceeding,

Bussy,by a clever surprise, succeeded in seizing the fort

of Dowlatabad, having been admitted by the Killedar,

or Governor, together with 300 Europeans. This fort,

together with the treasure of the late minister, Syed
Lashkar Khan, had, it will be remembered, on the latter's

death, been seized by Shah Nawaz Khan. In order to

prevent the latter from resenting this bold act. at the same

time as the fort was seized, a party of Bussy's force

surrounded Shah Nawaz Khan's tents and took him
prisoner.

Nizam Ali now found all his plans disconcerted by
Bussy's bold action, but pretended that it was a matter

of indifference to him who was in possession of Dowlatabad,

and gave out that he would leave for Hyderabad, of

which he had been appointed governor. On the day
of his departure Nizam Ali held a large Durbar, at which

Hyder Jung, who was Bussy’s most confidential man.
was present. After the Durbar had been dismissed,

Hyder Jung was detained for a private interview, and,

as he was rising to take leave, was assassinated by two
of Nizam All’s officers. This deed at once led to a

great uproar
;
Bussy immediately placed all his troops

under arms, and drew them up in order of battle ; at the

same time he despatched a strong body of horse to escort

the Nizam, Salabut Jung, from Roza, whither he had
gone to visit his father’s tomb, and another to bring in

Shah Nawaz Khan. The latter was found surrounded

by armed followers, and some fighting took place in

which Shah Nawaz Khan and one of his sons were killed.

Nizam Ali was now so alarmed that he quitted the camp,
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and followed by a small body of his best horse rode off

in the direction of Burhanpor. a distance of 150 miles,

which he is said to have accomplished in 26 hours.

On the following day Salabut Jung returned from

Roza and found the conspiracy broken, owing to Bussy’s

promptitude, who had thus once again saved him from

dethronement and probably from death. At first Salabut

Jung wished to follow and punish Nizam Ali, but

Bussy persuaded him that it would be safer to avoid

a civil war and return to Hyderabad. This accordingly

was done, and the Nizam accompanied by Bussy arrived

at Hyderabad on the 15th July, 1758.

Here they were met by news which was destined to

alter the whole condition of affairs, but to understand

which it will be necessary to go back a little in the course

of our history.

In the previous year, war had broken out between

the French and the English, and the former determined

to use every endeavour to regain their old influence

in the Carnatic, and if possible to drive the English

out of Southern India. Clive was then in Calcutta,

and was bu*y in settling the affairs of Bengal after his

victory at Plasscy in the previous year, and it was not

expected that he would be able to send any assistance to

Madras. Accordingly large reinforcements were sent

out to Pondicherry, together with a new Governor,

Count Lally, who was ordered to concentrate the whole
of his strength upon the capture of Madras. Lally

arrived in Pondicherry early in May. 1758. and at once
sent a letter to Bussy. warning him that he would soon be

recalled. This letter reached Bussy on his march from
Aurungabad to Hyderabad, and he took his precautions

without telling the Nizam the real reasons. As soon as he

had crossed the river Gaungu and liad left the main body
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of the army on the other side, he called a halt, and,

saying that he could not march any further until he

had been joined by the detachment of 150 Europeans and

400 sepoys whom he had left at Dowlatabad. he sent

express orders to this body of troops to join him at once.

On their arrival the march was continued, and therefore

when the army arrived at Hyderabad Bussy had the whole

of his force with him ready for any emergency. Here

he found a letter from Lally ordering him to march at

once with the whole of his force, leaving only sufficient

for the defence of the coast settlements, and to join Lally

immediately by way of Masulipatam.

It will not be difficult to understand the dismay and

the disappointment with which Nizam Salabut Jung

received this news. He luid conic to regard Bussy

with his French army as his only help and saviour. He

was surrounded by enemies, conspiracies and intrigues,

and lie knew that his own brother Nizam Ali was only

waiting for an opportunity to make another attempt

for his throne. But Bussy's orders were peremptory,

and he could only obey. Before Bussy left, Nizam held a

large Durbar, at which he embraced Bussy with every

show of affection and grief ; he called him the Guardian

Angel of his life and fortune, and foreboded the unhappy

fate to which he would be exposed by his departure.

(Orme, Book IX.) This foreboding was unfortunately

destined to prove true, as we shall see hereafter, and

though Bussy promised that he would return, when the

Nizam said good-bye to him. he did so for ever. Bussy

never again set foot in the Deccan, and left the country

where for nearly seven years he had enjoyed a scries of

victoriesand successes for another scene where the fortunes

of war had reserved for him nothing but defeat and dis-

grace. The whole of the French forces left with Bussy
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and Salabut Jung was left alone to face as best as he

could the plots and intrigues bv which he was surrounded.

The French influence in the Deccan was thus broken, never

to be revived except for a short period 30 years later.

The door was now open for a new influence, that of the

English, and wc shall see how they availed themselves

of the opportunity.



CHAPTER V

THE K!S£ OF BRITISH INFLUENCE IN HYDERABAD

Deccan was watched

the utmost interest,

the East Coast that

HE coming struggle

between the French

and the English for

supremacy in the

by all the Native States with

As soon as it was known on

the greater part of the French

troops were to be withdrawn from the Deccan and

the Circars, there was a feeling of unrest. In par-

ticular, the Rajah of Vizianagaram, who had never

forgiven the affront put by Bussy on his father's memory,

as- related in the la>t chapter, resolved to strike a blow.

Raja Anandaraj—for this was his name—at once wrote

to Calcutta and stated that the French were about to

55
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be withdrawn, and, if Clive would send down to Viza-

gapatam a body of troops, he would assist with his own
forces and would guarantee that the French would be
cleared out of the Circars. These letters reached Cal-

cutta in August and were at once laid before the Council.

In the opinion of the majority of the Council the despatch
of such an expedition would be very hazardous. Matters
were by no means settled in Bengal, and the attitude

of the new Subadar Meet Jaffcr was not such as to inspire

much confidence. A really effective army could not safely

be spared, and. if it could be. the majority was of opinion

that it would be better to send it to Madras. Clive,

however, was of different opinion and thought that an
invasion of the Circars would compel the French to divert

a large portion of their army from the siege of Madras,
and would ttyus indirectly help the garrison. Accordingly

Clive resolved to accept Anandaraj's proposal, and with-

out delay despatched an expedition under Lieutenant-

Colonel Fordo. This force consisted of 500 Europeans,
200 sepoys, six field-pieces, six 24-pounders, a howitzer,

and an 8-inch mortar. The expedition left Calcutta

towards the end of the September and reached Vizaga-i

patain on the 20th October. As soon as Anandaraj
knew that it would start, he attacked the fort of Vizaga-

patam. which had formerly belonged to the English,

but which was then in possession of the French, reduced

it without difficulty, and then handed it back to the Eng-
lish, whilst he with his army encamped at Cossimkota,

a small fort five miles inland. On the 1st November,
Colonel Forde moved off from Vizagapatam and joined

the Rajah and, after some days' delay spent in arranging

the terms of alliance, the two armies moved on towards

Rajamundry, distant about 130 miles. Forty miles

from this town the combined armies came in sight of .the
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French under M. Conflans, who were strongly encamped

near the village of Condoor. The two forces were of

about equal numerical strength, though the French had

the greater number of guns. Here a battle was fought

in which the French were completely beaten and fled

in disorder, not halting until they had crossed the

Godavcry. after which they proceeded more leisurely

until they reached Masulipatam. Forde was not able

to follow them at once, for a disagreement had arisen

between him and the Rajah, which took some time to

settle. It was the 6th of February before the combined

armies reached EUorc, some 50 miles from Masulipatam,

and it was not until 3rd March that Colonel Forde was

able to invest Masulipatam. In the meantime, after his

defeat at£ondoor, M. Conflans, the French commander,

had despatched a letter to the Nizam Salabut Jung

begging him to come to his assistance. This Salabut

Jung did, and together with his brother, Basalut Jung,

marched with an army of 35.000 men to Bezwada, where

he arrived about the same time as Colonel Fordo com-

menced the siege of Masulipatam. With this force

threatening him, Colonel Forde pushed on the siege as

quickly as possible and with such success that on the 4th

April, after nine days’ hard fighting, the town had to

capitulate. It is a remarkable fact that the prisoners

taken in this brilliant feat of arms exceeded the number

of the assailants.

Too much importance cannot be attached to these

two events, the battle of Condoor and the taking of

Masulipatam The latter particularly was the crowning

blow to French influence on the Coramandel Coast.

Nor did it occur a day too soon. The French, alarmed

at this unexpected invasion from Calcutta, had detached

a body of troops from Madras, and no doubt this weaken-
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ing of their main body was one of the causes which had

led to I-ally being compelled to abandon the siege of

Madras, which he hail done on the 17th February. This

body of troops was ready to co-operate with the Nizam’s

army, and, had they been able to join hands. Colonel

Forde would have been in a position of great danger.

But after the fall of Masulipatam the British were

masters of the position and Salabut Jung was ready to

come to terms with them, for news had reached him that,

taking advantage of his absence, his brother. Nizam

Ali, was endeavouring to bring about a rising in Hyder-

abad. There can be no doubt that Nizam Ali was

encouraged to take this step by letters he had received

from Calcutta and from Colonel Forde ; for both Clive

ami the latter officer hoped that, by creating a dit'urbance

in his capital. Salabut Jung would be prevented from

taking any active part on behalf of the French. This,

in fact, turned out to be the ca*«e. Salabut Jung, anxious

to return, was only too willing to treat with the English

and the result was that a treaty was drawn up in which

the French alliance was finally relinquished. This treaty

is dated the 14th May. 1759, and under it the Nizam

ceded to the English the whole of the Circar of Masuli-

patam. together with eight districts, as well as the Circar

of Nizamapatam and two other districts as an inam, or

free gift, together with the sanads which had been given

to the French. The Nizam further undertook to drive the

French out of the Deccan within 15 days and to compel

them to retire to the south of the river Krishtna and in

future never to allow them to have a settlement in his

country nor to retain them in his service or give them any

assistance. The Kajah of Vizianagaram was to continue

to pay tribute to the Nizam, but was not to be called upon

for any arrears. Both parties to the treaty agreed
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that they would not assist the enemies of the other,

nor give them protection of any kind. This therefore

was the first occasion on which the Nizam of Hyderabad

was brought into direct relations with the English, and

it is worthy of remark that in return for his concession

the Nizam himself received little or nothing. The

English were now placed in the same position as that

which the French had. and became the possessors of the

line of coast extending 80 miles from north to south,

and stretching some 20 miles inland, with a revenue of

40 lakhs of rupees, in return for which they were not even

bound to assist the Nizam with any permanent army.

These terms show clearly how great the moral effect of the

successes of Colonel Forde, and of the English in Madras,

had been, -and how urgent was the necessity of the Nizam

to return to Hyderabad. With the loss of his French

troops Salabut Jung was deprived of the only protection

from his enemies. On his return to Hyderabad he found

that his brother, Nizam Ali, was so strong that he could

resist him no longer. He had to accept him as his

Minister or Dewan and dismiss his brother. Basalut Jung,

to his government at Adoni. All real power passed into

the hands of Nizam Ali. who at last threw off all further

disguise and in 1761 deposed Salabut Jung and threw

him into prison, where he soon afterwards died.

During the interval between the treaty between

Salabut Jung and Colonel Forde, and the assumption of

the musnud by Nizam Ali just alluded to, the remaining

brother, Basalut Jung, finding himself deprived of all

power and influence at the Court of Hyderabad, had from

his jaghir of Adoni entered into negotiations with the

French with the object of creating for himself, assisted

by them, an independent kingdom in the Carnatic.

Basalut Jung's object was to add the districts of
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Circar and Cuddapah to his own adjacent jaghirs of

Adoni and Guntoor, since he saw that Salabut Jung,
deprived of Bussy's help, would be unable to hold his

own, and forseeing that Nizam Ali would inevitably,

sooner or later, assume the Subadarship, he hoped in

the meantime to make himself independent. Accord-

ingly he marched into the Cuddapah country, and there

he was joined by Bussy. This alarmed Nizam Ali,

who feared that Bussy would return to Hyderabad
and regain an ascendancy over Salabut Jung, which

would effectually destroy his schemes. He accordingly

became profuse in his offers to Basalut Jung of an

increase of territory if he would return to liis jaghir

{Wilks, Vol. I. Chapter 3.)

Bassalut Jung was joined by Bussy in Cuddapah.
He disclosed to him his plans, which were that he should

be recognized as Nawab of the whole of the Carnatic

or districts south of the Krishtna and Tungabudra rivers.

These negotiations, however, fell through, and the diffi-

culties in which the French Governor Lally now found

himself by the march of the British upon Pondicherry

compelled Bussy to join his chief. A detachment of

sepoys under thecommand of French officers was, however,

left with Basalut Jung, who for the present had to keep

his ambitious projects in abeyance, projects indeed

which the subsequent victor)* of the English rendered

impossible of accomplishment. But Nizam Ali in order

to carry out his own designs found it advisable to come
to terms with Basalut Jung, who was accordingly

left in possession of Guntoor, the south position of Cud-

dapah, and his own jaghiis of Adoni, which comprised

a large portion of the present district of Bellary.

After Nizam Ali had succeeded in carrying out his

designs Basalut Jung passes out of any further share in
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Hyderabad affairs. He continued unmolested in his

jaghirs, where he enjoyed a kind of semi-independence,

assisted still by a French contingent, until his death,

when the contingent was passed into the service of Nizam
Ali, in spite of British protests that this was a breach

of treaties—the Nizam’s excuse being that he had
stipulated not to employ French troops, but that there

was no stipulation against his employing natives officered

by Frenchmen. This contingent formed the nucleus of

the celebrated contingent raised subsequently by Ray-
mond. of which we shall hear hereafter.

In the meantime the struggle between the French and

the English for supremacy had come to an end. Disaster

followed disaster to the French arms. After the decisive

battle of Wandiwash (2i>t January. 1760) the English

gradually reduced the various forts in the Carnatic and

pressed the French back to Pondicherry, which they

besieged, and, after a siege of four months, captured on

the 17th January, 1761. Lully, Bussv and the other

French officers, together with some 2,500 men were all

taken prisoners and sent to Europe and the French

influence, which for some time had threatened to over-

shadow the whole of Southern India, was for ever broken.

It is true that, when peace was proclaimed between

England and France. 1763. Pondicherry was restored,

but, though fifteen years later the French made another

final attempt to regain power, their influence as a nation

ceased for ever. Individuals, as we shall see later on.

achieved for themselves power and influence, but France

was no longer a power to be reckoned with, and the eyes

of all South India were now directed towards the English,

who in so marvellous a manner had taken the place of

her rivals.

In 1765 Lord Clive returned to India, and on his way
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stopped at Madras. Here lie pointed out to the authori-

ties the importance of securing the whole of the coast-

line of the Circars, and it was resolved to apply to the

Emperor at Delhi for a sunnad for these districts. It

will be remembered that under Forde's treaty with the

Nizam only Masulipatam and some of the districts were

given to the English as inam ; for the remainder the

Rajah of Yizayanagaram had to pay tribute to the

Nizam who was still nominally the sovereign. Clive

now derired to obtain a grant to the English of the

whole of this portion of the country and accordingly,

without any reference to the Nizam, applied to and
obtained from the Emperor a sunnad which freed the

Circars from the Nizam and bestowed them upon the

British (1766). At the same time General Calliaud was
despatched with a large force to take possession of these

provinces, which lie did without any difficulty being

raised by the various Rajahs ami Zemindars.

It may be imagined that the news of this new step

excited Nizam All’s rage and indignation. Although

the Nizams invariably acknowledged the Emperor as

their sovereign, and obtained his signature to their

snnnads of appointment, it was most unusual for a

sunnad to be granted by the Emperor direct to a

stranger for districts which were under their immediate

jurisdiction and which had hitherto paid tribute to

them as the representatives of the Emperor. When
he received the news Nizam Ah was engaged with the

Mahrattas on the western frontier, but he at once

returned with his army to Hyderal>ud, and declared

that he would avenge himself for the usurpation, as

lie deemed it. of so important a part of his terri-

tories by an invasion of the Carnatic. The Governor

of Madras was not then prepared to embark upon
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another war, and accordingly General Calliaud was

directed to go to Hyderabad and if possible to settle

the matter amicably with the Nizam. This was done,

and on the 17th November a treaty was signed between

Calliaud and the Nizam. This imjwrtant document

commences thus :
" A treaty of perpetual honour,

favour, alliance and attachment between the great

Nawab, high in station, famous as the Sun. Nawab Asaf

Jah Nizam-ul-Mulk, &c., See., and the Honourable Hast

India Company." Under this treaty the two contract-

ing parties solemnly engaged themselves to mutual

assistance and to esteem the enemies of one the

enemies of the other and contrariwise the friends of one

the friends of the other. In return for the ** gracious

favours received from His Highness' consisting of the

sunnads of the five circars as a free gift, the British

undertook to maintain a body of troops to settle

the affairs of His Highness’s Government and only to

withdraw the same in the event of the peace of the

Carnatic being threatened, and that only after timely

notice to His Highness. As a consideration for this free

gift the Company undertook to pay for Rajamundry,

Ellore and Mustafanagar five lakhs of rupees yearly,

and for Chicacole and Mustafanagar. when obtained,

two lakhs each, or a total of nine lakhs. Chicacolc was

to be taken possession of at once, but Mustafanagar. or

Guntoor, was to remain in possession of the Nizam’s

brother. Basalut Jung, unless he or his agents should

create any disturbances, in which case the Company was

authorized to take possession at once. The nine lakhs

referred to were to be used for the payment of the troops

which theCompany engaged to maintain, and theCompany

was to account to the Nizam for any balance if the

expense should fall short of that sum. but must them-
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selves bear any excess. These troops, however, were to

be maintained only when required by the Nizam, and
when not required the payment as fixed above was to

be made annually in three instalments. The Nizam
promised to give three months’ notice when he required

the troops, and, on his part, promised to assist the
Company with his own troops, reserving to himself the

same right of withdrawal on necessity occurring. These
were the principal points of the treaty, which concluded

with a declaration that in future all doubts and sus-

picions should cease between the respective, parties and
in their room a perpetual, just and sincere confidence
should be established.

No sooner was thit treaty concluded than the Nizam
called upon the British to furnish assistance in reducing

the fort of Bangalore. This was done, but Hyder Ali,

who was then the actual ruler of Mysore, took the oppor-

tunity of the Nizam's presence to persuade him to throw
over the English alliance and to join him in an invasion

of the Carnatic. It is difficult to understand why so

soon after the signing of the treaty the Nizam should have
consented to break it. for the English had carried out

their conditions, and there was apparently no reason for

the breach. However this may be. the English force

was dismissed, and the Nizam joined forces with Hyder
Ali and invaded the Carnatic in two columns. A battle

was fought near Trinomalv in which Hyder was beaten

and compelled to retire, after which the Nizam separated

from his new ally and withdrew to the neighbourhood of

Caveripatam, but 40 miles west of Madras. Here am-
bassadors from Madras were received and the Nizam
declared himself willing to enter into a new alliance

with the English and the Nawabof the Carnatic, Mahomed
Ali, who now for the first time was recognized by the
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Nizam. This treaty was signed by the Nizam upon the

26th February, 1768. or 22nd Shawal 1181 Hijri.

This new treaty confirmed the provisions of the former

treaty but went considerably further and commences by

reciting the grants given by the Emperor to the British,

in consequence of which the Nizam confirmed the grant

of the five Cixcars with the exception of Murtuzanagar,

which was to be held by Basalut Jung until his death,

and agreed to write orders to the various Rajahs and

Zemindars to recognize the English Company as their

sovereign in future The terms of payment were re-

duced to two lakhs (with one more as soon as the Circar

of Condavir should be handed over) for the next six

years, after which, if they had been left in undisturbed

possession by the Nizam, the Company should pay five

lakh', or seven if Condavir wa> in their possession,

such payment to cease if cither the Nizam, or. at his

instigation, the Mahratta- should *tt.*rk the Circars.

The. stipulation about mutually furnishing assistance

with troops is specially omitted in this treaty as likely

to give rise to " misunderstandings," and it is simply

provided that the enemies of either shall be regarded as

the enemies of the other (the Nizam and the Nawab)

and the friends of either as the friends of all. They all

three agreed to give no assistance to any invaders, and

the Company and the Nawab promised to send to the

Nizam two battalions of sepoys and six guns when-

ever he should require them and circumstances would

permit, to be maintained at the Nizam's cost as long as

they should be in his service. The treaty goes on to

provide for the recognition of Mahomed Ali as Nawab

of the Carnatic, and releases him from all tribute in

consideration of payment of five lakhs of rupees. It

finally concludes by declaring ** Hyder Naik ” to be a
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rebel and a traitor, and bestows the territories held by

him in the Carnatic Balaghat on the English, who. on

coming into possession of them, agreed to get a sunttad

for them from the Emperor and pay to the Nizam seven

lakhs of rupees annually. Tins latter clause was some-

thing like the hunters dividing the lion's skin before he

was shot, for a good many years were to elapse before

the British were able to obtain the possession now be-

stowed upon them. On obtaining these districts the

English also agreed to pay the chouth for them, which up

to that time had been paid to the Mahrattas. Chouth, as

explained in a former chapter, was a species of black-

mail levied by the Mahrattas in all districts over which

they could gain any influence. It consisted of 25 per

cent of the revenue, and if tlu> was not paid the Mah-

rattas sent a force to harry and raid the district in

question, so that it was only by regular payment of

this tax that the villagers could count upon safety from

ravage or plunder, in return, however, the Mahrattas

agreed to protect such districts from any other robbers.

This claim for chouth had been recogized early in the

century when, as we have seen. Syed Hussein had been

appointed Subadar of the Deccan, and from that time

the claim had been asserted by the Mahrattas whenever

they could do so. It was originally a kind of tax for

nominal police protection. A further account of the

origin of this claim will be found in Chapter VII. On
the whole the terms of the treaty were much less favour-

able to the Nizam than those of General Calliaud. Not

only did he recognize the validity of the Emperor's

sunnads of which no mention was made in the former

treaty, but the payments were greatly reduced and

finally he was made to recognize Mahomed Ali as the

independent ruler of the Carnatic. It is therefore only
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fair to assume that the advantages gained by the British

in the short war with Hyder Ali had been very con-

siderable, and that the Nizam bitterly repented ever

having yielded to the temptation to break the former

alliance. At all events the Nizam never again showed

the slightest wish to sever his connection with the

Engli'h, and from that time forward the two countries

have remained in a state of perpetual friendship and

alliance, the bonds of which, as we shall sec. were in the

course of time drawn still more closely together.



CHAPTER VI

T1IK BRITISH RESIDENT AND THE FIRST MYSORE WAR

H E circumstances

that led to the ap-

pointment of the first

British Resident to

Hyderabad are interest-

ing and important. It will

be remembered that one of

the circars, Murtuzanagar

—or a> it is now called Gun-

toor— was to be reserved

for Basalut Jung during his

lifetime. In 1779. Hvder Ah sent an army to reduce

Cuddapah, which for some years had been tributary to

Mysore.

This alarmed the Madras authorities, since they feared

that Hyder would prove to be a dangerous neighbour.

They were besides dissatisfied with the way in which

Ba»alut Jung had behaved, for he had retained a

body of French troops in his service, and, in spite of

protest and representation made through the Nizam as

far back as 1776. he had not dismissed them. Accor-

68
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dingly the Madras Government opened out negotiations

with Basalut Jung direct without first communicating

with the Nizam, and the result was that Basalut Jung

executed a treaty (January, 1779) under which he

agreed to dismiss the French from his service and to cede

the district of Guntoor on condition of a fixed annual

payment. The amount of this payment was not settled,

but it was agreed that it should be the same as the

Nawab then received. It was further agreed that, if the

Nawah required protection, the Madras authorities

would send him the troops, the cost of which would be

deducted from the Jaghir rents. As soon as this had

been arranged, a body of troo|>s was sent in April, under

Colonel Harper, to take possession of the district and to

protect the person of Basalut Jung. The manner in

which this march was conducted was extremely foolish.

After reaching Guntoor. Basalut Jung asked that the

troops should join Inin at Aduni, of which he was Gover-

nor, and accordingly they marched through the Cud-

dapah district, which then l>elonged to Hyder, without

first asking for permission; Hydcr's officers refused to

allow them to pass, and Colonel Har|x-r had to retire

with the best grace he could. This thoughtless conduct,

however, was quite sufficient to enrage Hyder, and there

can be no doubt that it was one of the many causes that

led to his next desperate struggle with the British

power.

Hyder Ali, however, was not the only person who was

offended with the arrangement about Guntoor. Soon

after concluding the treaty with Basalut Jung, the Madras

Government resolved to send an officer to the Nizam's

court in order to sound him regarding his relations to

other Indian powers and also to the French. The first

Resident selected was a Mr. Holland, who arrived at
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Hyderabad on the 6th April. 1779. or about the same time

as Harper arrived at Guntoor. Mr. Holland was received

with every mark of respect and courtesy, but, when he
had to explain the transactions which had taken place

between the Madras Government and the Nizarr. s

brother, Basalut Jung, he found that his Highness was
extremely indignant He said, and quite truly, that the

treaty with Basalut Jung, his subject, was most improper

and uncalled for; that the sending of troops to Guntoor,

a portion of his dominions, was. without his permission,

a breach of the treaty of 1768 ; and. if the troops were

not stopped, he would be compelled to oppose them. Pro-

bably the real reason why the Nizam was jealous of

a body of English troops being attached to the person

of his brother, was that he feared lest, aided by them,

his brother should endeavour to assert his independence.

As regards the French troops whom Basalut Jung had
dismissed, they had been taken on by the Nizam, in

order, as he explained, to prevent them from passing

into the service of Hyder Ali or of the Mahrattas. There

can be no doubt that the Nizam was justified in being

indignant at the manner in which he had been treated,

and this indignation was still further increased when Mr
Holland presented to him a request from the Madras
Government that the tribute of five lakhs of rupees,

which was already two years in arrears, should be re-

mitted altogether. This unjustifiable proposal threw the

Nizam into a state of extreme agitation and he declared

his conviction that the English no longer meant to

observe the treaty
;

for which reason he must prepare for

war. But it is the boast of the English Government that,

though individuals may commit wrong and injustice, the

Government itself will see that justice is done, and this

is what happened in the present case. Mr. Holland had
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been authorized to communicate with the Supreme Coun-

cil in Calcutta, and accordingly he sent copies of all the

correspondence which had passed between the Madras
Government and the Nizam.

The Supreme Council at once recognized the mistakes

and injustice committed bv the Government of Madras,

and wrote a letter to the Nizam reassuring him of the

pacific intentions of the Company ; they ordered Mr.

Holland to suspend further negotiations till he should

receive fresh instructions from his own Presidency, and

at the same time wrote to the Government of Madras,

pointing out the mistakes that had been committed.

(1st November, 1779.) The Nizam expressed himself as

completely satisfied by the friendly assurances of the

Supreme Council, but the Madras Government accepted

the rebuke in a very different spirit Sir Thomas Rum-
bold who was then the Governor of Madras (father of

another Kumbold who had afterwards a good deal to do
with Hyderabad), drew up a minute in which he denied

the right of theSupreme Council to interfere and attacked

that body in respect of its own policy in the conduct of

the Muhratta war. This minute was forwarded to Bengal,

together with a resolution of the Government couched

in the same strain, and at the same time an order was sent

recalling Mr. Holland. The Supreme Council now deter-

mined to assert its authority. The whole matter was

reported to the directors in London, and in the meantime

Sir George Eyre Coote was sent to Madras with orders

to suspend Sir Thomas Rumbold. and. as the Madras

Government had suspended Mr Holland, the Supreme
Council appointed him as their representative at the

Nizam’s court. It only remains to mention that the

decision of the Supreme Council was confirmed by the

Board of Directors. Sir Thomas Rumbold and two
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members of Council were dismissed from their service,

two other members were deprived of their seats, and the

Commander of the Forces, Sir Hector Munro, was
severely reprimanded. (Mill, II, 471 ) From this time

the authority of the Madras Government over the affairs

of the Hyderabad ceased, and the Resident continued to

be appointed by the Supreme Government in Calcutta,

with whom he was placed in direct communication, a

custom which continues to the present day.

For the present, therefore, the affair of the District

of Guntoor was satisfactorily settled, but it was destined

to lead to still further correspondence and negotiations.

In 1782 Basal ut Jung died. and. according to the treaty,

the Guntoor District should have been handed over to

the Company. This, however, was not done, and in

return the Madras Government withheld the Pcshkash

due on the other four Circars At this time the whole

of Southern India was in a very disturbed state. Hyder

Ah had also died in 1782, and was succeeded by his son,

Tippoo, who at once embarked upon a career of conquest.

He attacked anil annexed districts on the western coast,

and then put in a claim for Bijapur against the Nizam.

As a consequence a junction was formed between the

Hyderabad and Mahratta armies, and it was expected

that the British would join their alliance in order to put

a check to Tippoo’s ambition. The English, however,

had made a treaty of peace with Tippoo after he had taken

Mangalore (178C), and Lord Cornwallis, who was then

Governor-General, let it be known that he did not intend

to commence fresh hostilities. A peace, therefore, was

patched up between the different rival powers, and Lord

Cornwallis resolved to take advantage of this to press the

Company’s claims to Guntoor. Accordingly, Captain

Kennawav was despatched as Resident at Hyderabad
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to conduct the negotiations. Mr. Briggs in his work,

The Nizam, makes the following remarks regarding the

position :
" The situation of the Nizam was such that

he regarded himself as having more to hope and less to

apprehend from a connection with the English than with

either of the four Powers which bordered upon the

dominions. Generally inferior to either the Mahrattas

or Tippoo. he was ever in dread of being swallow'ed up
by one of those formidable neighbours. An alliance with

one of those Powers threatened hostility with the other.”

An alliance with the English, therefore, was more likely

to bring safety as not being likely to cause these two,

with so many conflicting interests, to combine against

him. Captain Kennaway therefore arrived at Hydera-

bad at the time when the Nizam was inclined to listen

to his proposals in regard to the cession of Guntoor,

and. without discussing any other points which were

reserved, he at once consented to hand over the District

(178.*). At the same time Meet Abdul Kassim, more
generally known as Mcer Allum. was sent to Calcutta

with a letter to the Governor-General, couched in friendly

language, in which, after urging the settlement of certain

pecuniary claims, it was suggested that a new treaty of

offence and defence should be formed between the Nizam
and the British. The pecuniary claims were easily

settled, with the result that a balance of nine lakhs of

rupees, which were found to be due to the Nizam, were

paid to h»m. Lord Cornwallis, however, was not equally

disposed to enter into a treaty, and he replied that he

had no power to do so without the permission of

Parliament, but he wrote to the Nizam a letter which

he said should have the force of a treaty (July, 1789), in

which certain articles of the treaty of 1768 were modified

or explained. This letter was afterwards confirmed by
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Parliament and declared to have the same force as a

treaty. The chief points in this letter are
:

(i) a defini-

tion of the force to be supplied to the Nizam. It was

agreed that two battalions, each of 800 sepoys, com-

manded and officered by Europeans, with six guns, should

be supplied to the Nizam at his cost, whenever he should

apply for their services, thus modifying the words in the

former treaty. " if the condition of the affairs of the

Company should allow it." but it was stipulated that

these troops should not be used against certain Powers

then in alliance with the Company, namely, the Mah-

ratta States, the Nawab of the Carnatic, and the Rajahs

Of Tanjore and Travancore. (2) It will lx- remembered

that in the treaty of 1768 a stipulation was made about

taking certain districts in the Carnatic Balaghaut from

Mysore, for which tribute should be paid to the Nizam.

Abdul Kassim had been instructed to point out that this

stipulation had never been carried out, and to urge the

advisability of its being put into effect. Lord Cornwallis,

however, replied that circumstances had altered since

1768. and that we were then at peace with Mysore, but

promised that if in future the Company should come into

possession of those districts, the terms of the treaty of

1768 should be strictly carried out. It is significant that,

although the Company was then at peace with Tippoo,

that king’s name was not mentioned as one of those

against whom troops supplied to the Nizam should not

be used. The reason of this appears to have been that

Lord Cornwallis thoroughly distrusted Tippoo's intentions,

a suspicion which, as was shown by subsequent events,

was amply justified. At the same time as these negotia-

tions were being carried on at Calcutta the Nizam appears

to have sounded Tippoo in respect to an alliance This

statement is on the authority of Colonel Wilks, who
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also states that negotiations were broken of! because

Tippoo added as a condition a matrimonial connection

between the two families. Tippoo’s father. Hyder Ali

though of a respectable family, had begun life as a

common soldier, and his nickname of “ Naik ” shows

the estimation in which he was held. It was not likely,

therefore, that the Nizam with his long line of descent

from the Prophet would agree to such a condition, and

so the negotiations by whomsoever commenced were

abruptly broken off. much to Tippoo's disgust. The

probabilities in fact would seem to point to the overtures

having been made, in the first place, by Tippoo and not

by the Nizam. One Hafizjee had been the ambassador

at Seringapatam on this occasion, and. as Tippoo attri-

buted to him the subsequent failure of his overtures,

he became the special object of the tyrant's hatred.

The negotiations at Calcutta were successfully terminated

in 1788. and in the following year (December 24th, 1789)

Tippoo made an unprovoked attack upon the British

ally, the Rajah of Travancore. This led to war being

declared by the British, and the contingency provided

for by the treaty of 1788 having occurred, the Nizam

and the Mahrattas were both called upon to furnish

contingents. This they did, and the Nizam promised

to provide a body of cavalry of not less than 10.000,

to be maintained at the cost of the Company. It was
agreed that all country conquered from Tippoo should be

equally divided between the three contracting parties,

and, should eventually Tippoo attack or molest any one

or other of the contracting parties, the others should

join to punish him in such manner as might be afterwards

settled. Both the Mahrattas and the Nizam fulfilled

their part of the agreement and sent bodies of troops

to act on the Mahratta and Hyderabad frontiers of My-
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sore. The Mahrattas were assisted by a body of British
troops under Captain Little, and the Nizam by two
battalions of Madras troops with six guns. The chief
command of the army against Tippoo was taken over by
Lord Cornwallis, the Governor-General, and the campaign
did not come to a close until 1792, when Tippoo had to
agree to the terms of peace dictated by the allies. In
the final operations before Scringapatam the Nizam and
the Mahrattas each sent a body of ten thousand horse
to assist the main army. The Nizam's troops were
accompanied by his son Sekunder Jah and by McerAllum.
both of whom took a prominent part in the final negotia-

tions. There was also a detachment of the French
contingent raised by Raymond numbering 150 men and
commanded by Raymond himself. It is not necessary

here to go into the details of the campaign which are fully

given in the works of Wilks and Grant Duff but one inci-

dent may be mentioned as it forms a sequel to the

marriage proposal just mentioned. During the march
to Seringapatam the Nizam’s contingent passed through
his old possession of Cuddapah and on its way pro-

ceeded to recover the different forts. One of the principal

of these was Gurramkonda, a hill fort of great strength

about 30 miles from the present Mysore frontier. The
lower fort was taken by a British force under Captain
Reed, who then went on to join the main army, leaving

Hafizjee with a sufficient force to continue the siege

of the upper fort. This command, however, he did

not long retain. As soon as Tippoo heard of the fall

of this important fortress, he despatched an army of

12,000 men under his own son. Futteh Hyder, then

about 18 years old. assisted by Ghazi Khan and Ali

Keza. This army succeeded in surprising Hafizjee, who
was then taken prisoner

; the lower fort was evacuated
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by the Nizam’s troops and the upper fort was relieved.

The unfortunate Hafizjee had fallen into bad hands.

Futteh Hyder was the young prince for whom Tippoo

had desired a Hyderabad bride, and Ali Reza was fully

aware of Hafizjee’s share in the transaction and of

Tippoo's hatred towards him. In order to please his

master he practised upon his prisoner the most cruel

insults. He was stripped naked, and, after being taunted

and mocked, was at last put to death, whilst at the same

time a French officer in the Nizam’s service was assassi-

nated. On hearing of this disaster the whole of the Nizam's

army marched back and recovered the lower fort, though

the upper fort held out till the close of the war (Cud-

dafmh Manual, p ioz.) It is not our object to describe

the details of this campaign The Prince Sekunder Jah

assisted by Meet Allum distinguished himself and was
especially mentioned by Lord Cornwallis. Tippoo was

defeated and was compelled to cede a large portion

of his territory, and this was divided between the

allies, each of whom received districts yielding about

40 lakhs. The British received the Salem Baramahl and

Coimbatore districts to the south of Mysore the Nizam
obtained the Gurramkonda. Gootv and the Doab
districts, which had been overrun by Hyder Ali, and the

Mahrattas received extensive territory in Bijapur and

Dharwar. The result, therefore, of the campaign was

satisfactory and profitable to the Nizam, not only in

prestige and the accession of valuable territory, which

although it had belonged to him formerly, had been taken

by Hyder, but also in the weakening of the power of this

dangerous rival Tippoo. These incidents occurred during

the years 1791 and 1792.



CHAPTER VU

THF NIZAM AND THE MAHRATTAS

URING the course of our nara-

tive up to this point the

Mahrattas have been fre-

quently alluded to, and it

now seems necessary to ex-

lain in more detail

their relations with the

State of Hyderabad. It

will not be necessary to

trace the rapid growth

of this strange nation, which, in the course of a

hundred years, grew to such enormous power that at

one time it seemed as if the whole of the Indian

Empire would be under its sway. The story of Sivajee,

the " mountain rat
"

as he is often called by the

Mahomedan historians, is a most romantic one, but can

find no place here. His son. Sambajee. that " vile dog
”

as the Emperor Aurangzebe called him, met with a

tragical end, being flayed to death by the Emperor’s

orders, but, although the last 20 years of Aurangzebe’s

life were devoted to the task of crushing the Mahrattas,

he failed in his attempts, and at his death in 1707 they

were stronger than ever. As a matter of fact it was this

78
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20 years’ campaign that was one of the principal causes

of the rapid rise of the Mahrattas. After Aurangazebe

had conquered the two last Mohamedan kingdoms of the

Deccan. Bijapur and Golconda, he remained in the

country moving from place to place with his vast army

and leaving everywhere ruin and desolation behind him.

The governors whom he left in charge of the conquered

provinces had their hands more than full in preserving

order ui the districts surrounding the capitals. As soon

as the grand army left one position in the country and

moved to another, it was followed by the hordes of the

light Mahratta horse, who. avoiding anything like a

pitched battle, continually harassed the Hanks and ‘the

rearguard, and. as soon as the army had moved to any

distance, occupied the district it had left, and commenced
levying tribute from the unfortunate villagers, or. if this

were refused, harrying, devastating them with fire and

sword. Whenever the villagers agreed to these exactions

the Mahrattas installed a collecting officer, who often

worked side by side with the Mogalai official. In this

way gradually a custom grew up for the Mahrattas to

levy their tribute, which they called chout and surdesh-

muckec, sometimes one. sometimes the other, and some-

times both, over a great part of the Deccan, and over

territory which belonged to the Imperial provinces.

As a quid pro quo they professed to protect the villagers

from aggression on the part of anyone else. In this way

they created a kind of *' sphere of influence " as it is

now termed, and a claim of this kind once enforced

was never afterwards relinquished. Even if it fell

into abeyance owing to temporary disasters, as after

the battle of Panipat, it was sure to be subsequently

put forward with a claim of arrears when the Peshwa

felt himself strong enough. In this way there was
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always an open question between the Imperial governors

and the Mahrattas. and, when subsequently the Nizam

made himself independent, between them and the

Nizam.

In the meantime, whilst Aurangzebe was occupied

in the Deccan, the large tract of country' between the

Nerbudda and Delhi, occupied by the great province of

Malwa, was left unprotected. Thither some of the pre-

datory Mahratta chiefs went, followed by their depre-

dating armies, creating each for himself a separate

sphere of influence though still professing allegiance

to their sovereign at Sattara. and afterwards to his

deputy at Poona. This was the origin of Scindia, Holkar,

Baroda and the Bhonslah Rajahs of Nagpur, or, as they

are generally called in history, the Rajahs of Berar. But

these Mahratta chiefs, although they were occupied

in extending their respective spheres of influence north

of the Narbudda. always retained a strong affection for,

and interest in the villages from which their ancestors

had come, and where their relatives resided These

villages they generally managed to acquire by grant or by

purchase, and so, whilst exercising their chief power at a

considerable distance, they managed to get, and to

keep with the utmost jealousy, jaghirs and villages

situated in the south some of which were actually in the.

Nizam’s territory. In the provinces to the north of the

Narbudda, their chiefs did not always exercise an actual

sovereignty for the country was full of semi-independent

chiefs and Rajahs, really vassals of Delhi. Some of

the country the Mahrattas succeeded in annexing

entirely, and this was then called Suraj or Swaraj, as for

instance, Oojjaein. Gwalior. Indoor, Baroda and Nagpur,

with their surrounding districts ; whilst the semi-independ-

ent Rajahs were made to pay chouih, surdeshmucki.
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and other exactions, to the extent sometimes of

65 per cent, of the revenue. In the wars that followed,

the Mahrattas were at liberty to pursue their dreams

of conquest, which were to convert India into a Hindu Raj.

The 14 years of interregnum in the Deccan served to con-

solidate their power, and, when Asaf Jali made himself

independent, the Mahrattas were the only enemies he

had to dread . The descendants of Sivajee still maintained

the royal title and style. Their residence was at Sattara.

but in course of time they had become mere puppets

in the hands of their ministers, the Pcshwas, who ruled

at Poona. Further away, other Mahratta noblemen had

conquered for themselves independent kingdoms. Scindia,

Holkar, and the Gaekwar at Baroda were among the

most powerful of these, and they, together with the

Mahratta Rajah of Nagpur, surrounded the Hyderabad

State on the north, the west and the south-western

frontiers. Scindia especially was the most ambitious

and powerful amongst these princes, although he. together

with the rest, nominally accepted the overrule of the

Peishwas at Poona. Whilst Asaf Jah was Nizam

of Hyderabad, he was continually at war with one or

other of these princes, and in these wars he was not

always successful in arms, although he was more than a

match for them in diplomacy. During the disturbances

that followed Asaf Jah's death, the Mahrattas increased

their power and levied clwuth over almost all the western

portions of the Nizam’s dominions. And, as regards

the Princes of Malwa. Scindia succeeded in asserting his

supremacy over all the districts north of the Tapti.

We have seen how. soon after his arrival, Bussy was sent

against the Mahrattas, and succeeded in defeating

them with his small but well-disciplined army. We have

also seen how they were waiting near Aurangabad
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to take advantage of the quarrel between the Nizam
Salabut Jung and his brother Nizam Ali; but were
prevented from interfering actively., although, in the

negotiations that followed, the Nizam had to concede
several of his outlying districts in Khandesh, thus

giving the Mahrattas a continuous run of territory

all along the western boundry of Hyderabad right up
to the dominions of Scindia and Holkar. It has also

been narrated how, soon after Bussy's withdrawal from

Hyderabad. Nizam Ali, who was acting as Dewan,

usurped his brother Salabut Jung’s power and confined

him in the State prison of Bider. where he soon after-

wards died. This was in 1761. In the previous year,

whilst Salabut Jung was still on the throne, and Nizam

Ali was acting as his minister and commandcr-in-chief,

the Nizam had suffered a severe defeat at the hands of

the Mahrattas at Udgir about 150 miles from the western

boundary at Ahmednagar, and had been compelled

to cede the greater portion of the district of Bijapur,

in the south-western portion of his dominions. This

portion passed into the possession of the Mahrattas,

who further exacted a claim of chouth over the neigh-

bouring districts of Hungund. lying to the south of the

river Krishtna, and between it and the Tungabhra. On
the 7th January, 1761, occurred the third great battle

at Panipat, in which for the time the power of the Mahrat-

tas was almost entirely crushed by the Afghan Abdali,

who came forward as the champion of the Emperor.

Taking advantage of this disaster, Nizam Ali, who.

as narrated above, had deposed Salabut Jung soon after

the defeat of Udgir, thought that an opportunity had

come for recovering from the Mahrattas some of the

territory which had been taken away. Accordingly

he marched with an army to the neighbourhood of Poona,
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which, the main army being away in the north of India,

was not able to offer any resistance. The city was

sacked, and many of the houses which did not pay a

ransom were pulled down. The remnants of the Mahratta

army were on their return and. hearing of the invasion,

took advantage of Nizam Ali’s absence and laid siege to

Aurungabad, where, however they were repulsed. They
then marched to Hyderabad, where also they were

defeated, and had to retire, although not without levying

a considerable amount of blackmail. (1763.) Neither

party seems to have gained any great advantage in these

operations but there can be no doubt that the plunder

of Poona greatly irritated the Mahrattas. who for that

time were resolved to take ample revenge at the earliest

opportunity. The Mahrattas continued in this unsettled

state for some years, and. as the British were allies

of both the Nizam and the Peshwa, they were often

placed in a very awkward and dubious |>osition. As

the Mahrattas recovered from the defeat they suffered

at Panipat. their power and influence again increased,

whilst that of the Nizam appeared to be on the decline.

But a new power was then growing in South India,

that of Mysore, and for some time the attention of the

Mahrattas was fully taken up with the ambitious schemes

of Hyder Ali. who had designs equally upon them and the

Nizam. We have seen how, in 1768. after first joining

Hyder Ali. Nizam Ali concluded a treaty with the British,

and how. from that time forward, the alliance between

the two Powers was gradually and continually streng-

thened. The common enemy of both was Hyder Ali,

and after him his son Tippoo Sultan.

At the time of Kennaway’s (afterwards Sir John

Kennaway) visit to Hyderabad as Resident, and of the

negotiations with regard to an alliance previous to the
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Mysore War. which has been mentioned in the last

chapter, the only Powers in South India., from whom
danger was to be expected, were Tippoo Sultan and

the Mahrattas, and of these, owing to his violent and

passionate character. Tippoo was the most to be feared,

at all events from the English point of view. The N izam's

power had been greatly reduced from what it had been

at the time of Asaf Jah's death. He had entirely lost

the Carnatic. On the east coast, the northern circars,

Guntoor and Masulipatam. had passed into the hands

of the British. Hyder had conquered, and Tippoo was in

possession of the districts of Bellary, Gurramkonda.

Cuddapah (Kurpa), and asserted a claim to Kumool,

whilst the Mahrattas were asserting their claim to

chouth ami levying it, when they could, over the whole

of the Mahratwari Provinces. In Berar a large portion had

been actually annexed by the Bhonsla Rajah of Nagpur,

and in the remainder there was a kind of double ad-

ministration known as the io-amil, in which the Nagpur

officials levied 60 per cent, of the revenue as chouth

and surdeshmookhce side by side with the Nizam's

officers, who had to be content with the balance.
.
So

predominant was the influence of the Bhonsla Rajah

in his province that he is generally spoken of in official

documents as the Berar Rajah. Scindia and Holkar

both held outlying districts in the Nizam's territory

near the Ajunta Hills and Jalna, and the Peishwa held

tracts of country stretching right up to the Godavery and

the fort of Dowlatabad. whilst his horsemen harried

all the neighbouring districts which did not protect

themselves by paying chouth.

The Nizam dared not make an alliance with either

Tippoo or the Mahrattas for fear of attracting the hos-

tility of the- other. He was himself too weak to with-
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stand the arms of either, and was therefore compelled

to fall back upon the protection of the British. Hence it

was that he was only too ready to enter into negotiations

with Kennaway. But the British on the other hand,

though willing to combine against Tippoo. were by no
means anxious to excite the hostility of the Mahrattas,

who were at that time equally their allies as well as the

Nizam. Therefore it was that, in the treaty with Kenna-

way. the Mahrattas. equally with the Kings of Travancore

and Tanjore, were excluded as powers against whom
the British should not be liable to fight. As long as

Tippoo was the common enemy, this arrangement worked

very well, but after he had been conquered in 1792, and

the danger averted, at all events for a time, the difficulty

again arose. The Mahrattas again pressed their claims

against the Nizam for arrears of chouth, and Nizam Ali

appealed to the British for protection. But the British

urged with justice that they had no more right to side

with the Nizam against the Mahrattas than they would

be justified in taking the part of the Mahrattas against

the Nizam. It is true that they were bound to give the

Nizam support, but not against their own allies to whom
they were equally bound by treaty. It must be re-

membered that the condition of affairs at the end of the

seventeenth century was very different from what
it is now. The British power was not then strong enough

to oppose in South India the combined power of the

Mahrattas princes, especially as in such a case the latter

would probably be helped by Tippoo, who, though

beaten in the last war, was still formidable. Accordingly,

the Governor-General declined to interfere, and. as

neither the Mahrattas nor the Nizam would give way,

after some time spent in useless negotiations, war became
inevitable. At this time the Nizam had in his service a
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body of well-disciplined troops, commanded by Monsieur
Raymond and other French officers, and upon these,

in addition to his own regular army, he had to rely in

the coming struggle. It will be as well here to give a
short sketch of Raymond, who was a remarkable man,
and, though not so fortunate in his career as Bussy, is,

next to him, the most important Frenchman who had
any connection with Hyderabad, and one whose memory
is still, after more than a hundred years, held in high

esteem.

Michel Joachim Marie Raymond* came out to India

at the age of 20 in 1775. His father was a merchant
and sent him with a consignment of goods to Pondicherry,

After having sold these at a profit, the young man
resolved on a career of adventure and entered the service

of Hyder Ali as a sub-lieutenant in a corps commanded
by Chevalier de Lasse. With this corps he fought
against the British in the campaign of Tnnimoly, and
afterwards, when Bussy came out to India for the

second tune, in March, 1783. he joined this distinguished

veteran. But Bussy was not then the same man that

he had been thirty years before. He was in poor health,

had grown very stout and had no longer the energy of

his younger days. When Bussy died at Pondicherry in

* 785 (January), Raymond went to seek employment in

the Deccan. He did not at once come to Hyderabad,
but joined the French corps under Basalut Jung at Gun-
toor, which, as we have seen, became the subject of

correspondence with the British Government. After
five years, Basalut Jung was compelled to dismiss this

corps, which was at once taken over by the Nizam. It

would at first appear as if this act was a breach of the

• Foe thoe rota oo Raymood* career I am indebted to Colonel Mallwon'a
ini'reeling little book. “ Foreign Adventure in India.-
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former treaties, under which the Nizam had promised

not to entertain a corps of Frenchmen in his sen-ice.

This difficulty was got over by the Nizam contending

that the promise did not refer to native battalions officered

by Frenchmen or foreigners. To this construction of

the treaty the British Government were obliged to

consent, although with great reluctance, and with the

frequently expressed displeasure of the Madras Govern-

ment. Raymond was placed at the head of this force,

which, with the large European element at his disposal,

he was able to bring to a considerable state of efficiency.

It was divided into regiments, and in the year 1795

consisted of 15,000 men formed into twenty battalions

and officered by 124 Europeans. These troops were

regularly paid from the revenues of certain districts

near Bidcr, which were assigned to Raymond's manage-

ment for this purpose. The corps was made self-

sustaining in every respect and possessed storehouses,

workshops, arsenals, gun foundries and powder mills.

The ruins of the old gun foundry still form a conspicuous

object on a piece of waste ground nearly opposite the

Fatteh Maidan in Chudderghaut. Mallcson thus sums

up Raymond’s character :
" No adventurer in India

ever stood higher than he did. He was brave, magni-

ficent, generous, affable and vigilant. To great abilities

he united the most consummate prudence. The one

dream of his life was to carry out by the means still

open to him the schemes of Dupleix. of Lally, and of

Suffrin. He deserves to be ranked with those illustrious

warriors in the hierarchy of patriotic Frenchmen.”

It was, therefore, upon Raymond’s force that the Nizam
principally depended in the approaching struggle with the

Mahrattas.

Whilst angry correspondence was passing between
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Hyderabad and Poona. Mahodajee Scindia died on the

I2th February, 1794. He was by far the most powerful

and ambitious of the Mahratta princes, and. indeed,

overawed the Peshwa himself. The intrigues and dis-

turbances which followed his death were still further

increased by the sudden death of the young Peshwa,

and the Nizam considered that this was the opportunity

to declare war This declaration on the part of the Nizam

rendered it still more impossible for the British to lend

him the active support of their forces, and all that the

Resident. Captain Kirkpatrick, could do was to allow

the two battalions of British troops to preserve the

internal peace of the dominions whilst the army was

engaged in the campaign.

Accordingly early in 1795 both armies took the field.

The Nizam s forces consisted of 70.000 irregular infantry,

25.000 regular troops under Raymond, including his own

battalion of about 1 x .000. and a due proportion of artillery.

To meet this army the Peshwa summoned all his vassal

princes. Daulut Row Scindia sent a portion of De

Boigne's army under his second-in-command, Perron,

numbering 25,05x1
;

Raghojee Bhonsla of Nagpur,

15.000 ;
Holkar, 10,000 ; and Parasaram Bhow. 7,000.

Other contingents increased the total number to 130.000,

and there were besides 10.000 Pindaries. The greatest

strength of the Peishwa’s army consisted of the brigades

commanded and disciplined like Raymond's force, which

had been sent by De Boigne. of whose career further

notice will be found hereafter. These consisted of about

18.000 men commanded by European officers, together

with a similar brigade of 4.500 brought by Holkar and

commanded by Dudrence and Major Boyd. There was,

therefore, the strange spectacle of French officers fighting

on both sides, in some instances aided also by English
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private adventurers. The Residents at both the courts

also accompanied the armies. Sir C. Malct was with the

Peshwa and Captain Kirkpatrick with the Nizam.

The latter was often placed in a very awkward position.

Fraser (** Our Faithful Ally,” p. 13) describes the difficulties

in which he found himself :
" The Nizam made several

attempts to elicit from Captain Kirkpatrick his opinion

in regard to the disposition he had made of his forces,

the Resident always replying that his inexperience in

tactics totally disqualified him for judging of such

matters. As an illustration of the adroitness with which

these questions were put and the prudence required in

answering them, Captain Kirkpatrick was one day

invited by his Highness to one of his tents on the pretence

of viewing the river Manjerah from a remarkably favour-

able point. Here he found the minister, Azimul Omrah,

who led on the discourse until, in the most natural man-

ner. he commenced describing the several passes by

which the army might descend from Balaghaut. So

talking, he by and by asked the opinion of Captain

Kirkpatrick as to which of these routes he thought the

most eligible. Instead of directly replying to this

question, the Resident, addressing himself to the Nizam,

appealed to his candour whether he could with the

smallest propriety, considering the friendship subsisting

between the Company and the Peshwa. offer any opinion

on so delicate a subject. The minister then demanded

what was to prevent Captain Kirkpatrick, and observed

that the privacy of hi- present audience had been purpose-

ly arranged to guard against the di-closure of his advice.

Captain Kirkpatrick, still addressing himself to the

Nizam personally, demanded in his turn what His

Highness would expect from W. C. Malet were the Peishwa

to consult with him respecting the best mode of attacking
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the army of Hyderabad. ' I know,’ interrupted Azim-

ul-Umrah, that the answer of Sir Charles Malet would be

the same that you have so often given me
;

he would
advise a speedy adjustment of all subsisting differences

as absolutely necessary* to the welfare of both sides.*

* And this,’ said Captain Kirkpatrick, * is the only reply

it is now possible for me to give to the question which

has been put to me.’ ” With this the interview ter-

minated. The two armies met midway between the

forts of Parenda and Khurdla, near the river Manjera.

According to Briggs, it was almost entirely a skirmish,

ending in some night firing, a panic, and the flight of

the Nizam's troops. Malleson. however, goes into much
greater detail in his account of the life of Perron, and the

following description is taken from that writer (Foreign

Adventurers, p. 197) :
" The battle began by an advance

of the Mahomcdans on the right wing and centre of the

Mahrattas. The attack completely succeeded. The
Vlahratta right wing was driven on to its centre, at the

same time as the centre itself was completely broken

by the steady advance of Raymond’s drilled troops.

These divisions fled in confusion carrying Dudrencc’s

and Boyd’s men with them and endeavouring to seek a

refuge behind the still unbroken left. Towards this left,

covered and supported by a cavalry flushed with victory,

Raymond now advanced. Perron allowed him to ap-

proach almost within musket shot and then suddenly

opened a concentrated and continuous fire from the

thirty-five guns, loaded with grape, which he had placed

on the eminence. At the same time, Raghojcc Bhonsla

resisted the Mahomedan cavalry with a shower of

rockets, the materials for firing which he had obtained

on the ground during the general fight of the right wing.

This simultaneous discharge sent the Moghal cavalry
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to the right-about. Raymond's infantry, however, not

only stood firm, but succeeded for a time in making
a successful opposition to all the efforts of Perron. It

is difficult to say how the battle would have ended had
Nizam Ali been endowed with the most ordinary qualities

of a leader. But, like most Asiatic commanders, he

trusted only to his horsemen
;
when these fled, he fled

with them, sending order after order to Raymond to

follow him. Meanwhile, the Mahratta horse, rallying,

were hastening to support Perron. Raymond then

most unwillingly was forced to follow his master. He
did so. however, in the most perfect order, prepared to

renew the fight on the next day." An accident, however,

occurred during the night which converted the orderly

retreat into a panic. Towards the middle of the night

a small patrol of Mahrattas in search of water for their

horses came upon a party of the Nizam’s troops near a

stream. Firing commenced, in which Raymond's troops

who were close by with loaded muskets started from
their sleep and commenced firing. An alarm of a general

attack was raised, and the Nizam, escaping in haste,

took refuge in the small fort of Khurdla (Grant Duff),

where he was at once surrounded by the Mahrattas,

and after three days was obliged to purchase his release

by complying with all the Mahrattas’ demands. This is

known as the "Capitulation of Khurdla," and for a time

was a crushing blow to the Nizam’s power. The his-

torians who describe this battle all speak in contemptuous

terms of the Nizam's courage on this occasion, but it

must be remembered that he was a very old man at the

time, and also infirm, having only lately recovered from

a dangerous illness. He was, besides, anxious for the

safety of his ladies, and these possibly were the reasons

which led to his flight
;

for, in earlier days, the Nizam,
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like all the rest of his ancestors, had been conspicuous

for his courage. One thing is clear, and that is that a

battle-field is not the place for ladies, and that the presence

of a king of advanced age and in infirm health is calculated

to be a hindrance rather than an advantage to his

troops.*

Captured in this way in a trap, the Nizam had to

submit to most humiliating terms. He had to yield a

large slice of the western portion of his dominions,

including Dowlatabad, Ahmednagar and Sholapur, with

a revenue of thirty-five lakhs of rupees and an indemnity

of three crorcs, and had also to send to the Poona court

as hostage for the fulfilment of this treaty his principal

minister, Azim-ul-Umrah.

One result of this unfortunate war was that the Nizam

was bitterly disappointed at the want of support which

he had received from fhe British force that were in his

pay. He told the Resident that he no longer required

their services, and asked him to withdraw them. This

was done, and the consequence was that M. Raymond,
with his French battalions, rapidly advanced in the

Nizam's favour. The troops were greatly strengthened,

and additional assignments of land were granted for their

support. In the meantime, Azim-ul-l’mra did not neglect

his master's interest at Poona. Soon after the conclusion

of the war (October, X795). Mahdhoo Row, the Peishwa,

died suddenly, not without a suspicion of foul play.

In the intrigues which followed, Azim-ul-L'mra was able

• One curious feature of the Nimbi’* army »»• that he had two regiments of

wnmen. who were called the " Zufier Paham t or viclonou* rrciment*. They
vine generally used a* guard* for the palace and renana. and regularly

armed and dnllad according to the French method Hnfgs. wnting in 1861.

of the time Fe was at HyiWahod. as A~.--Un! Resident. says that a few of the

descendants of these female soldiers were even then in the service of Shumsul-
Umra, and went through thru cxercuc in hu presence with many shouts of

amusement and much laughter.
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to obtain several important modifications of the terms,

and soon afterwards returned to Hyderabad with in-

creased power and influence. This, therefore, was the

condition of affairs in 1795. British influence was

considerably weakened, the Nizam had received a very

serious reverse, and it seemed to him that, if he was to

obtain any real support against the growing power of the

Mahrattas he mu>t depend upon the French troops

entirely.



CHAPTER VIII

DISBANDMENT OF RAYMOND'S CONTINGENT

ONE of the results of the disastrous Kurdla

campaign was that the Nizam was greatly

disappointed in the support he could expect

from the British alliance. His worst enemies were the

Mahrattas and against them it was evident that, for the

time at all events, the British, as the ally of both Powers,

would give him little or no support. As regards Tippoo.

the case was different.

Although the British were at peace with the Sultan,

there was everything to be feared from his ambition and

desire for revenge for his late losses. In order to guard

against any aggression on Tippoo's part, it was absolutely

necessary for the British to maintain a strong force,

and any unprovoked attack on his part on any of thoir

allies would have been the signal for a fresh war. On
this side, therefore, the Nizam was comparatively safe

;

in fact, signs were not wanting that Tippoo would not be

disinclined to make common cause with the Nizam.

It was from the Mahrattas that he had most to fear.

Although he had succeeded in obtaining a considerable

reduction in the humiliating terms imposed after the

capitulation of Khurdla, the Mahrattas had still enormous
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money claims against him, which were unsettled, the

interest on which grew from year to year, and which

at any time might bring about a renewal of hostilities.

But the Mahrattas had now a very large and constantly

increasing force of well-drilled and disciplined troops,

officered for the most part by Frenchmen, against which,

as we have lately seen, the Nizam’s irregular levies were

absolutely of no service whatsoever. Unlike Falstaff’s

rabble they were not even fit as " food for powder,”

since they showed so little desire to face it. The only

thing left for him to do was to strengthen his own dis-

ciplined contingent, taking advantage of the exact

words of his treaty with the British that the force, though

officered by French, was in reality a native force. Ac-

cordingly. as soon as this war with the Mahrattas was

concluded, the Nizam dispensed with the services of the

two British battalions, which, although they had served

to replace troops employed at the front, had refused to

take any active share in the hostilities. Coincidcntly w ith

the dismissal, he ordered a Urge increase to Raymond's
troops and assigned fresh districts lor their maintenance.

It was in vain that the British Resident expostulated

and intimated that so much encouragement of the French

portended serious changes in his relations with the

English. (Sir John Malcolm ) These protests were not

only disregarded, but a portion of Raymond's corps

was sent to occupy the districts of Cuddapah and Cum-
bum, which the Nizam had obtained as his share of the

Mysore spoils and which lay on the border of the Madras
Presidency. At this step the Governor-General took

alarm. " The measure itself,” he remarked, " had a

suspicious, not to say criminal appearance, and the

strongest representations ” were ordered " to be made to

induce the Nizam to recall the detachment of Mr. Ray-
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mond." In case of refusal the Resident was even in-

structed to threaten the Nizam with the march of a body

of English troops to his frontier, and the apprehensions

of the English Government were increased by the dis-

covery that certain French officers, prisoners in Madras,

were suspected of a design to join Raymond and detected

in this a project to escape. (Briggs. Volume I, Chapter IX.)

But before it became necessary to take so pronounced

a step, an event occurred in Hyderabad which showed

the Nizam that it was not only foreign foes that he had
to fear, but that there were even more dangerous enemies

in his own household.

The Nizam had now attained a very advanced age

and was in infirm health. The disaster of Khurdla was,

there can be no doubt, to a certain degree attributable

to this fact. His condition excited a certain amount of

discontent among many of the younger and excitable

nobles, who felt that in the crisis that was approaching

a younger and more energetic ruler should be at the head
of the State. Lax! away by these men and prompted by
his own personal feelings of ambition, on the 28th June.

1795. the Nizam’s eldest son. Ali Jah, fled from the

capital and took refuge in the ancient royal city of Bioder.

Here he raised the standard of rebellion, and was soon
joined by a number of disaffected chiefs, bringing with
them considerable levies. In a very short time this

rebellion assumed a formidable and dangerous appear-
ance. A few successes followed the first outbreak
which served to attract more followers, and the Prince
advanced towards Aurungabad. The first act of the
Nizam was to recall the two British battalions which he
had so lately dismissed, in order with them to replace
Raymond’s force which he had at once despatched against
rebels. Raymond with his well-disciplined force had no
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difficulty in putting down this rebellion. At the first

skirmish the Prince’s hastily assembled levies broke and
fled and the Prince himself escaped to Aurungabad.

He was followed by Raymond and captured without any

show of resistance. The Nizam at once despatched his

minister to take charge of his rebellious son and bring him

back to his presence. Whilst on the journey the minister

ordered the Prince’s elephant’s houdah to be covered

with a veil or purdah, as in the case when women travel.

Whether the shame of this indignity was too much
for him to bear, or whether he was afraid to meet his

outraged father, it is impossible to say, but the fact

remains that before he reached the capital the Prince

Ali Jah committed suicide by taking poison.

Although this rebellion had been so easily suppressed,

the Nizam was not slow to appreciate the additional

security derived from the presence of the British battal-

ions and they were accordingly retained in the capital.

Their presence threw many difficulties in the way of

Raymond, whose prompt action in the rebellion led to an

even greater show of the Nizam's confidence. The force

then consisted of about 12.000 men and was in a very

high state of discipline. In spite of all obstacles, it is

probable that its strength would have been still further

increased and the French influence have become para-

mount in Hyderabad, as it already was in the leading

Mahratta principalities.

The growth of the French influence amongst the Mah-

ratta chiefs in the north of India forms one of the most
interesting episodes of modem Indian history, but it is

only possible here to mention the names of the leading

French commanders of these subsidiary' contingents.

De Boignc, Perron. Dudrence, Filoz. Pedrons. Claude

Martin, Bourquin, and the notorious Sumroo. are

c
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names to which are attached a great deal of interest and
romance.*

The work of these men was the last desperate attempt

of the French to recover the prestige and power wielded

by Dupleix, Lally, and Suffrein, and to wrest from the

rival English the Empire that was drifting into their

hands, which, but for the supineness and lethargy of the

French Government of the middle of the eighteenth

century, would most certainly have been the heritage of

France. Looking back now after the lapse of more than

a century, it is easy to say that the idea of the French

Empire in India was bound to fail, but about the year

1795 it was as near success as possible. Malleson thus

describes the position (Final French Struggles, Book III)

:

" To enable the Princes of India to meet the English

successfully in the field, it was necessary above all things

to impart to their troops a thorough knowledge of Europ-

ean discipline and a complete acquaintance with the

system of European strategy. To this somewhat venture-

some task the sons of France bent themselves with untir-

,

ing energy. They gave to it often their lives, almost

always their every faculty. They had much to aid them.

The native princes who employed them knew at least

that their hatred of England was not feigned
;

that they

had nothing so much at heart as the humiliation of the

rival of their own country. They, therefore, gave them
almost always a confidence without stint. Their behests

were but rarely refused. They worked under the avowed
sanction and with the authority of the prince whom they

served. And. if they did not succeed, their want of

success is to be attributed rather to the jealousies which

prevented combination amongst the native princes than

• Attention may b*r» b* drawn to Camptoo’s turpf*a* Ahlilary Adttnlurert

oj Hindu***, publdbtd by tabtr Loom A Co .
- Advmtui* Scm“
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to any shortcomings on the part of the ablest and most
influential among them.” At the period therefore at

which we have arrived this French influence was at its

zenith. In Mysore.Tippoo had. 6.000 miles away, caught

the fever of the French Revolution. He suffered the

Cap of Liberty to be received in his capital—Tippoo
and Liberty ! and allowed himself to be called Citizen

Tippoo. He was actively enlisting under his standard

as many foreign adventurers as he could obtain, and,

as subsequently transpired, had sent ambassadors to

the French Governor of the Isle of France with overtures

of alliance and a request for help. A similar letter had

been sent to Bonaparte, who was then commencing his

Egyptian campaign, which it was generally supposed

would be followed up by an expedition to India.

We have seen what large forces were under the Mahratta

princes, commanded by De Boigne. Perron and others,

and now in Hyderabad Raymond was organizing a force

which was in every way equal to theirs. If there had

been anything like combination it seems difficult to

understand how the British would have been able to

withstand it. But it almost seems as if the hand of

Providence was against the French, and that when success

seemed to be almost within their grasp some unforeseen

thing happened to shatter their hopes. In the midst

of all his plans, and at the very height of his power and
success, Raymond suddenly died on the 25th March,

1798, just six months previous to a crisis which proved

one of the chief turning points in the history of British

influence in Hyderabad.

Raymond was succeeded by his next in command

—

a Fleming named Piron. This name is in some accounts

of Hyderabad confused with that of Perron, the general

in the Mahratta employ. Piron was however, a very
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different character, and had few of the qualities belong-

ing to the man whose name resembled his. He had little

of the tact of Raymond, and his influence over the troops

under his command and over the- Nizam was but very

small. The Marquis of Wellesley had now arrived in

India with the settled resolve to crush the power of

Tipoo Sultan once for all.*

The Great Marquess, or as he was then called the Karl

of Mornington, is one of the most prominent and brilliant

characters in the history of the British Empire in India,

over which he ruled for the next seven years In the

long voyage out he had ample time to reflect and resolve

upon the policy he would pur>ue, and once re-olved his

was a masterful mind that would allow no obstacle to

interfere with the attainment of the object he had in

view. At the Cape of Good Hope, which was then

largely used by officers on temporary sick-leave from

India, he met Captain Kirkpatrick, who had come from

the Hyderabad Residency to recruit his health, his place

being in the meantime occupied by his brother, Captain

Achilles Kirkpatrick. By him he was thoroughly posted

up in the condition of affairs in the Deccan, and, in the

Memorandum which the Governor-General elect drew
up, his policy and the reasons for it are clearly laid down.
In order the better to understand the events which were
soon to follow in rapid succession, it will be as well to

take a survey of the actual condition of India at the

commencement of the year 1798.

• There 1. conclusive evidence that th» was Lord Morniagtoa's in-Jve before
be ; at all events. that he eapmwd h» intention so *doo after hit arrival
that it i» impossible to suppose that ha wort, were not the mult ol a deliberately

lormol molve. On the 17th 'Uy. 1799. alter the fall of Soin6apatam. Sir
Alurol Clarke wrote to Lord Moretr

.
hoc to coorratuUte him 00 the victory,

and in a po«<r.pt to the letter. *ays. “ I remember your obscrv-alloo* ol humbling
Tippoo before the anniversary of your entering upon the dube* of thi» Govern,
ment. which took place preoeely this day twelve month*. {WnUU-y. DutaU^,.
VoL 1. p. sot).
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The three great native powers at this period were

Tippoo Sultan, the Nizam and the Mahrattas. They,

occupied the whole of the territory from the Carnatic

up to Delhi, with a long line of seaboard on the western

coast extending from the north of Cochin up to Guzerat,

excepting the Portuguese ports and the British depen-

dency of Bombay. On the eastern coast the provinces

of Cuttack and Orissa divided the Madras Presidency

from Bengal and afforded an outlet to the sea. As
regards the Carnatic it was almost entirely in the hands

of the British. The Xawab, Mahomed Ali, was still the

nominal ruler of the former portion of the Nizam's domin-
ions, but he resided at Madras, and, though suspected

of intriguing with Tippoo. he was practically under

British influence. Of these three Powers Tippoo’s was
the one from which most danger was to be apprehended.

For the last six years he had been carefully husbanding

his resources and increasing the efficiency of his army.

Ho was known to be waiting for an opportunity to

recover the territory he had lost in 1792. and he looked

upon the French as his -natural allies, since they were

the hereditary rivals of the English. Tippoo’s posses-

sions on the western coast gave him facilities for com-
municating with the French at the Isle of France, and as

a matter of fact some 200 volunteers had recently landed

on that coast from Mauritius and had been taken into

his service.

The Nizam, although greatly reduced in power from
what he had been fifty years before, was still in possession

of an extensive kingdom, but with every year this power

was being weakened, and the result of the battle of

Khurdla had been to shake his kingdom to its very founda-

tions. It seemed inevitable that, sooner or later, if left

to himself, te must fall a victim either to the ambition
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of Tippoo or to the rapacity of the Mahrattas. Nizam

Ali was now an old man. and, although he actually lived

on for five years more, his decease was looked for daily.

When that should take place a disputed succession was

sure to follow and rival candidates were likely to be

supported by Tippoo or by the Mahrattas. In the mean-

time, the growing power of the French contingent at

Hyderabad was likely to prove an important factor in

the coming struggle. If. as seemed likely, they should

join hands with Tippoo. it was probable that they would

prove irresistible and that the latter, openly joined by
reinforcements of the French from Egypt, would become

the predominating power in the south of the Peninsula.

The Mahrattas ruled over a more extensive territory

than either of these two Princes, but their weakness lay

in their mutual jealousies. The Peishwa at Poona was

the nominal head, but the most powerful of the Mahratta
princes was Scindia. who. as the protector of the blind

old Emperor Shah Allum. and in possession of the enor-

mous territories extending from Kandesh up to Delhi

and Agra, was in a way representative of Imperial author-

ity. Holkar ran Scindia close and both were anxious

to make their influence at Poona paramount. The
Bhonsla Rajah of Nagpur was the third great Mahratta
power. He occupied the whole of the territory to the

north of the Nizam's dominions, from Berar to the cast

coast at Cuttack. These Mahratta princes had all of

them large armies with highly disciplined contingents
officered for the most part by Frenchmen

;
so that here

again came in the dangerous French influence, from which
at that moment the school of English politicians, of which
Pitt. Nelson and Wellesley were the representative spirits,

feared so much. Every one of the Mahratta princes

had large money claims upon the Nizam which they
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were ready to enforce by arms, and a general combination

of their power would have been irresistible.

The policy which the new Governor-General had been

instructed to uphold was the maintenance of the balance

of power between the Native States as it stood in 1792

at the close of the first Mysore War. But this balance

no longer existed, and had been materially altered by the

Khurdla catastrophe. On the whole, it seemed likely

that the Nizam, if left to himself, would have to apply

to Tippoo for support, in which case that chief's power
would become overwhelming. The Nizam’s power had
been greatly weakened ; that of the Mahrattas had been

increased pro tanlo
; Tippoo had recovered from the

effects of the war of 1792, which he was burning to avenge;

and a fresh element of danger had arisen from the French

influence in Hyderabad, backed up by the mysterious,

and therefore dreaded, ambition of the brilliant young
French general, who had astonished Europe by his sudden

descent upon Egypt.

The policy that Lord Momington laid down to himself

was first of all to dissolve the French contingent at

Hyderabad and by substituting an English subsidiary

force to prevent the Nizam from joining hands with

Tippoo.*

Then the latter was to be called to account for his

breach of friendly relations by his overtures to the

• There i» nothin* to »bo- that Iippoo -as cvo afforded an opportunity ol

explaining his conduct, and there « a long minute of Lord Monnngton in the

Secret Department, dated nth August. 1799 (reproduced by Witk». " History o!

Mysore." VoL XI. Chap. lv). giving conclusive reasons why. since the overture*
with the professed intention of exterminating the British, -ere an actual fact
and constituted in themselves an act of hostility, there -as no necessity to ask
lor an explanation of that -Inch could not be explained ; and that we -ere
Justified in making preparations for -ar without disclosing wu knowledge.
The -hole minute is a meat masterly production though «e are not prepared to

*ay that It is not open to objection
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French, and having crushed him by the Nizam’s co-opera-

tion, together with that of the Mahrattas, to dispose

of the remaining States separately. The method of

dealing with them was to be the maintenance at each

court of a British subsidiary force to the exclusion of the

French, and by cutting the Native States off from the

sca-coast to prevent them from having the power of

affording a landing to a French army from over the sea.

The Nizam was, therefore, the first of the Native

States that had to be dealt with, and as soon as the new
Governor-General landed in Madras in May, 1798,

on his way to Calcutta, he commenced to carry out his

plans.

General Harris, then in charge of the Madras Govern-

ment, was ordered to commence the collection of military

stores, and to prepare a detachment of troops to be sent

at a moment’s notice to Hyderabad, and instructions

were sent to the Resident to use every persuasion with

the Nizam to disband the French trooj*. It had become

a struggle for existence, and the presence of a large

force entirely in French hands at the Nizam's court was

likely to be a most dangerous element in the coming

struggle. The minister, Azim-ul-Umrah, was a partisan

of the English, and backed up the Resident’s represen-

tation to the Nizam. The latter for some time was

doubtful what to do
;
he was on the horns of a dilemma.

On the one hand, he did not wish to throw the French

trained troops over, for he would then be entirely de-

pendent upon the English for support, but, on the other

hand, he was afraid that, deprived of British support, he

might be attacked by the Mahrattas, who were the

enemies from whom he had most to fear, and could

easily find ground for hostilities on account of their

still unsettled claims, which amounted to about six
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crores of rupees. Finally, a compromise was arrived at.

The Marquis, bolder than his predecessor, resolved to

run the risk of offending the Mahrattas rather than

allow a large force devoted to French interests to remain

in Hyderabad, and accordingly he pledged himself to

support the Nizam against any unjust demands of the

Mahrattas. and to increase the British troops from two

to six battalions. The Nizam thereupon engaged to

disband the French corps, to deliver over the officers

to the British Government as soon as the new British

force should arrive, and to raise the subsidy which he

paid for the maintenance of the British troops from

Ks.57.713 to 201.425 a month. Thi> treaty was signed

on the 1st September. 1798.
"

1 he way in which the disbandment was carried out

was as follow’s: The French corps numbered 14,000

men, and it was necessary to take every precaution against

the chance of resistance, so tliat nothing could bo done

until the arrival of the additional troops, which oc-

curred on the 10th October. There was already a

considerable feeling of discontent in the French corps.

The rivalry to succeed to the decexsed Kaymond had

produced a considerable amount of jealousy and ani-

mosity amongst the officers, whilst the men themselves

were in a condition bordering on mutiny owing to large

arrears of pay being due to them. Some of the men
were absent on distant detachment duty, and altogether

there were not more than 11.000 present at the hcad-

quaiter> in Hyderabad. After considerable difficulty,

the reluctance of the Nizam to proceed to extreme

measures was overcome, and the battalions of British,

assisted by a strong body of the Nizam's horse, sur-

rounded the lines of the French force, which was situated

about two miles from Hyderabad, at the foot of the hill
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on which stands the house known as Asmangarh, near

which is situated Raymond’s tomb."

It is impossible to withheld a considerable amount of

sympathy for the sufferers in this sudden dissolution

and disbandment of a little army which had done such

good service. It was dissolved not for any fault of its

own. but in consequence of the exigencies of British

policy, to which its existence was a menace and a danger.

Kaye, In his life of Sir John Malcolm, who was employed

as a principal actor in the final scene, says :
" Viewed

from the English side, the dissolution of the French

corps was a masterpiece of policy. But the sympathies of

our common humanity may yet be awakened in favour of

the sufferers, when we contemplate the rending of all

those ties which had bound the soldier and the officer

together, and linked the united military body to the

State. Doubtless, it was a necessity, but it was a cruel

one. And, when the hour of parting arrived, it was not

strange that there should have been a plentiful growth of

subterfuge and evasion to delay the fulfilment of a

stipulation so humiliating both to the French party and

the Hyderabad court."

"The arrangements for the disbandment were care-

fully completed by the Resident, Kirkpatrick, and Major

Malcolm There were two brigades, one consisting of

the two old battalions under Colonel Hyndman, and the

other of the four regiments which had just arrived under

Colonel Roberts. The former were moved up to attack

the rear of the French camp ; the latter were ready to

advance upon its front. From such a disposition of the

British forces there was no escape and the French troops

were completely at their mercy. In the meantime, the

dissension in the French force had culminated in open

mutiny. The officers, disunited and foreseeing the in-
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evitable, had entered into negotiations with the Resi-

dent with the view of obtaining a safe conduct, which

was promised them
;
but the men, fearful of what might

happen to them if they were abandoned by their officers,

and clamorous for the pay due to them, rose in revolt

and seized the persons of Piron and the other officers.

When Malcolm reached the lines, the violence of the

mutineers was at its height. In vain he endeavoured to

make his way to the place where Piron was confined
;

in vain he remonstrated
:

in vain he endeavoured to

persuade to men to suffer order to be restored to their

ranks. They crowded tumultuously around him. They

threatened to deal with him as they had dealt with their

own officer. And doubtless, in the violence of their

excitement, they would have fulfilled their threats

;

but timely assistance was at hand. Among the crowd

of the mutineers were some men who had formerly be-

longed to Malcolm's company in the 20th Battalion but

had deserted to the French corps. They now recog-

nized their old officer and went at once to his assistance.

He had been kind to them in former days, and they had

not forgotten his kindness. Lifting him up and bearing

him away on their heads, they rescued him from the

hands of the infuriated mob. Malcolm returned to the

Residency and the mutiny continued to spread. It was

an event to be welcomed, not to be deplored (though to

the French officers concerned the position must have

been an exceedingly unpleasant one). It was plain to

the British diplomatists that it would render the dis-

solution of the corps comparatively easy. So measures

were at once concerted for the accomplishment of dis-

arming and dispersion of the disorganized mass. Early

on the following day Colonel Roberts was instructed to

draw up his detachment opposite the French lines and
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to summon the men to an unconditional surrender If

at the end of half an hour they had not complied with

the demand, he was to attack them in front, and, as soon

as Colonel Hyndman heard a shot fired, he was to open

upon their rear, A party of 1.500 horse was placed

under Malcolm, who was ordered to occupy their right

flank and prevent escape in that direction, whilst Cap-

tain Green with another party of 500 horse occupied the

left. Some time before Roberts's force came up Malcolm

had reached his ground. The first French sepoys whom
he met—a small party of deserters—fearing an im-

mediate attack upon their camp, were in an extreme

state of alarm. He exerted himself to allay their fears.

He told them that if they fulfilled the required conditions

no violence would be offered to them, and despatched

them into the lines to give assurance of protection to

their comrades. A deputation of subadars—native

officers—came out to him and declared that they were

ready to do anything that was ordered On this he

advanced into the lines. He found the whole body of

sepoys panic-struck as were those whom he had first met.

They had released their officers and were now disciplined

and subdued by an overwhelming sense of their common
danger. Malcolm assured them that if they laid down

their arms in peace they would be protected by the

British troops. They promised their prompt submission.

The only condition which they urged upon the British

officer was that the lines should be placed in the pos-

session of the Company’s troops, and not given up to

the destructive plunder of the Mogul horse. Having

reported to Colonel Roberts the favourable aspect of

affairs, Malcolm drew up his detachment on the heights

fronting the French lines. There he was speedily joined

by the European officers of the French corps, elated
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with joy at their escape bom the hands of their infu-

riated soldiery, and actually, in the conjecture that had

arisen, regarding the English as friends and deliverers.

The rest was soon accomplished. The sepoys left their

guns, laid down their arms, and in the presence of the

two lines of British troops moved off in a deep column

to a flag planted on the right of their ground, followed

by their wives and carrying their property with them.

Not a shot was fired, not a drop of blood was shed.

Eleven or twelve thousand men were thus dispersed in a

few hours ; and before sunset their whole cantonments

with all their storehouses, arsenals, gun foundries and

powder mills were completely -in our possession. The
celebrated French Corps of Hyderabad had passed into

a tradition.” (Kaye :

"
Life of Sir John Malcolm,”

Vol. I, p. 72 )

It was impossible to overestimate the importance of

this event and its bearing upon the history of Hyderabad,

and, indeed, of India. By the disbandment of the French

corps the Nizam showed to the rest of India that he

definitely decided to trust to the British alliance, and

had, for good or for evil, resolved to throw in his lot with

theirs, to trust to their protection and to be guided by

their advice. The incident when it became known
created a profound sensation throughout the Native

States of India, and the immediate results were not long

in revealing themselves.



CHAPTER IX

THE MYSORE WAR

THE disbandment of the French contingent at

Hyderabad having been successfully carried

out, everything was ready for the war with

Tippoo. Bajee Row. the Peshwa, had promised his

assistance, which indeed the Peshwa. as one of the

signatories of the Tripartite Treaty of 1790. was

bound to render, but, though a body of English troops

was especially told off to co-opcratc with the Mahratta

contingent, he rendered no actual assistance in the

conduct of the war. The fact is that Bajee Row had no

idea that Tippoo would be so easily conquered. He

expected that the hostilities would be prolonged as had

been the case in the former war. and that their result

would be doubtful, and he therefore waited to see which

side he should ultimately support. Indeed, at the very

time that the siege of Seringapatam was proceeding,

the Pcishwa was entertaining Tippoo’s ambassadors at

Poona, with whom he was negotiating and had actually

received from them no less than 13 lakhs of rupees

purporting to be arrears on account of choulh. He
was also negotiating with the Bhounsla Rajah of Nagpur

with the. intention, should the British arms suffer a

reverse, of attacking the Nizam
;
but events were too

no
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rapid for him. No sooner had the French contingent

been disbanded than the whole of the British force in

Hyderabad, consisting of 6.500 men, with an equal num-

ber of the Nizam’s army, marched towards Mysore, and

joined the main army under General Harris at Vellore.

The force from Hyderabad consisted of the subsidiary

troops under Colonel Roberts and Hyndman, and the

Nizam's troops under Meer AUum. This portion of the

allied army arrived at Chittoor, near the Mysore frontier,

in advance of the main army, and here it was joined by
Major Malcolm, who accompanied the Nizam’s troops

as Political Agent, and was of great service in preserving

discipline and order on account of his personal influence.

There was still a number of the French sepoys in the

ranks of Meer Allum's regiments who were in a state

of disorder, but Meer AUum delegated his authority

to Malcolm, who. aided by the subsidiary troops, soon

overawed and persuaded them into obedience, and sub-

sequently the regiment contributed greatly to the success

of the campaign. Meer AUum was so delighted with the

success of his old friend Malcolm that he insisted upon

his taking command of the entire infantry force. A
European regiment, the 33rd. was attached to the sub-

sidiary and Nizam’s contingent, and the colonel of the

regiment was—Colonel Roberts having expressed a wish

to be relieved—appointed to command the whole of the

Nizam's division. This colonel was Arthur Wellesley,

brother of the Governor-General and eventually Duke
of Wellington. Major Briggs says :

“ It was this cir-

cumstance (the relationship to the Governor-General)

that rendered the appointment so acceptable to Meer

AUum and so flattering to the Nizam that history may
weU afford to sink the question of military seniority

which it involved.”
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Lord Momington had himself come down from Cal-

cutta to Madras to superintend the preliminaries in per-

son
;
and Tiopoo, having refused to entertain the ambassa-

dors whom the Governor-General proposed to send,

war was declared. A second British army advanced

from the western coast, and the two armies met and

besieged Scringapatam. into which fortress, after a

feeble resistance in the field, Tippoo had thrown himself.

Nor did the siege itself last long. The preparations for

a general assault were soon ready, it was delivered, and

Tippoo himself fell, fighting bravely in the breach

(1799). With him fell the Mahomedan rule in Mysore,

and nothing now remained but a division of the s|>oil

between the allies. Instead of wiping out the Mysore

State entirely, in which case the Nizam would have been

entitled to one half of the conquered dominions, it was

deemed more politic to reconstitute the State. The
central portion was made over to the descendant of the

Hindu Rajah, whom Hyder Ali, Tippoo’s father, had

displaced, and the remainder was divided between the

allies. The whole of Tippoo’s revenue was estimated

at ten crores of rupees, or 3.040,000 pagodas (the pagoda

being reckoned at Rs. 3$) and the following is the divi-

sion as given by Grant Duff (History of the MahraUas,

Vol. II, Chap. 16)

:

To the im» Rajah . . . . 1 .560.000 pagodas

.. Nirain .. .. yjo.ouo

— SnlUti . . • • -

For the maintcoMK* of

Hyder’* and Tippoo’* famtlm .. .-40.000

For Hummer-ad-Din .. .. 70.000 „

*.7J7 -o«»o (*» 9.»«6.ooo)

This left a balance of 263,000 pagodas, which was
reserved for the Peishwa. for, although he had totally

failed to carry out his engagement, it was deemed
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politic to allow him some share in the conquered territory.

But this offer the Peishwa was unable to accept or refuse.

It was by no means adequate to the share he would

have received had he taken a part in the war. This no

doubt was another reason for the resuscitation of the

Mysore kingdom under a Hindu Rajah.
_
As things turned

out, to have divided the kingdom entirely between the

Nizam and the British, as the two allies really concerned,

would have had the effect of dangerously increasing the

power of the former. By keeping a |>ortion for the new

Rajah, the shares of the new allies were naturally reduced,

and rendered possible an arrangement to which wc shall

presently allude.* Had it been necessary to give to

the Peishwa an equal third share of the conquered

province, it is probable that the Mysore Kingdom
would not have been reconstituted, oi onlv on a verv

w w

insignificant scale. But to the acceptance of this

reduced share were attached conditions which were

distasteful to the Peishwa. One of these was the estab-

lishment of a British Subsidiary Force to lx- stationed

at Poona -ostensibly for the protection of the Peishwa

against his powerful and dangerous vassals. Scindia and

Holkar but in reality in pursuance of the policy of Lord

Mornington (afterwards Marquis Wellesley), to which

allusion has already been made, namely, to build up the

British Empire by means of British troops stationed in

the Native States ami maintained from the revenues

of those States. The policy was in reality a development

of that of Dupleix and Bussy. but Lord Wellesley was
the first English statesman to recognize its great possi-

bilities. To this condition the Peishwa was not personally

• Thai this was Ihe real rea*oa la. the re*t<«atnn <4 the Hindu Kajlh. and not

a sentiment ol genereotty. o clear Iron the «->vcT»..r-OtM«aJ
-
> despatch to the

Secret Committee. (IFcfbsby. Despatches. Vol 11 .

H
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averse
;
but he was afraid if he accepted it of incurring

the resentment of his great chiefs. The second condition

was that the British should arbitrate in all matters in

dispute between the Nizam and the Peishwa. This

condition, however. Bajee Row absolutely rejected, with

the consequence that negotiations were broken off and

two-thirds of the reserved revenue were given to the

Nizam, whilst one-third was retained by the British.

This therefore was the condition of affairs in the last

year of the eighteenth century. This great enemy of

the British power in South India had been annihilated.

In the Deccan, the Nizam had become. their devoted ally,

dependent upon them for support against his chief

enemies, the Mahrattas. who in their turn were disunited.

Their rule still extended from Delhi to Poona, but

the house was a divided one and therefore doomed

to ruin. Prom Hyderabad to Cape Comorin British

influence was now supreme.

But in order to make this influence permanent one

thing more was needed. It was necessary to render

impossible the recurrence of a hostile force such as Ray-

mond's in the midst of the British sphere of influence,

and accordingly in 1800 a new treaty was drawn up.

It will be as well here to give a risumS of all the previous

treaty arrangements so as to show at a glance the pro-

gressive nature of the relations between the Nizam and

the British.

The first treaty was in 1759 (14th May), after the

battle of Condore and the capture of Masulipatam from

the French. The result of this war was that the power

of the French on the east coast was broken. But it

will be remembered that the Nizam Salabut Jung had

given to Bussy the tribute hitherto paid by the east

coast Rajahs, of whom Vizianagaram was the chief.
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in return for his undertaking to maintain the French

contingent, the history of which appeared in a previous

chapter. Under this treaty all the east coast districts

were given to the English Company as an inam or

free gift in the same manner as was done to the

French. The Nizam (or Nawab as he is styled) under-

took to compel the French troops to retire south of his

dominions, and not to allow them to make a settlement

in his country " on no account whatever, nor keep

them in his service, nor assist them, nor call them to

his assistance.” The Vizianagaram Rajah was to con-

tinue to pay the same tribute to the Nizam as he had done

before the time of the French, and all that the Company
promised to do was not to assist the Nizam's enemies, nor

to give them any protection.

The next treaty was in 1766 (12th November) and was

executed between the Nizam and General Calliaud. In

it the free gift of the five eastern Circars of Ellore,

Chicacolc, Rajahmundry, Mustaphanagar, and Murtozan-

agar was confirmed. In return the English engaged not

only to keep a body of troops (number not specified)

to settle the affairs of His Highness " in everything

that is right and proper,” but they also engaged to pay

a tribute for the Circars of nine lakhs of rupees, namely,

live for the three Circars of Rajahmundry, Ellore and

Mustaphanagar, and two each for Chicacole and Mur-

tezanagar when they should be put in their possession.

Chicacole was to be given as soon as possible, but Mur-

tezanagar (otherwise known as Guntoor) was to be

allowed to continue in the possession of the Nizam’s

brother. Basalut Jung, during the Nizam’s pleasure, or

until the brother’s death. As regards the payment of

the troops to be maintained by the English, it was ar-

ranged that it should be made out of the five lakhs of
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tribute to be paid for the three Circars above mentioned,

the Company to be answerable to the Nizam for any
surplus, but in case of any excess to be themselves an-

swerable. The same agreement in like manner was to

hold good for the sums to be paid for the other two

Circars, when settled. In case the troops of the Company
should not be wanted, the tribute was to be paid each

year in three instalments. The Nizam also bound
himself to help the English with his troops under the same

conditions, should occasion arise.

At the time of this treaty, the Nizam does not seem

to have been aware that in the previous year the English

had obtained a firman or suntiad from the Emperor
Shah Allum, for the same five Circars as an inam or

free gift. This, as has been shown in a previous chapter,

was one of the reasons of the Nizam's temporary estrange-

ment from the English, and of his alliance with the

French, and in February. 1768. another treaty was

entered into between Nizam Ali and the Company.

This treaty is practically a confirmation of the previous

treaty of 1766, but in it the gift from the Emperor
is recited and an additional provision is made for the

recognition by the contracting parties of the Nawab
of the Carnatic, Wallah Jah. This appears to have

been the first occasion on which the Nizam publicly

recognized the Nawab of the Carnatic as an inde-

pendent Power, and renounced all claim to any

authority over the Carnatic for the future. In this

treaty the number of troops that the English were

bound to furnish was fixed at two battalions of sepoys,

with artillery, officered by Europeans, and a further

provision of mutual alliance and defence was made
between the three parties—the Company, the Nizam, and

the Nawab of the Carnatic. A further provision was
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also made that the English should take from Hyder Ali

the district of the Carnatic Balaghat, and, in considera-

tion, of the Nizam relinquishing all his claim to the

district, that the Company should pay him a tribute of

seven lakhs of rupees. This latter provision, however,

was never carried out, for soon afterwards the Company
made peace.

In 1799 a treaty was made with the Nizam’s brother.

Basalut Jung regarding the Circar of Murtezanagar,

or Guntoor. This treaty gave very great offence to

the Nizam, but need not be further alluded to, as it does

not seem to have been acted upon
;
and eventually,

in 1788, Basalut Jung having died the district was

handed over to the British in pursuance of the former

treaties of 1766 and 1768.

The next agreement which we find is in the form of a

letter from Lord Cornwallis to the Nizam, written on the

7th July, 1789. which was subsequently confirmed

by the House of Commons and declared to be equal to a

treaty. This letter was written immediately before the

first war with Tippoo and recapitulates and confirms

the previous arrangements. It begins by expressing

the Governor-General's satisfaction that the Guntoor

District had been handed over, goes on to specify that the

number of British troops to be sent " whenever His

Highness shall apply for them " shall consist of two
battalions of sepoys of not less than 800 men each,

and six pieces of cannon manned by Europeans, provided,

however, that the troops are not to be employed against

any of the Powers in alliance with the British, namely,

the Peishwa and other Mahratta chiefs the Nawab of

Arcot (Carnatic) and the Rajahs of Tanjore and Travan-

core. The troops, however, when wanted, were to be
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paid for by the Nizam. and it does not appear that the

cession of the Circars involved any obligation to maintain

troops
;

in fact, the cession was one of sovereignty only,

and the Company paid for the district a tribute of nine

lakhs of rupees. In this respect, therefore, the Company’s

possession of the Circars was different from that of Bussy,

who held them free of any tribute, in return for which

he had to pay for his contingent out of the revenue.

The former stipulation about the Balaghat was con-

firmed in his letter, but was to take effect only if the

existing peace with Hyder should be broken. This

letter was written after the despatch of Meer Allum

(Abool Cassim, as he is called) to Calcutta, where he

personally conducted the negotiations with the Governor-

General. These negotiations led to the treaty of 1790

between the three allies who were to take part in the

war which was then impending— the British, the Nizam,

and the Mahrattas. The allies agreed to furnish 25,000

infantry, and, if required, 10.000 horse to co-operate

with the British army. If the horse were required they

were to be paid for, but no stipulation was made regard-

ing the payment of the infantry. It was, however,

provided that any territory conquered should be equally

divided between all the allies.

Then followed the war with Tippoo, in which the latter

was compelled to sue for peace. This was granted by

the treaty of Seringapatam (1792), under which certain

districts were ceded, of which as his share the Nizam
received Kumool and Cuddapah, altogether about 30

lakhs annually.

Subsequent to this treaty occurred the enrolment

of the French contingent under Raymond, the war with

the Mahrattas ending with the battle of Kurdla, and the

disbandment of the French contingent. Before, how-
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ever, this last event took place, another treaty, already

alluded to, was arranged in 1798, in which it was agreed
that the British should furnish a subsidiary force of

not less than 6,000 men, including the existing two
battalions, with artillery, at an annual cost of twenty-four

and a half lakhs by instalments. In the event of there

being any deficiency, the British were authorized

to deduct the same from the tribute or peshkash paid

on the Circars. This force was to be a permanent one
but was not to be employed for the purposes of sebundy
or collecting revenue. The British also agreed to con-

tribute in the event of any dispute with the Mahrattas
and to uphold the Nizam in all that was right and proper.

We have seen how the disbandment of the French
Contingent took place, and immediately afterwards

occurred the second war with Tippoo, which ended
in his defeat and death. Thereupon followed the treaty

of 1800, in which the conquered territory was divided,

the Nizam receiving as his share districts worth 19 or 20
lakhs of rupees, and subsequently, as the Pcishwa
declined to accept the position allotted to him. two-

thirds of the Peishwa’s share aggregating about five

lakhs of rupees. This was therefore the condition of affairs

when it was deemed necessary to place the subsidiary

force at Hyderabad on a permanent footing, and to

form a still closer alliance with the Nizam, both offensive

and defensive, so that, in the words of the treaty, the
affairs of the two nations should be considered as " one
and the same in interest, policy, friendship and honour.”
Under this treaty the British agreed to add to the already

existing subsidiary force in perpetuity two battalions

of sepoys of 1,000 each, a regiment of cavalry 500 strong,

and a due proportion of guns and artillerymen, so that

the whole force should consist of 8.000 firelocks, two
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regiments of cavalry (or 1,000 horse), with the requisite

artillery fully equipped, to be stationed in His Highness's

territories. Roughly speaking, to judge from the former

treaties, the cost of a regiment of-foot 1.000 strong, or of

cavalry 500 strong, together with the necessary artillery,

appears to have been reckoned at one lakh of rupees

annually, so that the total cost of this army of eight-

thousand foot and one thousand horse may be cal-

culated at nine lakhs of rupees monthly. In order to

provide for the punctual payment of these troops, the

Nizam ceded in perpetuity the whole of the districts

which he had received as his share of the two wars

with Tippoo. These districts were valued at about 73
lakhs of rupees, but the Company expressly undertook

to bear any loss until they could be made to yield more.

As a matter of fact, it is doubtful whether there ever

was a loss, and in a very short time they yielded consider-

ably more than the cost of the subsjdiary force. At the

present time they y»eld from 180 to 200 lakhs annually,

and consist of the four important districts in the Madras

Presidency known as Bellary. Anantapore. Cuddapah

and Kumool The Nizam on his part expressly refused

to pay any possible increase, and so a complete

payment in advance was made for the subsidiary force

in perpetuity ; in the words of the Treaty (Art. 8),

" the cession of the districts shall be considered as a

final close and termination of accounts between the

contracting parties with respect to the charges of the said

subsidiary force.”

In the event of war, the Nizam agreed to support the

above force with not less than an equal number of in-

fantry and 9,000 cavalry, so as to form an army of a

strength 6i 12,000 infantry (two battalions of the in-

fantry being reserved for the defence of His Highness’s
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person) and 10,000 horse, and to furnish as many more
as he possibly could, a similar obligation resting upon the

Company.* Certain other articles arc also of importance.

The Nizam undertook not to enter into negotiations with

any other Power without consulting the Company,

to commit no act of hostility against any Power whatever,

and to submit all differences to the Company's Govern-

ment for adjustment (Arts 15 and x6) ; and in their

turn the Company declared that they had no manner of

concern " with any of His Highness's children, relations

subjects or servants, with respect to whom His will is

absolute.”

As regards the payment of the subsidiary force, it was
arranged that if the Zemindars of Shorapoor or Gudwal
or any other subjects or dependents of His Highness's

Government should withhold payment or excite rebellion,

the whole force, or a portion of it, should be ready

—

in concert with the Nizam's own troops— to reduce

such offenders to obedience. This clause appears to be
in supersession of the clause in the former Treaty of

1798. where it was stipulated that the force should not be

used as ubundy, or for collecting revenue. This is a

point of some importance, and should be borne in mind.

It will be at once seen that this treaty is a very im-

portant advance in the policy which the great Marquis

had resolved upon. Under the former treaties there

was an alliance, and we undertook to furnish troops for

which the Nizam had to pay. No permanent cession of

territory was made to provide for the payment of these

troops. The British still had to pay the stipulated

tribute for the districts held by them, although they

were authorized to treat that tribute as a security from

• Particular attention a drawn to tha clause because it subsequently formed

a ground for the establishment and maintenance of the Hyderabad Contingent.
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which to provide for the payment of these troops. Under

the earlier treaties the British were only required to

furnish a stipulated number of troops when required by

the Nizam, who could dispense with them when he liked,

and it was only whilst they were actually employed in

his dominions that he was liable to pay for them, and

when withdrawn from his service the tribute had to be

paid untouched. Under the treaty of 1790, a small force

of two battalions was provided for, but even this was not

permanent, for the Nizam, could as we have seen he did

after the Kurdla campaign, actually dispense with them.

In 1798 this Subsidiary Force was largely increased and

made permanent, but still no arrangements were made
for their pay by the assignment of territory. Although

there can be no doubt that this was the ultimate end

of the Governor-General's policy, he scarcely dared

take so important a step. But. as soon as the Mysore

War was ended and the division of the conquered terri-

tory had taken place, he commenced preparing the

ground for this the basis of his policy. On the 6th

November, 1799. a secret despatch was sent to the

Resident (Captain J. A. Kirkpatrick), in which the out-

lines of a new treaty were sketched, under which the

Subsidiary Force was to be increased by 2,000 men and

a permanent provision to be made for their payment in

perpetuity by an assignment of the whole of the districts,

given to the Nizam as his share of the Mysore conquest.

But the Resident was specially enjoined not to approach

the Nizam on the subject at once, but to wait until his

decease should appear to be imminent and then to make
the execution of this treaty a condition of our placing

his son, Secunder Jah, on the throne. This point is not

alluded to in any of these histories, and it will therefore

be as well to give chapter and verse for the statement.
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Allusion having been made to the state of the Nizam’s
health, and the reason which would induce the Governor-

General to support the succession of Secunder Jah in pre-

ference to the other princes, the despatch goes on to say

:

“ No obligation of treaty binds us to take part in any
contested succession, arising either from the total silence

of the Nizam respecting his intended successor, or from

a disputable declaration of His Highness's intentions on
the subject. Even in the case of an unequivocal nomi-

nation of a successor to His Highness, we should not be

bound by the treaty of September. 1798. or by any
other obligation to support that successor against any
rival whose cause might be espoused by the Mahrattas."

. . .
" Having stated the general principles which

should govern our conduct in the conjunction under

contemplation, I shall proceed to furnish you with an

outline of the particular conditions on which I am willing

to support the succession of Secunder Jah against all

competition.” Then follow the various provisions as

subsequently embodied in the treaty, and the despatch

continues: "Such is the outline of the terms upon
which I propose to support and maintain the succession

of Secunder Jah. whether he would obtain the previous

nomination of his father or not, or even if it should be

pretended that His Highness had declared in favour of
some other of his sons. You will prepare without delay

an instrument in the Persian language in conformity

to the foregoing outline, in order that Secunder Jah (at

the moment of his father's death, or when that event shall

appear to approach) may be apprised of the terms on
which we are ready to support his cause and may be

enabled, by immediately executing a formal instrument,

to accede to my propositions in a regular manner. . . .

Secunder Jah must not be allowed to procrastinate his
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determination. If at the end of a stated and short period

he should not determine to accept the proferred Treaty,

you will proceed in concert with Azim-ul-Omrah and Meer

AUum to place one of the younger sons of the Nizam on

the Musnud, previously stipulating that the Prince

succeeding to the Musnud shall fulfil all the conditions

of the Treaty proposed to Secunder Jah."

Here is to be seen the mailed fist of the masterful

Marquis, but the strange thing is that it is impossible

to state from the materials available how the consent to

the treaty was actually obtained. Nizam Ali did not

die until 1803, but the treaty itself, as it appears in the

official record, purports to have been concluded with

Nizam Ali. and bears date the 12th October. 1800, and

there is no letter from the Resident explaining what

were the reasons that led him to depart from the secret

instructions contained in this despatch. The foregoing

extract is taken from Wellesley's Despatches, Vol. II,

and the instructions were subsequently confirmed by

the Governor-General's despatch to the Secret Com-

mittee of the Board of Directors, dated 25th January,

1800. This apparent alteration in Lord Wellesley’s

original intention is the more remarkable because the

despatch of Captain Kirkpatrick goes on to say that,

" although the objects proposed might be obtained from

Secunder Jah with less difficulty previously to the death

of the Nizam and that it would on that account be

desirable that a negotiation should be opened immedia-

tely with Secunder Jah. there are many objections

which occur to determine from such step. The attempt

(if it should transpire either by accident or design)

would probably lead to mischievous, consequences
;

I am
therefore of opinion that no such an attempt should be

hazarded until the Nizam shall be at the point of death."
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The position of the Nizam at the commencement of the

nineteenth century was therefore very different to what

it had been on the death of Asaf Jah in 1748, which may

be summarized as follows. At the death of Asaf Jah

the Nizam’s authority nominally extended over the whole

of Southern India as far as Trichinopoly and Tanjore.

Now everything was changed. The result of the war

between the French and the English had brought about

the independence of Mohamed Ali as the Nawab of the

Carnatic, and Hyder Ali was able to extend the Mysore

Kingdom from the western coast to the banks of the

Tungabudra. Towards the south and the west the

Mahrattas made considerable encroachments in the

direction of the Doab and Aurungabad. The Province

of Malwa was lost to the Mahratta Chief. Scindia, and the

greater part of Berar was in the possession of the Nagpur

Rajah, whilst Khandesh had long since been ceded to

the Mahrattas by Salabut Jung On the east the coast

zemindars no longer owed him allegiance, and, though he

still continued to receive tribute or peshkash for these

districts, it was paid by the British, who exercised all

the rights of sovereignty which had previously been held

by the Nizam without, as far as these districts were con-

cerned, being bound to render any military assistance.

Between 1750 and 1790 the Nizam’s dominions had been

enormously reduced in extent. The area over which he

exercised sovereign rights was not so large as the present

kingdom of Hyderabad, and over a great portion of this

the Mahrattas levied cMoulh. After the first siege of

Seringapatam in 1791 the result of the British alliance

was a considerable accession of territory, but the Kurdla

campaign showed that the Hyderabad State was un-

able to stand against the Mahrattas. and it was probably

only owing to the dissensions amongst the Mahrattas
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themselves that the Nizam’s power was not entirely

crushed. The result of the second siege of Seringapatam
was a further accession of territory, the whole of which,

however, was ceded by the Treaty of 1800, except the

portion between the rivers Krishna and Tungabudra.

But in return for this cession the Nizam received the

whole of the moral and material support of the British

Subsidiary alliance. As long as British power remained
paramount in India the Nizam was rendered safe from

any outside attack and was greatly relieved from the

burden of maintaining a large army. He was not entirely

relieved, for he was bound under the treaty in case of

war to co-operate with an army of not less than 6,000

foot and 9,000 horse, but compared with the enormous
hordes maintained by Asaf Jah this was a comparative

trifle. On the whole, though greatly reduced in size

from what it had been fifty years before, the Nizam's
dominions in 1800 were more consolidated and much safer

from attack than they had been only a few years previ-

ously. The crisis in hi^ affairs which seemed to have

set in after the disaster nt Kurdla had. thanks to the

British Alliance, been successfully passed. There now
only remained the Mahrattas to be dealt with in order

to* ensure to the Nizam complete safety for the future

and in the next chapter we shall see how this danger was
successfully averted.



CHAPTER X

THE MAHRATTA KINGDOM

HE sudden collapse of Mysore
took the Peshwa and the
Mahratta princes by surprise.

At the moment a small force

was Sent out to co-operate,

but it had scarcely crossed the

Mysore frontier before Serin-
gapatam had fallen and the war was over. The Peshwa
had hoped that by waiting he might have secured to him-
self a better share of the spoil, but-hc waited a little bit

too long and in the end overreached himself. Strictly
speaking, as he had rendered no assistance worth speaking
of, he was not entitled to any share of the conquered
country, but a small portion was reserved for him of dis-
tricts on both sides of the Tungabudra valued at about
six lakhs of rupees annually, but coupled with them a
stipulation was made that all matters of difference be-
tween the Peishwa and the Nizam should be submitted
for the arbitration of the British and that he should
receive a subsidiary force at his court on the same terms
as the Nizam. To this stipulation he would not consent
knd the result was, as we have seen, that two-thirds of

the Peshwa's share were given to the Nizam and one-
third to the British. Under this arrangement, the Nizam
received some increase apart from that portion which,
after having been allotted to him, was subsequently

127
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reassigned in payment of the Subsidiary Force, as related

in the last chapter. This portion consists of the tract

of country known as the Doab lying between the rivers

Kishtna and the Tungabudra, the latter formed the

natural boundary between the Nizam’s and the Company’s
territories. In this way the last vestige of the ancient

kingdom of Vijayanagar. which played so prominent a
part in the early history of the Deccan, was cut in half.

A descendant of the old royal family was still in possession

of what had now dwindled down to a small zemindari,

but the site of the old capital on the south bank of the

river had for many years been deserted and the zemindar

lived at Anaigoondy, a suburb of Vijayanagar, situated

on the north bank.* The Rajah of Anaigoondy, as he

is still called, thus became a subject of both states,

holding lands on both sides of the river. The last Rajah

died without any issue in 1886 and his widow subsequently

adopted a boy, but the adoption was not recognized by
the British Government, and the estate in British terri-

tory. together with the political pension paid to the

family, was escheated. The Nizam’s Government, how-

ever, more liberal to the last representative of their old

enemy, recognized the adopted son and allowed him to

remain in possession of his diminished estate. The present

Rajah still lives in Anaigoondy, but in sadly reduced cir-

cumstances, his net income amounting to no more than

about Rs. 20,000 per annum.

We must, however, return to the Mahrattas and to the

position of affairs after the fall of Seringapatam. It will

not be within the scope of this work to deal with Mahratta

• The Anaigoondy Slate « nxm-med in lb* hut Tripartite Treaty ol 1788.

between the British. Ihe NUam. ami the Mahratta*. a. .®c ol th««; states which

had been wrongfully annrxrti by Tippon and which it was the object of the

all to recover Practically, hoitm, the Kajah cannot be sakl to have bene-

fits l by the result of the two campaigns.
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affairs, except in so far as they arc connected with those

of Hyderabad, and they are therefore only alluded to in

respect to that connection and not with the detailed

accuracy which they would otherwise deserve. But, in

order that the reader may properly understand the actual

condition of India at the period at which we have now-

arrived
, it is necessary to dwell somewhat more at length

on the relative position of the different princes.

We have hitherto spoken of the English almost entirely

with reference to their connection with the Nizam, which,

indeed is the main object of this work ; but it must be
remembered that until very recently the English by no
means occupied the prominent position in Central and
South Indian affairs that one is apt to suppose. Until

after the first Mysore War, their territory was confined

to the Northern Circars and the extreme south of the

peninsula. A very large portion of the Carnatic was still

in the possession of the Nawab Mahomed Ali, and the

remainder of South India, up to the Taptec and Godavery
river, was divided between Mysore, the Nizam, and the

Mahrattas. During the last decade of the 18th century,

the Mahratta power extended enormously. The principal

chiefs were Mahadoji Scindia. Tukaji Holkar, Bhonsla
Rajah of Nagpur, and the Gaikwar of Baroda whilst

the whole Mahratta sphere of influence extended from
the source of the Krishtna in the South to Delhi and Agra
in the North

;
and from Guzerat in the West, across

India to Cuttack in the East. It is true that they all

professed allegiance to the Peishwa at Poona and their

conquests were nominally in his name. Scindia and
Holkar shared between them the great province of Malwa,
north of the Taptee, the former having his capital at

Ujain, and the latter at Indore. It is impossible on a
map to give anything like an accurate outline of their
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boundaries, for they were changing with each year.

Scindia was by far the most powerful of the three princes,

and his authority extended right up to Delhi and over

the Doab or country between the Ganges and the Jumna.
He was the custodian of the blind Emperor shah Allam,

anti in his name he exercised imperial power, whilst the

Emperor himself was kept in a state of miserable in-

digence. *

Scindia thus exercised a predominant influence over

the enormous tract of country stretching from the Tapti

up to the Sutlej, bounded on the west by the Sikh King-

dom of the Punjab and on the east by the Kingdom of

Oudh, which still intervened as a buffer separating him
from the English possessions in Bengal. The whole
comprised, be-wlcs what 1^ known as Hindustan, the

whole of Central India and Rajpootana, including, it is

• TV following letter •ultra by a fnrnd i4 Scnulu. C-eneral d* Hingnc.
conv«,» about the U..I <]> "clipf-si ©I the nraMr »tAt< ol |l« do-wndant ol
lh* great House ol linmr It is quoted by Hrft-rt Comply (Afrfi/irry A/htm-

<’/ IhnUmuam. page sy) ; SchmIu sets Sluh Vtfnm-mbUm (known na
the ’ Cowrie Father' (n-» having Vra a F-i«vr). ne-.t »*.. Ilad.lml. a. the
greatest scoundrel they couM find Hr doe. mA gtw a farthing ol money to the
lUd-h-h of any ol hi. |-m|4e. affecting to .muote tbr t-w* old kmc that it is

all the tetter Inc him. a. no l-nplil.n «an urusin for another Goolam Kadir
lo wl« upm him for IV uh ol idaisler Kegutaitv n.-ry day he funiishrc IV
oh! kind wilh / urr. |«Ib| of psiao ami right hsi- ..l meal l<« bimscH to get
eoukril at he like* Thu. with lw.. k»»»r» ol Uvad. about tbr Irugtl, each ol a
CUlHt. to surlier lor breaklaw dinner, and tuj.jei «rd I- may get is-Mota (spices
ami condiment*; wine he ua Thu. hmttrr. tl» ugh it u to <ivt live iwrsont.
and the |ioo» Htvula who <.m pwk at it a bit afterward*. t» Inint in clover in
comparison with the rest ol tin royal h. Jd They , poor erratum. without
distinction. prMKv* and prowesses, nay .|«vn». ami oil cumi.lis and lemalr slaves,
have exactly delivered nut to them to bake into cake, two sees, a day ol barley
floor lot every three of them, which thev arr lo Ivke lor tlrmelvo. and -re
thu* afforded two-thudt ol a w«t of foal a day. I-.* Ii^uats. Irom live hint; to
the turnspit, they h*v« nothing Imtw .trr Tbr Img sqmooilKul party at dinner
every day is made up ol himself and k« d..t«r. be ton and heir, and - little

favourite daughter mid thr mighty bum ol befog one .1 this fine extra fare is

fairly allotted to bis ;<xj tvgum. iar after another in turn . *0 that ol the poor
queens each has a prospect of what to them, alter Him miserable late, must I*
a high treat indeed, a dinner ami a hill a year *

I asked if tbc old grnUemun
would not Irish to regale hmurlf with brvf now and then ? Yea. he longs for It.

but white ih lie to get it * The servants often apply in cte.it misers- to the
unfeeling father (Xium-cd-Ihn) I * a littie sragts. srtsrn. after having been
three or four months without a farthing, be mill }vrfcap* only Intow on them
three or (our annas, on another perhaps as much .. right annas. The old Niram
(of Hyderabad) scat tl* king, sx years ago. -...oao gold ill -huts. Then every
farthing got ioeo Cosmo Father's hands. «»! renamed there."
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true, a large number of independent states, all of

which were, however, more or less in subjection to him
as lieutenant of the Emperor. It comprised also the

State of Holkar, with whom he was constantly at war

;

and if it had not been for the rivalry of these two chief-

tains, whose principal amusement seemed to lie in their

sacking each other's capitals and raiding their respective

territories, the map of India might have been different

from what it is now. But the supremacy undoubtedly

lay with Scindia. which was due to the large disciplined

army maintained by De Boigne, the great French adven-

turer. who rose from the position of a common sailor to

be almost the absolute ruler of a province nearly as large

as his native country, France. De Boigne had a

thoroughly efficient army of 40.000 men of all arms,

officered by Europeans, and carefully drilled and discip-

lined
; and it was by means of this army that the great

Mahadoji Scindia had acquired his predominance over

other princes of India. Practically. Scindia was master

of Hie whole country from Khandesh to Agra, extending

over the principal portion of the province of Mahva
and the Doab. The south eastern portion of this pro-

vince was in possession of his rival Takoji Holkar, who
had also a European-officered force which had been en-

listed and trained subsequent to that of Scindia and was by

no means so efficient. Holkar depended for the most part

upon his cavalry, and he and the Nagpur Rajah, his

neighbour to the south, were in the habit of extending

their raids as far as Calcutta itself, of which, until just

before the time of which we arc treating, the existence

of the " Maratha Ditch " was a standing proof. We
have now arrived at 1800. Mahadoji Scindia and

Takoji Holkar had both died very recently, De Boigne

had retired and had been followed by Perron, Dowlut
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Row Scindia had succeeded to Musnad of the Mahadoji,

and Jeswunt Row (of illegitimate birth) to that of Holkar.

Both of these princes were young men : the former was

devoted to pleasure and dissipation, and the latter, a

headstrong passionate man, was ambitious in the extreme

and desirous of making himself supreme at Poona.

The Peshwa himself was more or less in the hands of one

or other of these great chiefs, but his minister Nana Fur-

navis, who is known as the Machiavelli of India, managed

with extreme adroitness to steer a safe course between

the two. Nana, however, also died in 1801, and with him

disappeared all moderation from the Mahratta councils.

It wiU be remembered that the Peshwa. Baji Row, acting

under Nana’s advice, had refused to receive the sub-

sidiary force offered by Lord Wellesley as one of the

conditions of participating in the division of the territory

conquered from Mysore. After that war was over, one

of the Mysore chiefs, Dhundia Vagh, refused to submit,

and was followed by British detachments under Wellesley

and Stevenson, until after a nine months’ campaign he

was at last defeated and killed at Kondgal (September,

1799), in the extreme south of the Nizam’s territory,

and for some time afterwards Colonel Wellesley remained

in the vicinity of the Peshwa’s country engaged in settling

the districts recently conquered from Tippoo, whilst

Colonel Stevenson was placed in command of the Nizam's

subsidiary force. When Nana Fumavis died. Scindia

was engaged in the northern dominions, and Jeswunt Row
Holkar marched to Poona with an army determined to

achieve an ascendancy in the Pcishwa’s councils. After

some negotiations and an attempt to gain possession of

the person of Baji Row, the Peshwa. the battle of Poona

was fought, and. Holkar being victorious, the Peshwa

fled to BaSSein, where he sought protection from the
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British. This was promised but only on the former con-

dition that he would agree to entertain a British Sub-

sidiary’ Force on conditions similar to those which had

been accepted by the Nizam and should accept British

arbitration in all disputes with that prince. This was

the origin of the Treaty of Bassein (31st December. 1802).

and the Peshwa was led back to his capital and installed

on the musnad by Colonel Wellesley, who. at the head of

the Mahratta Subsidiary Force, was able in a short time

to reduce the refractory chiefs to obedience.

But the Treaty of Bassein was entirely opposed to the

policy of the other Mahratta chiefs, and they regarded

the interference of the British in Mahratta affairs with

the greatest jealousy. Scindia and the Nagpur Rajah—

who at this time was generally known as the Rajah of

Berar, in which province he exercised a predominant

influence, although nominally a great portion was still

under the sovereignty of the Nizam—met together some

fifty miles south of the Taptee in the Berar province.

From a despatch of Ix>rd Wellesley's it appears that the

first intimation of their hostile intentions was given by

the Nizam’s agent who resided at Scindia’s court, and

measures were at once adopted by the Governor-General

to meet any possible combination. As had been the case

in the Mysore War, those measures were of a most com-

plete character. Colonel Arthur Wellesley (afterwards

the Duke of Wellington) was instructed to advance with

the troops under his command, together with the Mahratta

Subsidiary Force from Poona ;
Colonel Stevenson with

the Hyderabad Subsidiary Force and the Nizam’s troops

acting in conjunction with Colonel Wellesley advanced

to the Godavery on the road to Aurungabad ;
and General

(afterwards Lord) Lake was ordered to hold an army

in readiness to operate against Scindia’s possessions in
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Hindustan. Lord Wellesley was I lie more determined to

crush the Nlahratta opposition because he was still

haunted by the bugbear of French interference. Perron,

Scindia's general, was believed to be in communication

with Napoleon, who in this year (1803) was crowned

Emperor of the French, and to whose ambition and

hostility there seemed to bo no bounds. De Boigne was

also supposed (erroneously as has since hcen proved)

to be one of Napoleon's advisers in France itself, and the

Mahrattas held access to the sea on both coasts, at

several places on the west coast and at Cuttack on the

east. Wellesley's policy was based on this conviction

that the British could never be safe in India as long as

thev did not hold the whole of the seaboard. We have

scon how effectually he had closed all the seaports in

the south from attack. The same task was now to

be performed in the north, and if possible the policy

so successfully carried out at Hyderabad and Poona

was to be followed at Oojjein (Scindia's capital).

Indore (Holkar's). Baroda and Nagpur. French in-

Hurnce was to l>e destroyed and the princes were to be

compelled to accept the British Subsidiary Force, which

would undertake to defend them from all external enemies

and would arbitrate between them in all their quarrels.

The British were to play the i»rt of the police of India

and introduce order and rule in the place of anarchy and

civil war. It was to be the commencement of the great

Pax Britannica which was to open to India a new era of

peace and prosperity. Negotiations were at once opened

with the two Mahratta princes. At first they pretended

that they had no hostile intentions. If that was the case,

replied Colonel Weikslev. let them both retire to their

respective capitals. Oojjein and Nagpur, lo this they

answered that thev were willing to retire to Burhanpoor
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if the British armies would also retire within British

limits. In other words, they would retire for fifty miles

if the British would retire to separate destinations for

500. leaving the whole of the Nizam’s country open

to their combined attack. Colonel Wellesley took this

as tantamount to a
.
declaration of war. and at once

commenced operations by storming Ahmednagar. which

belonged to Scindia ;
and then, in co-operation with

Colonel Stevenson, marched against the allies. Events

followed as quickly as they had done in Mysore four years

previously. The battles of Assayc and Argaum followed

in rapid succession, and Gawilgurh. the last stronghold

of the Rajah, and Berar and Nagpur, fell on the 15th

December, 1803, and peace negotiations were concluded

with him the 23rd of the same month, thecampaign having

opened in August of the same year. On the east coast.

Colonel Campbell Had overrun and conquered Cuttack,

belonging to the same Rajah, and in the north General

Lake, by a series of brilliant actions, had taken Aligarh,

Agra, and Delhi, and, after gaining the battle of Laswarry

(1st November), had made himself master of the whole

of the country between the Ganges and the Jumna. In

their last operations Lake was opposed by the celebrated

battalions of De Boignc, now commanded by Perron,

but they proved entirely unable to face the British Force.

The result of the war was that Scindia and the Rajah

of Nagpur had to make considerable concessions of

territory, in which the Nizam as our ally received a share.

The treaty docs not contain the actual money value of

this share, but it consisted of the whole of the districts

west of the river Wurda and east of Khandesh, now known

as Berar. Some of these districts were in the exclusive

possession of Nagpur, and in the others the Mahrattas

exercised a joint administration with the Nizam, known
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a* do amil, under which the Mahrattas collected 60 per

cent, and the Nizam the balance of the revenue. [Herat

Gazetteer.) The Nizam also obtained certain outlying

districts held by the Mahrattas in the midst of his terri-

tories, such as the fort of Dowlatabad. the fort and
district of Jalna, some districts lying on the Godavery,
and the country near the Ajanta Hills. The British got

the fort and city of Broach, the fort and districts of

Ahmednagar, and the whole of the territories held by
Scindia in the I)oab. including Agra, Delhi, and the

country up to the Sutlej.

So far everything had succeeded with the Nizam and the

British. The Peshwa’s teeth were drawn by the presence

of a subsidiary force, and the power of Nagpur and of

Scindia had been greatly diminished by the deprivation

of the territory they had forcibly possessed themselves of.

By occupying Broach and Cuttack, the Marquis's policy

had been further carried out and the Mahrattas were cut

off from their remaining post<« on lioth coasts, whilst

Perron had been obliged to take refuge with the British
;

and Scindia 's brigades officered by Frenchmen were dis-

banded. But the war was not yet over. It had opened
with a series of brilliant successes, but it was doomed to

end with some serious disasters.

Up to this point Holkar had taken no active share in

the war. After the treaty of Basscin he was supposed to

have expressed his willingness to sink his differences

with Scindia and to make common cause against the

British. Probably he did not think that operations would

be so quickly concluded, and waited in order to secure

better terms for himself. However this may be. at the

end of the year 1803, he found himself isolated. The
Nagpur Rajah had already submitted and Scindia had
done the same (the actual treaty was signed on the 3rd
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January, 1804.) The British power was now in the ascen-

dancy at Delhi and in the Doab, and there seemed no

chance of his succeeding to the position hitherto held by
Scindia. Accordingly, he determined to try a last chance.

One of his first acts was to put to death three Englishmen

in his service, who, taking advantage of a proclamation

issued by the Governor-General, had tendered their

resignations. He then massed his army, consisting chiefly

of Mahratta cavalry and Pindaris—a new race of sol-

diers, half camp-followers and half bandits, that had begun
to form a new feature in conditions of warfare—near

the British frontier. Lord Lake at once moved towards

the Chambel, which was regarded as the frontiof of

British influence and hostilities commenced. Holkar’s

tactics were different from what those of Scindia had
been. The latter, relying upon his European-drilled

battalions, did not hesitate to meet the British in the

open field ; but Holkar judging rightfully that his

Mahratta troops were better suited to their traditional

system of skirmishing and harassing, avoided anything

like a pitched battle. For the first time circumstances

were unfavourable to the Marquis's plans and combina-

tions. The season was very advanced (June, 1804)

;

the Deccan army under Colonel (now General) Wellesley,

had withdrawn, and the column which had been ordered

up from Bombay to march from Surat on Holkar's

capital, Indore, was delayed. Lake sent on Colonel

Monson with an advanced force to cross the Chambel.

Hearing that he could not expect to form a junction

with the Bombay column, and fearing that his supplies

would run short, Monson commenced a retreat. He re-

crossed the Chambel harassed by Holkar's cavalry at

every step. On all sides the Mahratta light horse laid

the country waste and prevented his getting supplies.
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By degrees the troops became demoralized
;

detach-

ments were cut off

;

guns stuck in the heavy mud and

were captured ; even the smallest rivers became impass-

able
; and gradually the retreat degenerated into a rout,

until at last, when approaching Agra, they finally broke

and took refuge within the walls of the fort. This

disaster was doubtless afterwards avenged and at Deeg

Holkar's troops received a severe defeat from Colonel

Frazer, who was killed in the action and was succeeded by

the same Colonel Monson who had fared so badly
;

but

the moral effect was a bad one, and at once raised the

spirit of resistance in Scindia’s bosom. After a series

of desultory fights, llolk.tr had to vacate his own districts

and take refuge with the Sikhs
; his capital, Indore, was

at last occupied by the Bombay columns, and there can

be little doubt that I.ord Lake would have effectually

crushed all further resistance on the part of the Mah-
rattas, but a change had come over the spirit of British

policy. The war had dragged on throughout the whole

of 1804 and w ell into 1805, and the Directors at home had

become alarmed at the results of the Marquis of Welles-

ley's policy. They had accepted the conquest of Mysore

and the alliance with the Nizam with a certain amount

of fear as to the responsibilities that would follow in

their train. The minds of the merchant' in Leadenhall

Street had not yet grasped the idea of an Empire and

had not yet got beyond that of an investment. No
doubt. Lord Wellesley's forward policy had been emin-

ently successful, but one war had led to another, and

after each conquest there seemed to arise a fresh com-

plication which could only be overcome by another war.

Though the limits of the Empire were yearly extending,

the " investment ” was suffering. The money which

should have been spent on commercial enterprise had
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to be wasted, as they deemed, on military expeditions,

and in an interference with Native Princes, who, if left

to themselves, would sooner or later cut their own throats.

And to meet these expenses money in increasing quantities

had to be sent out to India, loans had to be raised and

liabilities incurred, whilst there were no corresponding

profits to be made from merchandise. And now to crown

all a check had occurred in the career of conquest. The

capricious fortune of war seemed to have changed. This

proved to be the last proverbial straw. The veteran

Lord Cornwallis was implored to go out to India as if

he were the only one who could save the country-, and

Lord Wellesley was recalled. This occurred in July,

1805, and the great Marquis had to leave India with his

plans only half finished. His successor had only some

ten weeks of life left, but it was sufficient to inaugurate

a new policy. A hasty peace was patched up. Holkar’s

conquered districts were restored to him ;
he and Scindia

were left uncontrolled by a subsidiary force and free to

follow out their own devices with the Rajpootana States,

with which Lofd Wellesley had resolved to form a defen-

sive alliance, and the elements were left of another war

which was bound to break out sooner or later. One

subsidiary alliance was formed, viz., with the Gaikwar

of Baroda, who agreed to receive 3.000 men as a protection

of his state, and so was cut of! from the other Mahratta

princes. The power of the latter, however, had been

scotched, not killed, and even the Peishwa entertained

hopes of being able some day to shake off a yoke which

he found to be irksome and from which he had again

derived no profit, for, owing to his apa’thy, his own

forces had taken little or no share in the late war. and

accordingly he received no share in the division of the

spoil. The only one who benefited was the Nizam,
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who was again put in possession of ancestral dominions,

which, but for his alliance with us. would have been lost

to him for ever. The actual value of the estates thus

recovered may be taken to have been about 30 or 35

lakhs of rupees annually although owing to the constant

wars with which they had been ravaged they were greatly

depopulated and deteriorated. But the Nizam had

nothing to complain of. Since 1792 he had gamed a

considerable accession of territory, and. by parting with

only a portion of it, he had acquired the right of permanent

protection at no cost to him>clf. The 3rd Article* of

the " Separate and Secret” clauses attached to the

Treaty of 1800 had been faithfully earned out, and,

although the battle* of Assayc and Argaum had been

won by Colonel Wellesley’s force, the protige of the

Nizam had been greatly increased by the fact that the

conquest of the Bcrar districts, which were now handed

over to him, had been effected by his troops acting in

conjunction with the Subsidiary Force under Colonel

Stevenson.

• The U»t portion ol tba ankle (which Mill ttmimi in loser) run* > follow.

" It ,t. however, declared that, m the event o« war a»l ol a conquer partition ol

cooqoats between the cootractor part**. H» Highnew the Sawab Auph Jah

shall lx entitled to participate equally with the other contracting parties ir. the

divMoa or every territory which nay hr acquired by the *occe«lul exertion ol

their united arm*-"



CHAPTER XI

THE HYDERABAD CONTINGENT AND THE PINDARI WAR

WITH the accession of Secunder Jah and the

end of the Mahratta war. there commenced

an entirely new era for Hyderabad. The

history of the last hundred and fifty years has shown

it to have been a scene of constant and almost annual

warfare. The country had been well-nigh devastated

by the results of these perpetual struggle*: in many

parts it was almost depopulated, and in the absence

of anything like a settled Government confusion reigned

everywhere. The petty Rajahs and zemindars were

frequently in a state of revolt; they were always

turbulent and as dilatory as possible in the payment of

their peshkash. The greater nobles enjoyed in their

estates almost regal powers ;
they had the power of life

and death and exercised a kind of Imperium in imperto—

by one of the greatest of these families, a claim was put

forward only a few years ago that the head of it had the

right to put three persons to death every day.

Whilst the Government was constantly engaged with

foreign enemies it was well-nigh impossible to regulate

the internal affairs. Matters were left to adjust them-

selves as best they could. With the introduction, how-

ever, of the system of subsidiary alliance in the Deccan,

matters assumed an entirely different aspect, as the Nizam
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had no longer any enemies of whom he need be afraid

From being an open enemy. Mysore had become a friendly

state. In Poona the British Subsidiary Force was

sufficient to keep the Mahrattas quiet, and a similar

but larger force was stationed at Hyderabad, which

was a sufficient protection of his own dominions against

any danger that might be expected from Scindia. Holkar,

and Nagpur. To the extreme north-west of his domin-

ions. at Baroda, there was another British Subsidiary-

Force
;
and to the east and west he had the allied British

Presidencies of Madras and Bombay as his neighbours.

The Province of Berar. recently reconquered from

Nagpur, was still, it is true, in a considerable state of

confusion, and. bordering as it did on the territories of

Scindia and Holkar. whom the altered policy of Lord

Cornwallis and Sir George Barlow had left independent,

was still exposed to the ravages of the Pindaris I he

Berar Province itself, from being a garden, had been

converted almost intoa desert. A large proportion of the

inhabitants had either been killed or had emigrated,

and it required a long series of years of careful nursing

before it could recover its former condition of prosperity.

But assured as it was now of protection from foreign

enemies, if the Nizam'^ Government had devoted itself

in earnest to the task of retrenchment and reform, it

would not have been long l>efore a period of prosperity

would have been introduced. Unfortunately no attempts

appear to have been made towards retrenchment, especi-

ally in the reduction of the large military levies, which

under the modem system of warfare had become com-

paratively useless. The late Nizam had granted to the

Shums-ul-Umra family no less than 52 lakhs of rupees'

worth of jaghirs for the maintenance of the so-called

Paigah, or feudal troops a force which, though it
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or H«- Tir* Nuui't A»«v

{Sir JppmUi y. I).
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may have been necessary twenty years before, was now
no longer required for protection of His Highness’s

person. Besides this small army, there was an immense

horde of irregular troops, infantry and cavalry, which

were maintained by other noblemen, to whom assign-

ments of land were made for that purpose. Almost

all these noblemen resided in Hyderabad, where the

Nizam held his court, and vast sums of money were

spent in profusion and display. The whole revenue of

the country (at least, such of it as the farmers or renters

of the estates chose to send) was poured into Hyderabad;

and scarcely anything was spent on the internal require-

ments of the country, such as roads, communications,

and sources of irrigation. A certain amount of military

the Nizam was bound to maintain, because under the

treaty of 1800 he had undertaken to provide a force of

15,000 men to co-operate with the Subsidiary Force

in the event of war. Amongst the troops thus enter-

tained there were still a number of brigades officered by

Englishmen and Eurasians.*
• DOmi tb* name* of ton* of fV o*<m employed. namely

COI00.I Fi««Ua In* (defendant* «(•!! mi

Captaia HariU EmM.
Cj^MoDNgi Scotch.
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Wo have already heard of the Finglas Brigade, which

had been raised as a counterpoise to Raymond’s

French troops. There were several other regiments of

this description, officered by Europeans who had not

enjoyed a regular military training, and it was in a great

measure upon these regiments that the Nizam relied for

furnishing the contingent he was bound to supply in

case of war. They were accordingly employed for the

most part in the western or Aurungubad division of the

dominions, from which side danger was chiefly appre-

hended. Amongst officers of this stamp was a Mr.

William Palmer, who had entered the Nizam's service

in 1799. and had seen active service in the Mahratta

War of 1803-4. under Colonel Stevenson, in Berar, by

whom he had been appointed Brigade-Major. Of this

gentleman wc shall hear more later on.

It has already been narrated that Captain Achilles

Kirkpatrick was the Resident at Hyderabad during the

important events which occurred in the live years pre-

vious to Nizam Ali Khan's death. Captain Kirkpatrick

exercised very great personal influence in Hyderabad

during the nine years that he was Resident, and formed

a romantic attachment to a young lady connected with

the great family of Mir Alum. It i> related that the young

lady was about to be forced into a marriage which was

distasteful to her, and that, rather than submit to it.

she took refuge in the Resident's house, or rather zenana ;

for in those days it was not con-idered a reproach for a

European official to conform in this respect with the cus-

toms of the country. This led to an intimate connection

between the lady and Captain Kirk|»atrick. He brought

her oj>enlv to the Residency, " built for her specially,

the Runs Mahal, and there made the usual public acknow-

ledgment of marriage according to Mahomedan ritual.
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by allowing garlands to be bound about his brow.”

(Briggs’s Nizam, Volume II. Chapter 1.)

From this union a son and a daughter were bom,*

but the connection was highly distasteful to Mir Allura,

who made several representations on the subject to the

Governor-General, Lord Wellesley. The Resident was

called upon for an explanation, which was considered

satisfactory, and in 1805 he went to Calcutta to confer

with his lordship on political affairs, where he was sud-

denly taken ill and died on the 15th October, aged 41

years.

Captain Kirkpatrick was succeeded as Resident by

Captain Thomas Sydenham, who continued in that post

until 1809. For the first period of his administration

he was a firm friend and adherent of Mir Allum, whom

he caused to be appointed Minister in supersession of

the Nizam's authority. The Nizam's assent to this

arrangement is said by Briggs to have been “ extorted

from his timidity." Altogether throughout his reign

Sccunder Jah seems to have troubled himself very little

about public affairs, and was content as long as he was

left to his own amusements, and provided with sufficient

funds to indulge in them. The great rival of Mir Alum

at this time was one Rajah Mohiput Ram. This man

the Resident caused to be sent to his jaghirs on the

frontier, where he at once broke into revolt
;

he was.

however, subdued without difficulty, and then went to

Berar, where he created further disturbances, in the

quelling of which the Mr. William Palmer who has been

• The two children were *en« to England lot their education. where the son

died, but the gut grew up and mamed into a good English Iftafljr. As Kitty

Kirkpatrick she became known lot her beauty and wit. and ‘be was immortalised

by Carlyle 10 Srurt.i as IHumhildc. A descendant ol ben was serving

n Secunderabad in a British Hussar Regiment in 1896. and was subsequently

killed in the Benin expedition.
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already mentioned was employed. Subsequently the

Rajah took refuge in Holkar’s court, by whom he was

also employed. Here again he mutinied for arrears of

pay, and being attacked by Holkar’s troops was killed.

Mir Allum did not long survive his appointment as

Minister, and in the question of his successor the

Resident again opposed the wishes of the Nizam. The

latter desired that the late Minister’s son. Munir-ul-Mulk,

should succeed his father, but Captain Sydenham in-

sisted that Shums-ul-Umra should be selected, against

whose appointment the Nizam had a strong objection

on the ground that Shums-ul-Umra had been especially

appointed to the great command of the Paigah troops

in order to remove him from taking any share in politics

and to secure him as adherent of the Nizam's person, to

whose sister he was married. Eventually a compromise

was arrived at : Munir-ul-Mulk was appointed nominal

Minister but was compelled to sign a written engage-

ment to take no part in the administration, " but to be

content in the enjoyment of a stipend of about six lakhs

of rupees per annum. The authority of the Government

was vested in Rajah Chundoo Lai uuder the designation

of the Minister's deputy.” (Briggs' " Nizam," Vol. II,

Chapter i).

From this time forward for the next thirty-odd 'years

Rajah Chundoo Lai was the principal power in the

State. He was a man of great ability, and was inti-

mately conversant with all the intricacies of Hyderabad

intrigue. His policy was to make himself as amenable

as possible to the British Resident, and at the same time

to keep the Nizam quiet by supplying him with all the

funds he required. By pursuing this policy he gained

the active support of the Resident and of the Govern-

ment of India, so much so that the Nizam became a
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mere puppet and kept himself in the seclusion of his own

palace without taking any part in the public affairs of

his kingdom.

Captain Sydenham resigned in 1809. in consequence

of the Governor-General, Lord Minto, having expressed

disapproval of the advice which he had given to the

General Commanding the Subsidiary Force on the

occasion of a disagreement with his officers. At the

time he retired he expressed an opinion that the disorders

of the Nizam Government were " too deeply rooted and

too widely extended to admit of any remedy short of

placing the administration of the country under the

control of the Resident.'’ He was succeeded by Captain

Charles Russell, who in 1811 was succeeded by his

brother. Mr. (afterwards Sir Henry) Russell. At this

time the total army of the Nizam consisted of about

70,000 men, the greater part of which was of a most

irregular and disorderly description. A very large pro-

portion. especially of the cavalry, were quartered in the

Berar Province where their presence was as much feared

by the agriculturists as was that of the Pindari free-

booters. A large number of infantry and cavalry were
also stationed in the Aurungabad district. Some of

these regiments were, as already mentioned, officered by
Europeans and Eurasians, and were, comparatively

speaking, in a greater state of efficiency. There were
also several thousand men stationed in Hyderabad itself,

remnants of the old French corps and of the Finglas

Brigade. These, of course, did not include the irregular

rabble of Africans, Arabs, and Afghans, who were main-
tained as military retainers of the noblemen, with whom
the city swarmed, and whose presence rendered it un-
safe for a European to visit the city unless strongly

guarded. Although at this time the greater part of the
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Deccan was al peace as far as any foreign invasion was

concerned, still the whole of Central India (including

Nagpur. Malwa, and Rajputana) was in a state of

anarchy and confusion. The whole of this vast extent

of country was ravaged in succession by the armies of

Scindia and Holkar, and hv the Pindaris, the principal

leader of the latter being Amir Khan, the successful

freebooter who after some eighteen years of predatory

warfare, in which he was constantly changing from one

side to another, was at last successful in getting himself

recognized as the ruler of the small principality of Tonk.

But large though the area of the country "as over which

these disorders spread, it soon became manifest that

they must inevitably spread to the bordering British

possessions. In order to maintain the turbulent and

disorderly soldiery, fresh fields and pastures new would

have to be sought out The principal Mahratta chiefs

—

Nagpur, Scindia, and Holkar—were themselves becom-

ing alarmed at the aggressiveness of the Pindaris,

and were becoming uneasy at being rigidly restrained

by the British boundary which encompassed them on,

all sides; the Pesliwa 'at Poona also becoming dis-

satisfied with the comparatively peaceful role which the

presence of the British Subsidiary Force compelled him

to play, was secretly increasing his forces. It be-

came evident that before long there would be another

outbreak of war, and that the task which the great

Marquis of Wellesley had lieen compiled to leave un-

completed would ere long have to be taken in hand

again. But a war of this kind, in order to be effectual,

would have to be conducted on a vers- large scale, and

would tax the whole of the resources, not only of the

British army, but also of the subsidiary allies of the

British Government. But, large though the Nizam’s
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army nominally was, it was manifestly out of the ques-

tion to expect any efficient support from so badly armed

and disciplined a force. Accordingly the new Resident,

Mr. Henry Russell, resolved to reform and reorganise

a small portion, at all events, of this heterogeneous force.

He commenced with a body of about 2,000 men stationed

in the old French gun foundry, not far from the Resi-

dency, and afterwards extended similar reforms to some

of the infantry regiments stationed at Aurangabad, and

some of the cavalry regiments in Rerar, in which reforms

the Resident was allowed a free hand by the Nizam’s

minister, Chundoo Lai. In order to maintain anything

like a thorough state of discipline, it was absolutely

necessary to ensure regular payment of the troops.

This is exactly what the Hyderabad military authorities

have never been in the habit of doing. If left to them-

selves the troops were allowed to remain in arrears of

pay for months and months together, until at last they

frequently broke into open revolt, tied their officers to

guns and threatened to blow them away unless their

arrears were discharged. This is what actually happened

in 1812 amongst the troops, which, as above stated,

were quartered in the old French lines at Hyderabad.

After the murder of their commandant, Major George

Gordon, by a mutineer, he was succeeded in the command
by his brother. Major Edward Gordon. The soldiers

again mutinied, tied their commanding officer to a gun,

and threatened to blow him away unless their pay was

given them together with a free pardon for their offence.

(Briggs's " Nizam," Volume II, Chapter 4.)

The demands were acceded to. but, as there was no

money in the Nizam’s treasury, funds were furnished by

the Resident, who afterwards so far departed from the

promise held out to the mutineers as to insist upon the
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principal offenders being punished. It was this incident

that caused him to take the necessary reforms in hand,

and he at once commenced with the corps in question

The brigade thus remodelled consisted of two battalions

numbering nearly 2,000 men. together with a train of one

24-poundcr. four 6-pounders, and two 5 ’-pounder howit-

zers. This forcecame to be styled the Russell Brigade, and

was permitted to purchase ammunition and stores from

the Company's arsenal at Secunderabad. Arrangements

were also made by the Resident for regular payment of

these troops from the peshkash, amounting to nine lakhs

of rupees a year, which it will be remembered was paid

by the British to the Nizam for the Northern Circars.

This Russell Brigade formal the foundation of what has

been subsequently known as the Hyderabad Contingent.

In the meantime, a large banking house had been

formed in Hyderabad by Mr. William Palmer, who had

retired from the Nizam's service in 1810. Mr. William

Palmer was a gentleman of mixed blood, whose father.

General Palmer, was for a long time Resident at the

Court of Scindia and married a Mahommcdan Begum.

From this union there were three sons, one being Mr.

George Palmer, who was a wealthy merchant and banker

at Calcutta, and the others William and Hastings Palmer,

who settled at Hyderabad. They took as partners a

Mr. Samuel Russell (of the same name but no relation

to the Resident), a native smear named Bankadi Das and

Mr. William Currie, who though he held the appointment

of Residency Surgeon, was. under the regulations then in

force, allowed to embark in private trade Subsequently,

the firm took as another partner. Sir William Rumbold,

who had come out with the Governor-General, l-ord

Moira, better known as the Marquis of Hastings, and

married a ward of that nobleman. Sir William Rumbold
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was not a mere adventurer : he was a grandson of Sir

Thomas Rumbold, the notorious Governor of Madras,

from whom he had inherited a considerable fortune. A
portion of this fortune he embarked in the firm of William

Palmer & Co.

The objects of this firm were not only banking, but

also the development of the resources of the country.

They embarked largely in the timber trade on the

Godavery, and invested to a considerable extent in the

cotton produce of Berar. In 1816 they obtained a

licence from the Government of India to carry on their

business as bankers, and to have pecuniary transactions

with the Nizam’s Government. This could not have been

done without a licence, because under 37th George III,

Chapter 142, Section 28. no European was allowed to

have any financial transactions with Native States

without the express sanction of the Governor-General in

Council, the only reservation made being " that it should

be at the discretion of the British Resident at Hyderabad,

for the time being, to satisfy himself regarding the nature

and objects of the transactions in which Europeans might

engage under the permission accorded.” The banking

house, thus formed and authorized by the terms of the

licence to be in communication with the British Resident,

was of very considerable use to Mr. Russell in the military

reforms which he was carrying out, which was especially

the case in regard to the newly organized regiments at

Aurungabad and Berar. Under arrangements with the

Hyderabad Government, the firm guaranteed the regular

payment of the troops, being reimbursed from time to

time by the Minister, either by cash payments from the

revenue or by assignments of land. Punctuality in

payment was not, however, one of the chief points of the

Hyderabad Government, and. as interest at the rate of
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24 per cent, was charged on all outstanding balances,

this item formed one of the firm's principal sources of

profit. To modem ears this rate of interest sounds very

high, but at the time we are writing of it was the ordinary

rate of interest charged in all mercantile circles. So dear

was money that the merchants themselves gave as much

as 12 per cent, on deposit, and when making advances on

a large scale to the Government they frequently had to

borrow money themselves at 21 or even 24 per cent,

liven at the present day, it is not uncommon to find

that the charges for loans are from 6 to 18 per cent,

and even more. It will be easily understood how, in

the course of a comparatively short time this com-

mercial firm became a most important factor ir.

the Hyderabad State, and Mr. William Palmer and

Sir William Rumbold took status amongst the most

important residents of Hyderabad. They kept open

house, and it is said that in the house of the former

the tabic was always laid for at least thirty guests.

Thev were lavish in their entertainments, and. being

allowed access to the palace without the intervention

of the Resident, were regarded by most of the principal

personages of Hyderabad as being even ol greater

importance than the Resident himself. This prestige

was greatly enhanced by the connection of Fir William

Rumbold with the Governor-General's family, and the

consequence was that the influence of this great banking

firm overshadowed that of the Residency itself. As long

as Mr. Russell was at Hyderabad this does not seem to

have caused any friction. By means of this firm's sup-

port Mr. Russell was able to carry out all his reforms, and

in about four years* time he succeeded in organizing

a select and really efficient body of troops numbering

about 7,000 men. formed of all arms. One portion of
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this force, as already stated, was stationed at Hyderabad,

but the remainder was garrisoned at Aurungabad and in

Berar. These reforms, however, were not carried out

for nothing
; the fxshkash of nine lakhs was soon found

to be insufficient to provide for their payment, and by

the year 1818 the cost of these re-formed troops, generally

known as the Russell Brigade, amounted to 36 lakhs of

rupees.

At the time of which we are writing the total revenue

of the Hyderabad State could not have amounted to

more than a crore and a half of rupees, or about one

and a half million sterling, for the Mahrattas still con-

tinued to levy choulh over a considerable portion of the

western districts. When it is further remembered that

the Nizam still maintained a very large army and had

also assigned more than half a crore of jaghirs for the

upkeep of the Paigah force, it will be understood that the

cost of this Russell Brigade constituted a very heavy

drain, and that after meeting the demands of the Nizam

there was but little left to cover the cost of administra-

tion. Chundoo Lai, however, knowing that these re-formed

troops were a special hobby of the Resident, made no

difficulties in supplying him with the necessary funds,

whilst at the same time he furnished the Nizam with the

money which he demanded. In this way there arose a

period of financial embarrassment which lasted for at

least 25 years more, and threatened in the end to plunge

the State into a condition of insolvency.

In the meantime, the long-threatened war of extermina-

tion against the Pindari hordes had actually commenced
in 1817. Lord Hastings’ plan was to envelop them on

all sides
;

from the south by the Nizam’s Subsidiary

Force ; from the west by an army from Bombay
;
whilst

he in person accompanied the grand army from the north
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and north-east. But no sooner had the Deccan Sub-

sidiary Forces marched to take up their respective posi-

tions than fresh troubles with the Mahrattas commenced.
The first to break into open revolt was the Peshwa,

Baji Rao, of Poona. Taking advantage of the absence

of the main body of the Subsidiary Force, he called in

the whole of his available troops. The Resident, Colonel

Barry Close, was just able to obtain some small rein-

forcements when the Peshwa’s army advanced against

him. The Residency was vacated and burned, and there

followed the battle of Kirkee, in which, though little more

than 1,600 British were attacked by thousands of

Mahrattas, the result was a signal defeat of the Peshwa.

who thereupon became a fugitive, until, after a year

spent in hiding, he at last surrendered and was sent as

an exile to Bithur, near Cawnporc, on the Ganges, where

he afterwards resided, deprived, it is true, of his posses-

sions. but in enjoyment of a princely allowance of £60,000

a year It was here that he adopted as his son the

afterwards notorious Nana Saheb. The example of

Poona was followed at Nagpur. As soon as the British

force had left for the Pindan war, the Rajah, or, as he

afterwards pretended, his troops, without his consent,

broke into open revolt. The battle of Setabaldi fol-

lowed, with the same result as that of the battle of Kirkee,

and although for the time the Rajah of Nagpur obtained

better conditions than had fallen to the fate of the Peishwa

he was effectually prevented from doing any mischief

in future. But the infection of rebellion spread to the

two other Mahratta princes, Scindia and Holkar. with the

consequence that two years were occupied before the

war was brought to a successful conclusion. The south-

ern army was under the command of Sir Thomas Hislop.

At the battle of Mahidpore, Hislop totally defeated
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Holkar’s army (December 21st, 1817). Holkar’s sub-

mission followed, and in a treaty which was concluded

on the 6th January, 1818. he entered into a bond of

subsidiary- alliance and agreed to reduce his troops to a

contingent of 3,000 horse, and from this time forward

he became a loyal ally of the British Government. After

Holkar’s defeat. Scindia also became more tractable, and

the British troops were able to devote their attention to

the Pindaris, who were divided into three bodies,

headed by Wassal Mahomed. Currecm and Cheetoo.

The two former were defeated in detail and their bands

were broken up. Cheetoo's fate was even more tragic.

After being followed and defeated in several engagements

his followers gradually deserted him. until at length,

when singly pursuing his flight, he was devoured by a

tiger in the jungles near the fort of Aseergarh in Berar.
" The Pindaris thus dispersed, without leaders, and with-

out a home or rendezvous, were afterwards little heard of,

though flying parties were seen in the Deccan until the

termination of the war with the Peishwa
;
they mingled

with the rest of the population, but the real Pindaris

still retain their name, though some have become active

improving farmers. ’’ [Grant Duff. Volume II, Chapter

26.) A course of pacification followed rapidly. The
Rajpoot States of Jodhpur and Jaipur were admitted

to an alliance which freed them from all further danger

from Mahrattas and Pindaris. What the ravages of

these marauders in Rajpootana were has been described

by Colonel Tod in the Annals of Rajasthan, a book which

everyone interested in Indian history should carefully

study. The Rajah of Bondi, who on a former occasion

had been conspicuous for his loyalty in helping Colonel

Monson during his disastrous retreat in the former

Mahratta war, but had been ill requited by Lord Corn-
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wallis and Sir George Barlow by being left to his fate,

was now amply recompensed. All tribute was relin-

quished and the possessions usurped by Holkar and
Scindia restored. Similar favours were shown to the
Xawab of Bhopal, not only for the friendship of his

ancestor towards General Goddard’s army in the previous
century, but for the zeal he had shown in the present

war by selling his jewels to support troops.

The Peshwa himself finally surrendered on the 3rd
June, 1818. and the war was finally brought to a con-

clusion by the reduction of the celebrated fortress

of Asecrgurh. after a siege of twenty days (9th

April, 18x9).

The foregoing is but a very brief summary of the last

of the warlike proceedings in Central and Southern
India. The whole story has been narrated by Grant
Duff, who was himself an active sharer in the war itself,

as well as in the pacification that followed. It only
remains to be said that the Nizam’s Subsidiary Force

and the re-formed Russell Brigade took an active and most
creditable share in the whole of the proceedings. After

the close of the war, the Russel Brigade was highly

commended by Sir Thomas Hislop for its zeal and effi-

ciency. It took a part in the battle of Mahidpore, and
the name of this decisive engagement is borne on the flag

of the Hyderabad Contingent, by which name the force

became known until its final absorption into the British

Army under an agreement with the Nizam, dated the

5th November. 1902. Another portion of the force was
engaged during this war in the reduction of the fort of

Nowar. This fort was situated in a jaghir belonging to

the Peshwa in the very heart of the Nizam’s dominions,

about twenty miles from the town of Nander, near the

Godavery. The fort was strongly garrisoned by Arabs,
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and the siege lasted from the 8th to the 31st January.

1819, when it was carried with great gallantry by two

battalions of the Russell Brigade, the 3rd battalion of the

Berar Regular Infantry and a party of the Nizam’s

Reformed Horse, accompanied by a field battery and a

small battering train. The name of this engagement

is also bomc upon the regimental standards. With

this episode the period of warfare in the Deccan, which

had lasted almost continuously for 170 years, may be

said to have concluded. From this time forward Pax
Britannica reigned throughout these disturbed regions,

for on all sides they were surrounded cither by British

possessions or by tributary allies of the British power.

It now only remains to be told what share fell to the

Nizam for his co-operation. Wc cannot do better than

quote from Grant Duff (Volume II. Chapter 27), who
was himself one of the principal officers concerned in

the settlements that followed :

" As to claims, the most important upon the British

Government were those which regarded the settlement

with its ally, the Nizam, but no arrangement of their

mutual affairs could be made until it had been fully

ascertained what surplus revenue the British Govern-

ment should derive from the conquest. The advantages

immediately gained by the Nizam'were exemption from

debts amounting to about 60 millions of rupees,* which

on the most moderate estimate he could not have settled

with the Peishwa without making cession of territory

equal to ten lakhs of rupees a year. The shares of revenue

within the boundary of the Subadar of the Deccan,

which the Peishwa or his subjects had enjoyed up to

the breaking out of the war and of which the Nizam
now retained the collections, were more than equal to

6 crora—£6.000.000.
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twelve lakhs of rupees a year, and the cessions which
fell to him from theGovernments of Holkarand the Rajah
of Nagpur amounted to nearly six more

; so that the
Nizam obtained an addition of at least 28 lakhs of rupees

of annual revenue."



CHAPTER XII

THE HYDERABAD CONTINGENT AND
WILLIAM PALMER AND CO.

I
T will be seen from the facts recorded in the previous

chapter that the reforms carried out by the Resi-

dent in the Russell Brigade, the Berar Regular

Infantry, and the re-formed Cavalry, which comprised

together about 7.000 men (the different corps for the

sake of brevity being hereafter styled the Hyderabad Con-

tingent). were commenced and carried out in all good faith

with the intention of rendering as efficient as possible the

Contingent which the Nizam was bound under treaty

to furnish. That these measures were eminently suc-

cessful is shewn by the highly creditable manner in

which the troops acquitted themselves during the Pindari

war. It was, perhaps, unfortunate for the Nizam that

the Contingent should have shown itself as efficient as it

did
;

for the British Government became naturally

reluctant to lose the services of so compact a little army
which had proved itself to be so useful in a case of emer-

gency. In addition, therefore, to the Contingent being a

favourite hobby of the Resident as his own creation,

and of which he was regarded as the controlling authority

with all the powers of patronage at his disposal, it became

a policy on the part of the Government of India that the
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Nizam should be encouraged to continue the maintenance

of so valuable a military unit. The minister Chundoo Lai

was, as wc have said, by no means disinclined to humour

the Resident, and to defer to the wishes of the Govern-

ment of India. For his own part he would probably

have been quite willing to reduce the number of the

Nizam's irregular forces, and so effect a saving in order

to provide for the cost of the Contingent, but this was a

matter which would naturally be. very distasteful to

His Highness; for according to his traditions it would

lower his prestige to reduce his army, besides there

were so many vested interests concerned that any step

of this kind would have been highly resented and have

raised against him a host of enemies, who would have

rendered his position even more difficult than it was.

Accordingly, Chundoo Lai temporized and gave a free

hand to the great banking house of William Palmer

Ck Co., to make the necessary advances for the upkeep

of the Contingent. In this manner the Hyderabad

Government became largely indebted to that firm,

and in 1820 William Palmer Sc Co. proj»osed to adjust

this indebtedness by consolidating it into a loan of 60

lakhs of rupees, which was to be paid off by regular

instalments. The interest on this loan was to be reduced

from 24 to 18 per cent., but the firm was also to receive a

bonus of commission of 8 lakhs of rupees. The arrange-

ment was recommended by the Resident, Sir Henry

Russell, and sanctioned by the Government of India.

In 1820, Sir Henry Russell retired, and was succeeded by

his friend, Mr. (afterwards Sir Charles, and subsequently

Lord) Metcalfe, who had been private secretary to the

Governor-General, Lord Hastings, and was, of course,

fully acquainted with Hyderabad affairs, which for many

years had formed a subject for correspondence. He
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must have been fully aware of the embarrassed state

of the country’s finances, but immediately after hi*

arrival he did not hesitate to put forward a request

which he had brought with him from the Governor-

General, that the Nizam would contribute a sum of 16

lakhs of rupees towards the improvement of the city

of Calcutta. It was only natural that this request

should have been taken as a command, and was at once

complied with. How Chundoo Lai managed to raise the

money we are not able to explain, but he was probably

only able to do so by further borrowing of a ruinous

description, the burden of which ultimately fell upon

the unfortunate cultivators. When Metallic arrived in

Hyderabad the house of William Palmer & Co. was

in the very zenith of its prosperity. As already men-

tioned, the partners were profuse in their hospitality,

while politically, owing to their financial relations with

the Minister and the Nizam, they probably enjoyed

more influence than the Resident himself, whose business

communications were chiefly confined to the Minister.

These financial relations were not merely confined to ad-

vances in money, as the firm also acted as general agents

for the supply of European goods of every description,

not only to the Nizam but also to the different noblemen

who vied with each other in their profusion and ostenta-

tion. It would seem that when Metcalfe arrived he

was not imbued with any hostile feelings against the firm ;

indeed, he was on intimate terms with John Palmer,

at Calcutta, who was the brother of William Palmer, of

Hyderabad ; he was also a friend of Sir William Rumbold,

who had married a ward of Lord Hastings, and he knew

that his patron and friend, the Governor-General, was

greatly interested in the latter’s welfare. These con-

siderations would naturally predispose him in favour

L
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of the firm. and. indeed, no one was more cordial in

welcoming him than each of the principal partners

;

but, before he had been in Hyderabad many months,

Metcalfe came to see that the influence of William

Palmer & Co., was likely to form a most dangerous

element in Hyderabad politics The very connection

of one of the partners with the Governor-General led

the orientals of Hyderabad to suppose that his private

influence with Lord Hastings was supreme, while the

indebtedness of the Government to the firm, which

could only be temporarily met by continual assignments

of land, threatened before long to make them the para-

mount power in Hyderabad. Again, it soon became

apparent that many of the officials connected with the

Residency were pecuniarily interested in the firm’s

transactions, either by receiving an unduly high rate

of interest on their deposits or else by receiving a share of

the profits in return for investments. Metcalfe came to the

conclusion that even at the sacrifice of his own pros-

pects this overshadowing influence of the firm must be

broken. Major Briggs, who was an Assistant at the

Residency some years later, attributes the attitude

which Metcalfe assumed to be due to personal pique

at finding himself obliged, as it were, to play second-

fiddle to the firm
;
but calmly reviewing the facts after

a lapse of years it only seems fair to ascribe Metcalfe’s

action to conscientiousness. Had he been less con-

scientious. selfish motives alone would have induced

him to remain quiet, and to support the firm, towards

which he know that the Governor-General, from whom
he had everything to expect, was favourably disposed.

This is the view which Kaye, in his Life of Lord Metcalfe

takes, and it is one with which, knowing Lord Metcalfe’s

subsequent career and character, we feel bound to agree.
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Before taking any active steps. Metcalfe made a leng-

thened tour throughout the Nizam's dominions, especially

in those parts in and near the Berar districts, which had

chiefly suffered in the former wars, and these he found

to be nearly depopulated : the inhabitants had fled

elsewhere, and the lands which were assessed at an

exorbitantly high rate were left uncultivated and waste,

owing both to want of money to pay for them and want

of labour to cultivate them. Metcalfe accordingly

introduced a system under which European officers were

placed in charge of districts, the rates were to be reduced,

and the cultivators were invited to return with the

promise of protection. This arrangement was no doubt

made with the very best intentions
;

and, although at

first great hopes were conceived regarding it. it does

not appear to hove been successful in the end. Not

only was the European supervision necessarily a costly

one, but the dual management of Europeans and natives,

especially when the latter found that their hereditary

habits of peculation and corruption were interfered

with, caused an amount of friction which made the whole

arrangement very distasteful to the Hyderabad Govern-

ment. Naturally, the European officials, when thwarted

or opposed, appealed to the Resident, and this led to an

interference which was scarcely consistent with Treaty

arrangements. Subsequently, when the Nizam died

in 1829, this arrangement was abolished by one stroke

of the pen. and the old system of the native management

was reverted to. It is difficult to give a correct descrip-

tion of what this system was, but suffice it to say that it

was permeated throughout by corruption. Persons

who had claims against the Government received assign-

ments of lands, from the revenues of which they were

supposed to reimburse themselves
;

and, knowing that
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before long they would probably be replaced by others

with similar claims, they naturally tried to feather

their nests as much as possible. Others again offered

to the Minister nazars by way of bribes, for the privilege

of farming out one or more districts, and such persons

always remained at head-quarters, and sent out their

deputies to do their dirty work. Indeed, it not in-

frequently happened that the same district was farmed

out to more than one person, from each of whom a tiazar

had been received, so that it became a proverb in Hyder-
abad* that when a deputy went out to join a new district

he rode with his face to the horse's tail in order to see

whether his successor was following him. (See I
;
irst Ad-

ministration Report of the Nizam’s Dominions for the

Year 18B4-5, Historical Review, Chapter XII). One of

tin? results of Metcalfe's tour was to convince him of the

dangerous nature of the influence of William Palmer & Co.,

and of the drain their demands upon the Govern-

ment caused to the country-. The consequence was
that he made an official recommendation to the Govern-

ment of India that stops should be taken to raise, at

a more reasonable rate of interest, a loan sufficient to

pay off the whole of the State's liabilities to the firm.

In his proposals the Resident was even liberal in his

wish to compensate the firm for the losses they would
incur in having to bring their financial transactions

to a close
; and, in addition to the eight lakhs of rupees

bonus which they had been promised under the loan just

concluded, h‘e recommended that a further sum of six

lakhs should be given in the shape of compensation.

But, liberal though his proposal was, it by no means
corresponded with the wishes of the firm. BMorc sending

off his despatch, Metcalfe showed a copy of it to the

partners, and they at once forwarded a vigorous protest
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to head-quarters, Sir William Rumbold using the whole

of the influence he possessed with the Governor-General

to induce him to reject the proposal. He appears to have

led Lord Hastings to suppose that Metcalfe was actuated

by personal feelings against himself and the minister,

Chundoo Lai, and Lord Hastings appear to have entirely

sided with the firm ; he was highly displeased that his

former prot£g6 should have sent up these proposals

officially without having first consulted him on the

subject, and the result was that for more than a year and

a half the proposal was shelved, and Lord Hi\stings

wrote to Metcalfe privately, with a considerable amount
of irritation, pointing out to him what he conceived

to be his disloyalty ; adding that in return for his past

services the Government of India was pledged to uphold

Chundoo Lai. The result of this was that the firm

became more influential than ever, and the Hyderabad

authorities became convinced that the firm's influence

was superior to that of the Resident. The minister,

Chundoo Lai, even went so far as to ignore the Resident

and send a communication to the Governor-General

through the medium of Sir William Rumbold. All

this no doubt caused Metcalfe a considerable amount of

pain and embarrassment, but, in spite of the estrange-

ment it had caused between him and his former patron,

he conscientiously adhered to the course he had adopted,

continuing to denounce the transactions of tho firm,

and to point out the political danger that was being

caused by their influence, and by the association of so

many officials in their affairs. He also pointed out the

danger that arose from the constantly increasing ex-

penditure on the Hyderabad Contingent, which he did

not hesitate to describe as a mere " plaything ” of the

Resident, and used by him for the purposes of patron-
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age (Kaye’s Life of Lord Metcalfe, VoL II. Chapter 2).

In this he was undoubtedly right, for, as already pointed

out, the whole of the Deccan was now in a state of

profound peace. The Subsidiary Force was more than

sufficient to afford ample protection to the Nizam within

his own dominions, and outside of them he had ab-

solutely nothing to fear for he was now entirely sur-

rounded either by British territory or the territory of

allied princes. Around him the Pax Britannica had

been for the first time introduced, and whatever

trouble he had to expect in future arose entirely

from the disorganized state of his own dominions and

finances. The disorganization of the dominions was

in a great measure due to the disorganization of the

finances, and this again was in a great measure due to the

enormous drain caused by the maintenance of the

Contingent and by the claims of William Palmer & Co.

There seems to be no doubt that, had Lord Hastings acted

with fairness and consideration towards the interests of

his old and " faithful ally ” the Nizam, he would not

have encouraged him to maintain this expensive and

unnecessary force. But this of course lie never adopted
;

for, instead of helping him to reduce if not abolish the

force entirely, for the next thirty years he actually

deprecated any interference with it whatsoever. As the

Contingent became an established fact. Vested interests

continued to grow up in connection with it. which became

well-nigh impossible to sever. Like an avalanche, the evil

continued to increase in volume and weight the longer it

moved on, and although successive Govemors-Gcncral

spokeand wrote derisively of the expenditure, and although

successive Residents pointed out the growing embarrass-

ments of the Government, noone ever attempted to apply

the knife to the sore which was sapping the vitals of the
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country. On the contrary, the Governors-Gcneral con-

tinued to insist upon the punctual discharge by the Nizam
of the full cost of the force, and when under altered

circumstances he began to fall into arrears we held him
personally responsible.

But we are anticipating the course of events, and it

is necessary to revert to Hyderabad in 1822. Finding the

estrangement between himself and the Governor-General
to be increasing, Metcalfe wrote a long statement of all

the transactions of the firm and of the different persons

involved in them, which he sent to Mr. John Adam,
the senior member of Council, with a request that he

would shew it privately to Lord Hastings. This paper
completely vindicated Metcalfe's action, and justified

all that he had done. Lord Hastings seems to have
been convinced that it was impossible to support the

firm any longer, and wrote to Metcalfe a very handsome
letter of reconciliation in which he informed him that

the proposed loan by which the Hyderabad Govern-
ment’s liabilities to the banking firm would be paid

off. had been sanctioned. This generous overture was
at once met by Metcalfe in the same spirit and the es-

trangement between the two friends came to an end.

Lord Hastings' period of office had expired, and he left

India on the 1st January. 1823, being succeeded by Mr.

John Adam as Acting Governor-General. It was by
this officer that the affair of William Palmer & Co.

was settled. The debt due to them was paid by means
of sixty lakhs of rupees advanced by the Government
of India and remitted to the Resident at Hyderabad.

The bonus of eight lakhs stipulated for by the firm

on the loan of 1820 was disallowed, as were also six

lakhs of rupees recommended by Metcalfe to be given as

compensation for losses to the firm. William Palmer
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& Co.'s claims -were not only thus paid off, but the

occupation of the firm was also gone and its influence

entirely broken. Further transactions with the Nizam
of a similar nature were prohibited and with the departure

of Lord Hastings, who was known to be the firm's chief

supporter, the public withdrew their confidence and

with it their business, and the consequence was that in a
few months the firm of William Palmer & Co. had to

declare itself insolvent. The loan thus advanced by the

Government of India was subsequently liquidated by an

arrangement under which the peshkash payable by the

Government for the Northern Circars was permanently

remitted. The peshkash amounted to nine lakhs of

rupees, and Captain Hastings Fraser, in alluding to this

transaction, says that the Nizam had to alienate this

peshkash for little more than half its value, or, to be

precise, Rs. 1 1.666,666. which amounts to 13 years’

purchase.

Although there can be no doubt that it was a political

necessity to break the influence which William Palmer & Co.

were gaining in the Hyderabad State, it would seem that

in the final arrangements the firm was treated with undue

severity. They had undoubtedly rendered great service

in advancing the funds to equip and maintain the

Contingent before and during the Pindari War. Had
the supply of the funds been left to the Nizam’s Govern-

ment, there can be no doubt that the troops would have

been left unpaid and would therefore have become dis-

organized. In reference to the same Contingent, Metcalfe

subsequently wrote in 1823 that the men had been left

so long in arrears that they actually fell in the ranks

from sheer exhaustion. Troops of this kind would, of

course, have been utterly useless, and it was entirely due

to the manner in which William Palmer & Co. came for-
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ward with the necessary funds that the Contingent was
able to take the field at all. This they did without any
guarantee from the supreme Government that their

advances would be paid. Such services deserved more
consideration than was ultimately shown to them. Nor
can it be said that the rate of 24 per cent, for interest

was exorbitantly high. It was the ordinary rate at the

time which prevailed at Hyderabad, and was what the

Hyderabad Government were in the habit of paving

on their transactions to the native bankers.

In the discussion which subsequently took place in

the India House. Sir Charles Forbes, the leading European
banker at Bombay at the time, spoke regarding the rate

of interest prevailing in India ; he alluded to one trans-

action of the Government of India itself when they called

for a loan in 1798. for which they actually had to pay
with discount and interest no less than 34 per cent, per

annuih ! He also added the following remarkable state-

ment :
" Now. sir, I have a letter in my pocket at this

moment from Calcutta, which states that while some of

the houses there are refusing money at four per cent,

others are getting 12 per cent, for three months, this is

52 per cent, per annum." So much for the matter of

interest
; and it would therefore seem that, although it

was necessary as a political expedient to destroy the

firm’s influence, the Government might well have afforded

to treat them with greater liberality. Subsequently in

February and March, 1824. the whole subject came on
for discussion at the India House in the Court of Pro-

prietors. This was brought about by a somewhat ill-

advised 'proposal by some of Lord Hastings’ friends for a
testimpnial in recognition of the services he had rendered

whilst Governor-General. He had already been granted

£60.000 after the close of the Pindari War and this fresh
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proposal was opposed. One of the grounds of the opposi-

tion was the interest which Lord Hastings had shown in

the affairs of William Palmer & Co. It virtually became

an attack upon Sir Henry Kussell by the one side and .

upon Metcalfe by the other. Russell, in a very masterly

speech, vindicated himself and also the firm. The whole

discussion caused a good deal of excitement in London

and party feeling ran very high. After six days’ debate

the original proposition to give I.ord Hastings a further

gratuity was lost. The mutual attacks upon Kussell and

Metcalfe fell through, and subsequently a half-hearted

despatch was sent by the Board of Directors that the

claims of William Palmer should if possible be satislied

This does not appear ever to have been done, but the

Hyderabad (lovcmment continued to pay to William

Palmer and his family certain handsome allowances

amounting in the aggregate to Ks. 45.000 monthly, and,

writing in 1861. Major Briggs says :
“ Mr. \\ illiam Palmer

still lives enjoying a green old age.”

Nuir. —Oh* 4utlx«'tir- lv» llit- (bapM *ic cfc>< 4 « Kavc't Ij/i .*/ I.<mf

Mttratff awl UriKsVs '•*,, tatlHnl J’ti—«•«. »ilh <lurartrk.il)- oppusite

apinimM.



CHAPTER XIII

MINISTRY OF MAHARAJAH CIIANDOO LAL (continufd)

PERIOD 1825 IO 1845

HE twenty-five years com-
prised in the period treated

of in this chapter, although

extending over a time of

profound peace, are not mar
ked by any of the triumphs

of peace. The record unfor-

tunately is not one of progress, but of deterioration,

and at the close of the period it seemed as if nothing
but a miracle could save the Hyderabad State from
ruin. Not the ruin brought about by the armed
forces of the enemy, as seemed so probable at the

end of the previous century, after the battle of

Kurdla
;

but financial ruin, which is sometimes even
more fatal in . its results. To use a homely phrase, it

may be said of Hyderabad that during this period the
State was not only burning its candle at both ends
but in the middle also ; and. in pursuance of the policy

of non-interference, it was allowed to continue in its

career unchecked by what had been the allied, but had
now become the paramount Power. The state of dis-

171
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organization in the interior of the country has been

described in a former chapter. This condition of affairs

continued in even a more accentuated form, for a system

of paying off one debt by contracting another can have

but one inevitable result. Disorganized finances of a

State must add to oppression and extortion in the interior.

Whilst each official was endeavouring to make as much
hay during the short period that his official sun was
shining, all discipline and supervision were relaxed.

The ryots or peasants were the sufferers, and as they

are, in an agricultural country, the geese who lay the

golden eggs, the revenues of the country continued to

decrease, whilst the expenditure showed no signs of

diminution. No attempt was made to reduce the huge

number of irregular soldiery, for the maintenance of

which enormous tracts of country were alienated ; there

was no falling off in the profuse expenditure of the court

and its followers in the capital, and added to this was

the annually growing expenditure on the Hyderabad

Contingent, which, to use Metcalfe's phrase, had become
the " plaything ” of the Resident, its maintenance being

the price that the minister, Chundoo Lai, had to pay for

the unwavering support of successive Viceroys. Indeed,

the maintenance of this force had become, to a certain

extent, a necessity, for without its presence it is probable

that the increasing exactions and corruptions in the

interior would have produced ceaseless revolts and dis-

orders ; for under the treaty the sendees of the Subsidiary

Force were only available against a foreign foe, and
were not to be utilized for police purposes and the main-

tenance of internal order. The system introduced by
Metcalfe, of employing English officials in the collection

of the revenue and in the administration of the district,

had not been found to work well, .'^though financially
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it was a success, it soon led to friction. There was a

constant struggle between the British officials and the

local authorities and the former naturally appealed to

their own Resident. This dual authority was likely to,

and actually did, cause unpleasantness. In Chundoo
Lai’s own words to Metcalfe, not long after the new
system had been introduced. " there was not room for

two swords in one scabbard." and, as the non-interference

policy became more marked, the system was viewed with

less favour by the Government of India. In 1829,

Secundcr Jah died and was succeeded by his son Nasir-

ud-Dowlah, one of the first of whose acts was to abolish

the whole system with a stroke of the pen. and neither

the Resident nor the Governor-General attempted the

slightest protest. In a short time the condition of the

interior of the country became even worse than it had
been before, although at head-quarters official corres-

pondence between the Hyderabad Government and the

Resident ran a smoother course. Chundoo Lai still

continued to be minister, although he was now becoming

an old man. His position and character have been well

described by General Fraser, who was appointed Resident

in 1838. In a confidential letter to the Governor-General,

Lord Auckland, written soon after his appointment, he

says, after describing the condition to which the country

had been reduced: "It may appear remarkable that,

under the circumstances I have described, the govern-

ment of the country should have been maintained at all,

and that the whole machinery of the State had not been

destroyed or its movement stopped many years ago.

This may in some measure be attributed to the Minister’s

personal character—the mild and clement disposition

of which prevents him from ever committing a harsh or

cruel act, his generosity and lavish disbursement of
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money, which secure him many friends and partisans,

and the skill with which lie has managed parties at

Hyderabad, so far concentrating the whole power in his

own hands as not to have had. for many years, a rival

or antagonist to disturb the course of his administration,

or to impair or call in question the autocracy (in the most

absolute sense of the term) which he has created for

himself. But the general tranquillity of the country and

absence of any serious disturbance arc. no doubt,

principally to be ascribed to our supjiort. to the presence

of our troops, and to the close connection and friendship

known to have always subsisted between the British

Government and the Minister Yet all these but account

for the protracted existence of the Nizam's Government,

which may still eonstsJ with much wretchedness and

degradation." After dwelling at some length upon the

difficulty and danger of interfering by advice, the General

goes on to say : "If your Lordship commands me to

say whether any immediate suggestions have occurred

to me in reference to the Nizam's dominions, the adoption

of which might seem desirable, I am constrained to

reply that, as long as Chundoo I.al lives, I apprehend

little or nothing can be done. He is very old (between

77 and 78) and in all human probability the grave cannot

be far removed from him. He has played the game of

government long, and skilfully, a word which I use

rather than ably, for I cannot ascribe to him genuine

capacity, nor, still less, great talent. We have been the

tools in his hand. Adroitly opposing the Nizam to

us, or us at other times to his sovereign, as might

suit the aim and object of the moment, he has contrived

to keep the government—or rather the dictatorship

—

of the country in his hands for thirty years . Still, what

his motives may have been, and how far soever actuated
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by self-interest and determination to uphold his own
authority, he has been truly and essentially our friend.

. But his death may cause embarrassment, which it

will be desirable that we should, if possible, guard
against by adopting some precaution’. The debts of the

State to sowcars will almost certainly be productive of

financial difficulties
;

but. if any actual disturbance

should occur on that score, it will probably arise from

the claims of the Nizam’s troops. Arabs, battalions of the

line, horsemen and others, for payment of their arrears."

The General then goes on to show the necessity of estab-

lishing an understanding with the Minister's successor,

and passes in review the names of the different persons

likely to succeed, concluding with the advice that, when
a successor shall have been appointed in the ordinary

course of events, a loan at 6 per cent, should be raised

under the guarantee of the British Government in order

to enable the Nizam to pay off the liabilities for which

Ire was then paying 18 per cent. During the next few

years this proposal was renewed but it was never actually

carried into effect. In the meantime, the State's financial

liabilities went on increasing, and in addition to the

sowcars a new creditor appeared on the scene in the shape

of the British Government for the pay due to the Con-

tingent, which began to fall into arrears A question

was at the same time raised by the Government of

India whether the whole of the pay of the British officers

lent to the different native contingents should not be

paid by those States. Hitherto the custom had been for

the substantive pay of these officers to be met by their

own Government, the especial allowance to which they

were entitled being borne by the Native States. General

Fraser deprecated the introduction of this rule as regards

Hyderabad, on the ground that the Nizam was already
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inclined to ask for the abolition of the force and would
certainly object to this new burden

;
and for the addi-

tional reason that if paid entirely by a foreign State the

officers would be no longer amenable to the Mutiny Act:

In 1829, Sir Charles Metcalfe had already recorded a

minute on this force in which he said :
" The existence

of a force paid by a Native State, but commanded by our

officers and entirely under our control, is undoubtedly a

great political advantage. It is an accession to our

military strength at the expense of another Power, and
without cost to us

;
an accession of military strength in

an empire, where military strength is everything.' The
advantage is immense. Hut I cannot say that I think

the arrangement a just one towards the Native State.

The same circumstances which make it so advantageous

to us make it unjust to the State at whose expense it is

upheld." In the same minute. Sir Charles reviewed the

whole position in Hyderabad in the following words

:

"We never conquered the Nizam's territories: our

relation with that prince has always been one of alliance,

and his alliance was once held to be of so much import-

ance that the officer who negotiated the treaty establish-

ing it was rewarded by a baronetcy. Since that period

we have assumed much interference with the country,

not warranted by any of our treaties. We effected tire

elevation of a Minister, who, emboldened by our support,

ceased to be the Minister of his own Sovereign, and be-

came in fact the reckless ruler of the country. . . . Our
command of a considerable portion of the Nizam’s troops

still continues, but this is derived, not from any treaty,

but from an arrangement with the Minister whom we
supported, and who being in power finds this force

essential for his own security and domination. . . . Not
only is our command of the Nizam’s auxiliary force
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liable to be withdrawn on the Nizam's requisition, but

it is likely to cease from another cause. It gives an

undue power to the Government over its own subjects

and may lead to our being the instruments of oppression."

After General Fraser's assumption of office he soon found

that the Nizam was most reluctant to continue to bear

the charge of maintaining the Contingent. The cost of

this army he said in a letter to Lord Auckland on the

7th November, 1839, ** already amounted to thirty-

eight lakhs of rui>ees per annum (£380,000)—an amount
which the Government finds it extremely difficult to

pay, and which they pay. I believe, but very reluctantly,

especially distributed as the army now is. tending not

so much as it might to maintain the general peace of the

country, and therefore not admitting of the disbandment

of many of the irregular troops." But in spite of these

representations the Government of India showed no signs

either of reducing the cost or the numbers of the Con-

tingent. An appointment to the force was looked upon
as one of the prizes of the service, since each officer

received an allowance in addition to his substantive pay,

at the Nizam’s expense. In 1829, these allowances

(distributed among 123 officers) amounted to no less than

Rs. 1,349,880 or 13J lakhs (£135,000) ! As Colonel

Hastings Fraser remarks (Memoir oj General Fraser) :

" The Minister and the Contingent were in short the two
points of incessant contact and communication between

the Resident and His Highness on the one hand, and
between the Resident and the Honourable Company
on the other. The Minister was always to be maintained

if he saved the Contingent from being dependent on the

caprice of the ruler, and left it entirely to our discretion.

The Resident was constantly told that above all things

permanent security for the payment of these troops was
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to be ‘ sedulously sought for at every favourable oppor-

tunity,’ and that, except with the great object in view,

' it were as well, perhaps, to avoid questions and pro-

positions regarding the Nizam's army.'
"

The policy of the Government of India at this time seems

to have been to throw the whole of the military duties on

the Contingent and to withdraw, if possible, the Subsidiary

Force, the numbers of which had been fixed at " 8,000

firelocks, 1,000 cavalry, and a due proportion of artillery,”

and the maintenance of which had been permanently

paid for in advance by the cession of territory as pro-

vided for in the Treaty of 1800. In fact, immediately

after General Fraser’s appointment, Mr. Colvin, the

Private Secretary to Lord Auckland, wrote to Major

Moore, the Resident's Military Secretary, as follows:

” Kindly let me know, after consulting Colonel Fraser,

what portion of the Subsidiary Force could, in his and

your opinion, be spared from the Hyderabad territories

for other service in emergency. I should say at least

half. For your fine army (the Contingent) is amply

sufficient to maintain the general tranquillity of the

country. But there should always be, doubtless, an

imposing force near the city. Would it be ever safe

to remove the Queen’s Corps from Secunderabad ?
”•

There can be no doubt in every impartial mind that the

policy of the Indian Government was to make the

Nizam pay a second time for military duties which at

the opening of the century he had already handsomely

paid for in advance. This was done against the Nizam’s

own wishes, and the minister who aided us in this policy

was, therefore, imposed by us, even against his sovereign’s

wish. It was the cost of this second army which mainly

• Memoir and Corrtspoaddaa of Gtrural J*mn Smart Prater, by Colood

Hastings Ffaav. p. 91 (London : Whiting ft Co. iSSj. Second Edition).
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led to the subsequent financial embarrassments to the

State, and. as Sir Charles Metcalfe had already said in

1829 :
" It seems hardly fair, therefore, to hold either

the Nizam or his minister responsible for the evil, situated

as they are. In fact, we may perhaps more properly be

regarded as responsible for them, having the power in

our hands to remedy them and having shown that we

were no ways scrupulous about making use of that

power when we think fit to do so." (ibid. p. 86.)

Soon after General Fraser's arrival there occurred the

revolt of the Nawab of Kumool. This small state

is situated on the southern bank of the river Krishna,

near its junction with the Tungabudra. It had long

been a vassal state of Hyderabad, and the then Nawab

played a prominent |«rt m the wars which followed

the death of Asaf Jah. He had been the assassin who shot

Nasir Jung l>cfore Gingee in the year 1750, and the leader

in the attack on his successor in the Cuddapah district in

March of the following year, in which affair Muzaffer Jung

was killed. Subsequently the state became tributary to

Hyder Ali, but reverted to Hyderabad in 1722, and was

finally transferred to the Madras Presidency with the dis-

tricts ceded by the Nizam in 1800. At the time of which we

are writing there was a great wave of Wahahaism passing

through India, one of the main objects of which was a sub-

version of the British power. Mubariz-ud-Dowlah, the

brother of the Nizam. Nasir-ud-dowlah. became infected

with this spirit and entered into correspondence with the

equally disaffected Nawab of Kumool. The ambition of

the former was to supplant his brother in the Hyderabad

State, and the object of both was to overthrow the British

rule. Military attacks were conducted against the Kur-

nool Nawab by a detachment of the Madras Army, and

some troops of the Contingent were marched to the
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north bank of the river in order to cut off the Nawab’s
retreat. Kumool was subdued and taken without diffi-

culty. the Nawab was sent into confinement, and the

state annexed. A commission sat afterwards to enquire

into the complicity of Mubariz-ud-Dowla, and having

been found guilty he was confined to the state fortress

of Golconda, where he remained for many years a

prisoner. These incidents occurred In 1839 and 1840.

The somewhat favourable opinion which General

Fraser formed of the minister. Chundoo Lai, seems to have
undergone modification. As the years passed on and the

disorders in the State continued to increase, he seems to

have become convinced that no reforms were possible

until a successor should be appointed. But the old man
still clung to life and to office with an equal tenacity,

and the Government of India was so pledged to his

support that nothing could be done to remove him.

But the debts and embarrassments of the State continued

to increase. The regular army was always at least

four months and often longer in arrears. Whilst these

continued it was. of course, impossible to effect any
reductions. And now the Contingent began to be left

in arrears, and. as these were paid by the Resident, he
was obliged to become an importunate creditor.

1 At
last the Minister in despair made a proposal to the

Resident to mortgage districts valued at 4} lakhs of

rupees, to be selected either in Berar, Raichur, or Bhir,

in consideration of a loan of seventy-five lakhs of rupees.

The cession was to be a permanent one (February

1843). This proposal did not meet with Lord Ellen-

borough’s consent, which he declined to accord until

it should come before him with the Nizam's authority

(letter of nth April. 1843). which does not seem to have
been ever accorded.
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Chundoo Lai's long tenure of power was now approach-

ing its close. For many years he had been driven to

all kinds of expedients to raise the money required for

State expenses. To such shifts was he reduced that

grants of land were issued in a most lax and reckless

manner, so much so that subsequently the period of 1832

to 1839 was styled the prescribed period, and grants and

sunnads issued during this time were not held as proof

of title unless corroborated by further evidence. It

would, however, be unfair to say that Chundoo Lai was

alone responsible for this state of affairs. He himself

was personally no gainer, and it is to his credit that with

so many opportunities of profit and in such an atmosphere

of corruption he eventually died a poor man. It is said

that his son. Bala Persad. was by no means so conscien-

tious. and accumulated a considerable amount of treasure,

but there is no evidence of this. To'this day the family

remains a comparatively poor one, and the dcsccndents

of Chundoo Lai stand in the matter of revenue far

below many of the other leading noblemen. By

general consent, all writers on Hyderabad affairs attri-

bute the financial embarrassments of the State to

Chundoo Lai’s misgovernment, but it would seem

that they have not made sufficient allowance for the

difficulties of his position. As long as the Contingent

was duly maintained, the British Government refrained

from interference, and, in order to meet this heavy

expenditure—amounting to no less than 40 lakhs per

annum, or about one-fifth of the total revenue of the

State—and at the same time to supply His Highness

with the usual funds, the Minister was compelled to

plunge deeper and deeper into debt. Although in course of

time General Fraser had got to regard the Maharajah

Chundoo Lai as the main cause of difficulties, he seems
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to have been actuated by a genuine sympathy lor the

necessities of the State. He constantly advocated a more
active interference, and this interference the Supreme
Government as constantly refused to sanction. As the

difficulties became more acute the proposal for a loan

was increased to one crorc of rupees (£1 .000
,
000), with

districts yielding 17 lakhs as security (1843). In reply.

Lord Ellenborough was willing to advance the loan, but

only on condition that the administration of the whole

State should be handed over to the British Government
;

that an allowance should be made for the maintenance

of the Nizam
;
and that all surplus of revenue over ex-

penditure should be at the disposal of the British Govern-

ment. It does not appear that this singular proposal

was ever put before the Nizam, nor is it probable that

he would have accepted it if it had been. In the mean-

time nothing was done
;

the difficulties continued to

increase and the Minister by every means in his power

endeavoured to retain his office. He did. however, tender

his resignation rather in the hope of it not being accepted

than otherwise. It was, however, accepted. but the Nizam
showed great reluctance to appoint a successor with full

powers. Ram Buksh, a nephew of Chundoo Lai, was
appointed as Peshkar or Revenue and Finance Minister,

and Nawab Suraj-ul-Mulk was nominated Vakeel of the

Nizam to confer with the Resident. Having once been
relieved from the presence of a Minister who had so long

dominated over him, the Nizam appears to have been

reluctant to relinquish the power that had fallen into

his hands. He did, however, set seriously to work to

discharge the State liabilities. A crore of rupees was
taken from his own private treasure kept in the fort

of Golconda and a sum of eighty lakhs of rupees in gold

was taken from the palace in Hyderabad. Altogether
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it is represented that he spent two crores from his own
private purse, though it is to be feared that much of this

did not reach the intended objects. For nearly three

years this state of things continued. No regular Minister

was appointed, and in spite of the Resident’s frequent

protests to the Governor-General nothing was done.

There were other important matters which occupied

Lord Ellcnborough's attention in Scindc and the Punjab,

and as long as the Contingent was maintained he appears

to have troubled himself but little about Hyderabad.

In fact, he seems to have been under the impression that

no interference in Hyderabad would be effectual unless

accompanied by a show of armed force, and for this he

frankly wrote to the Resident that he had then neither

the men nor the time to spare (li-ttcr of 27th February.

1844). But General Fraser did not want to make use

of force or of a show of force, and with his knowledge

of Hyderabad he constantly urged that a plain statement

of the Governor-General's wishes would be quite sufficient.

To these applications, however, he received no reply,

and matters in Hyderabad were allowed to go on drifting.

In June, 1844, Lord Ellenborough was recalled, and was

soon afterwards succeeded by Sir Henry (Lord) Hardinge.



CHAPTER XIV

PERIOD I845-5O. LORD HARDINGE AND MARQUIS OF

DALHOUSIF AS GOVERNOR-GENERAL. THE NIZAM S RE-

LUCTANCE TO APPOINT A NEW MINISTER WITH FULL

POWERS. CONDITION OF TIIF. COUNTRY. CONSTANT

CHANGE OF MINISTERS. INCREASING DEBT. LORD

DALHOUSIE'S RESOLVE AND ULTIMATUM. RESIGNATION

OF GENERAL FRASER.

GENERAL FRASER'S idea had been that the

removal of the Maharajah Chandoo Lai from

power must result in an improvement of the

administration, on the principle perhaps of any change

being a change for the better. Matters indeed could

not well be worse. The difficulty which the late

Minister had found in raising money to meet the cost

of the Contingent, added to the corrupt system of

internal administration led to constant abuses and

oppression. As usual in India, the people bore this in

silence. Not so. however, some of the larger land-

holders. Many of these, harassed on the one hand by

continual demands for money, and seeing the relaxation of

authority and the disregard of their own grievances,

took the law into their own hands and revenged them-

selves for their own losses by depredations, not only

upon their own ryots, but upon their neighbours, who,

184
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weaker than themselves, were subject to the same
exactions. They were encouraged in this by the know-
ledge that, although the Contingent was stationed in

scattered cantonments throughout the country, it would

not be employed against them until an enquiry had taken

place and the Nizam's Government had ban able to

satisfy the Resident of the " reality of the offence."

This stipulation occurred in the Treaty of 1800 (Art. 17),

and was intended as a safeguard against the troops being

used for injustice and oppression. This, of course,

meant delay, and the possibility of escape from punish-

ment. In this way the Contingent intended for the pro-

tection of the Nizam's Government and country, whilst

performing its duty in this respect, became the indirect

means of preventing the people from obtaining redress

from their oppression. In former times they would have

found a natural redress in armed revolt led by their

chiefs. The presence, however, of an armed and disci-

plined force prevented this. and. as it could not be used

against their chiefs without enquiry ani consequent

delay, they were left to the mercy of those who should

have been their immediate protectors, but who, oppressed

themselves, became their oppressors.

•As regards the Nizam, however, there can be no doubt

that he felt a great relief by the removal of Chandoo Lai

;

for more than 40 years this old man had been the practical

ruler of the country, and the Nizam and his father had

been puppets in his hands. The Maharajah's policy

had been to maintain himself in power by deferring in

every respect to the wishes of the Government of India,

a s represented by the Resident. As Minister with plenary

powers, every part of the administration was in his hands.

Except as a last resource he knew that the British

Government would not interfere in internal matters, and
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the Nizam could not. because none of the details of the

executive were in his hands. The consequence was that,

although the Subsidiary Army and the Contingent were

an efficient protection of the Nizam's person and the

country, they were of little or no protection to the people

against oppression. The Nizam dared not remove his

Minister, because he knew that the Resident and the

British Government would support him, and, even when
General Fraser became aware of the misgovernment

that was being perpetrated, and showed himself in favour

of a change, the Nizam scarcely dared consent. Living

alone in his palace, ignorant of all State affairs and trans-

acting no business with the Resident himself, he was
easily persuaded that any change would be distasteful

to the Government of India, wl>o had so consistently

shown themselves to l»c the supporters of his Minister.

When, however, the change did take place and, owing
mainly to the Resident's action, the Minister did send

in his resignation, believing in his heart of hearts that the

Government would not allow it to be accepted, the relief

which the Nizam felt by the removal of a subject to whom
he was in fact a subordinate was so great that he was
averse to appoint another. He certainly nominated

Ministers, but, as he refrained from bestowing upon them
full powers, matters came to a deadlock. It had been the

habitual custom for all subjects of public business to be

settled between the Minister and the Resident, any
settlement being subsequently ratified bv the Nizam, as

a matter of course. Now the Minister could settle

nothing, and, since by etiquette the Resident could not

discuss business with the Nizam, nothing was done.

Such was the condition of affairs at Hyderabad when
Lord Hardingc arrived in Calcutta, in 1S45, and one of the

new Governor-General's first acts was to address to the
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Nizam a letter of grave remonstrance (nth April. 1S45),

not only as regards the an-ears due to the Contingent, hut

also regarding the effects of maladministration on the

country itself. The Xizam was told " that, in the event of

this state of things leading to serious and unhappy conse-

quences. the British Government will not consent to put

down by force of arms, troubles and opposition to your

Highness’s authority, manifestly caused by the oppression

under which the people suffer in consequence of the

maladministration of your Highness’ Dominions." This

warning had a certain amount of effect. Though still

reluctant to invest his Minister with full powers, the

Nizam made a strong effort to remedy the financial evil,

so that in June of the same year the Resident was able

to report that the Nizam had disbursed from his personal

treasury about one crorc and twenty lakhs of rupees

(£1,200,000). It is doubtful however whether the disburse-

ment of this large amount had been done in a judicious

manner, for the Pcshcar Rajah Ram Buksh was still

unable to provide for the payment ol the Contingent

without allowing it to fall more than four months in

arrears (Life of General Fraser, Chapter VI). In the

meantime, the Governor-General "hnd Lord Gough were

engaged in the Sikh war and the conquest of the Punjab,

and for the time their attention was devoted to the

important negotiations which followed the battles of

Moodkee, Ferozeshah and Sobraon. In the following

year (1846), the disturbance anticipated by the Governor-

General in his letter above quoted actually took place

and five of the principal Zemindars enlisted bands of

Rohillas and commenced plundering the surrounding

country. The Nizam applied for the services of the

Contingent to coerce them but the Resident declined to

give the necessary orders until a month’s pay should be
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given in advance to the troops in addition to the four

months of arrears due, and until he himself had investi-

gated into the complaints. The refractory chiefs, except

one, protected by safe conducts, appeared before the Resi-

dent, and, in due course, made a peaceable submission,

whilst the one who had failed to come in was " brought

to obedience without actual bloodshed by the appearance

of a detachment of troops in his neighbourhood” (ibid).

In September of this year (1846) the debt due to the

British Government on account of the Contingent

amounted to thirty-eight lakhs (£380.000), in addition

to the four months' arrears, and called forth another

serious remonstrance from the Government of India,

with the result that in November of that year the Nizam

at last conferred full powers upon the Minister, Suraj-ul-

Mulk, the uncle of the afterwards celebrated Salar Jung.

In his order of appointment the Nizam expressly says

that he did so on the recommendation of the ” undoubted

well-wisher of the Nobles of the Court, Major-General

James Stuart Fraser Bahadur," thus throwing, as it were,

the responsibility for the appointment on the repre-

sentative of the British Government, so that should it

prove a failure he would be able to attribute some part

of his embarrassment to their agency. This responsi-

bility the Government of India was by no means willing

to assume, and although, as General Fraser suggested,

the best plan would have been to openly accept it, and

by a cordial promise of support to crush all faction and

intrigue, this course was not adopted. ” partly by the

settled practice of the Calcutta authorities, partly by

an accident. ” and the result was, as reported by General

Fraser in July, 1847, " most detrimental to the Minister.”

The " accident ” mentioned by General Fraser con-

sisted in what the Government of India deemed a breach
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of official etiquette. In reporting to the Governor-

General his appointment as Minister, Suraj-ul-Mulk

addressed him as " the friend and well-wisher." This

was a repetition of a phrase used forty years before by the

Nawab Mir Allum on his appointment as Minister. There

had been no occasion for a similar report to be made
subsequently, because the Maharajah Chandoo Lai had

never been really appointed as Minister, and, although

he was the virtual Minister and was always treated as

such by the Government and the Resident, officially

he was only the Peshcar or Revenue Minister, At the

time when Mir Allum reported his appointment, the re-

lations between the Hyderabad State and the Government

of India were very different from what they had become

forty years later. At the commencement of the 19th

century the Governor-General was actually a tributary

of the Nizam, because he paid the Nizam tribute for the

provinces he held known as the Northern Circars. He was

therefore a subject of the Nizam, and in all communica-

tions styled himself " niezmund " or petitioner, whilst

the Nizam in reply spoke of himself as " Maba Dowlah

or "Our Royalty." Since then, however, circumstances

had altered. The British Government no longer paid

tribute for the Circars. and had become in fact the

paramount power in India. The Governor-General was

no longer the petitioner of the Nizam, but in reality his

superior, and therefore it was improper that the Nizam’s

Minister should address the Governor-General on terms

of equality. But, although an alteration in the form of

correspondence had been made when Sounder Jah

succeeded in 1828. it had been forgotten to make any

alteration in the form of correspondence between the

Minister and the Governor-General. Hence when Suraj-

ul-Mulk was appointed he merely followed the precedent
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of Mir AHum forty years before. It took the Government

of India eight months to cut this Gordian red-tape knot,

and then they pointed out the reason of the delay in

acknowledging the Minister’s letter reporting his appoint-

ment. No doubt the reasoning of the Governor-General

was perfectly correct. The forty years that had elapsed

had brought about an enormous change in the relations

between the head of the Government of India and the

native princes. He was no longer the " petitioner ” or

suppliant, whoso representative had to take off his shoes

before approaching a native prince, but he was now the

'* Paramount Power," whose expressed wish was accepted

by every prince as an order, and it was therefore mani-

festly improper that a subordinate of the prince should

address the Governor-General as an equal. Still, the

matter was so simple that it could have been easily

arranged by a few words of semi-official correspondence,

without having had to incur the long delay which ensued

More the Government of India recognized the appoint-

ment of the new Minister. In India a delay of this

kind is always dangerous, and tends to weaken the |>osi-

tion amkthe influence of the new nominee. The Nizam

naturally thought that the delay meant a disapproval

of his choice, and as this choice had been made at the

recommendation of the Resident he reasoned to himself

that neither the Resident nor the Minister enjoyed the

full confidence of the Governor-General, consequently

none of the internal reforms which the Resident was

anxious to carry out were accepted by him, and for

more than 18 months matters remained as unsettled as

they had been before the Minister's appointment. The

next step of the Government of India was calculated to

continue this impression. One of the Resident’s schemes

was to appoint a Mr. Dighton as the Commissioner of
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one of the districts which it was intended should serve

as a model for the revenue administration of the re-

mainder of the kingdom. This appointment was ap-

proved of by the Minister and by the Nizam. Mr

Dighton was a gentleman well known, of good birth, of

strict probity, and a favourite with all classes. He en

joyed the confidence of the Residency, the Nobles, the

•Government and of the Nizam. He would therefore

seem to have been a most fitting person for such an

appointment, but strange to say the Government of

India would not sanction this nomination. The very

fact of his being intimate at the Residency was deemed

an objection, as being likely to raise a suspicion in the

Nizam’s mind that we wished to interfere in the internal

administration of this country. The policy of the

Government at this time, which we may safely say has

been continued up to the present day, was to refrain

from any interference whatsoever with the internal

affairs of a native state, unless compelled to do so by a

systematic maladministration calculated to produce an

outbreak of the people. As long as matters did not reach

this point, a policy of "laissez fairc” was adopted in the

dealings with native states, and when at last interference

became necessary it was generally done by the means of

an armed force, and spelt—annexation. This is a point

upon which General Fraser, who seems to have been

actuated with a sincere wish to remedy the evils which

existed in the Hyderabad State, felt very keenly. His

long experience of native princes, and of the change of

conditions, of affairs in India, induced him to form the

opinion that all that was required was to make use of

the moral influence which the British rule had acquired

in order to suggest improvements. In such a case no

armed interference was necessary. A wish would be
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regarded as an order, and a required reform would
at once be carried out. Of course, this policy would

throw a great responsibility upon the shoulders of the

Resident, but it was a responsibility which our experi-

ence of administration in India shows he is always capable

of bearing. Of the moral advantage to the native state

of such a policy there could be no doubt. An improve-

ment of the administration would of necessity take

place without in any way jeopardizing its independence.

On the other hand the " laisscz faire" policy seemed
calculated to pave the way to annexation and annihila-

tion. It almost seems to the student of Indian history

that at times the Government of India fostered this

policy of non-interference in order to bring about the

inevitable result. This seems to have been the im-

pression caused in the mind of General Fraser. The
General had the courage of his opinions and did not hesi-

tate to express them with less reserve than was calculated

to bo acceptable to his superiors. Deeply interested as

he was in the welfare of Hyderabad, he was profoundly

disappointed at the refusal of the Government of India

to support his system of reform. He wrote a private

letter to Sir James Lushington. the Chairman of the

Board of Directors, which is of such importance that it

will be as well to quote it at length. The letter is dated

25th October, 1847. and i< reproduced from the work
from which wc have already so frequently quoted. It

runs as follows: " Improvement in Hyderabad has not

progressed. I lament that such should be the case as

there is no inherent necessity that it should be so. A
little decision on the part of the >uprcme Government
and its assent to what I recommended would have been

sufficient. It is to this >'ubjcct I wish to attract your
attention and to obtain if possible the assent of the Court
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to some policy of their own devising, if not of mine,

which may correct the evils of this Government, in the

shame of which I may perhaps be made to participate,

though 1 do not deserve it. I wish to induce the Court

cither to act with some vigour in this matter, or to acknow-

ledge that they do not care to save the Nizam, and that

he must be considered as bearing the exclusive respon-

sibility of the ruin to which the Hyderabad State is

hastening. The proceedings of the Resident here, to

that extent only which has been sanctioned, cannot be

of any use. A higher tone must be adopted to be of

service. A continuance of its present course by the

supreme Government will involve this country in the

fate of Mysore.
" We are bound under the obligations of treuties to

maintain the independence of this and several other

native states, and until the treaties are infringed by the

princes themselves, or the safety of our own provinces

is in danger, we are bound to uphold them. All that I

wish is that this should be done effectually, and in such

a manner as to be at once consistent with the prosperity

of a native state and with the general advancement of the

Indian Empire in the path of good order and reform.

It is not possible that so large a portion of India should

be in a bad way without the adjacent districts being

injuriously affected. Wc can adhere to our treaties in

perfect good faith, and yet insist at the same time that

the sustained independence of Hyderabad shall not

impede the equally sacred obligations under which wc
are placed not to allow our military protection of the Nizam
to involve, as a necessary consequence, the misery and help-

lessness of his people. We must not allow a barrier to

be raised against the advancement of India in general

in the ill-regulated condition of this particular State.
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In the measures I have continuously proposed, the ul-

terior object has not only been a better administration

for Hyderabad, but beneficial results for our own terri-

tory. Unhappily, in almost all instances, I have been
prohibited not only from active interposition but from
interposition at all. 1 need not enter into particulars.

The evils of the Hyderabad Government and the state

of disorder generally prevailing through the country

must have been sufficiently well known at the Court of

Directors when 1 was sent here by Lord Auckland.
These evils continue as they were to this day. Can it

be the intention of the Court that they should remain so

until some crisis arrives, which may afford a pretext for

placing the Nizam's country under a Commission, with

our train of English judges and collectors? I cannot
believe this to be the intention ol the Court, and, if not,

surely means ought to be adopted which may avert

these consequences. Correction becomes more difficult

by every day we remain inactive. The Government of

India has in general expressed its concurrence in my views

and wishes regarding the Nizam's affairs, but not in

the measures which I have recommended as alone likely

to accomplish those views. If my suggestions had been
objectionable, let others be brought forward. Let me
be favoured with commands, which I promise to execute,

but let not the only commands be—to do nothing.

This deliberate inaction appears to me to be as dishon-

ourable to us as it is injurious to the Nizam."
The interference which General Fraser here advocates

would seem to have been especially justified, because the

British Government was, to a very great degree, responsi-

ble for the financial embarrassments into which the

Hyderabad Government had fallen. For about 25 years

we had so far interfered with Hyderabad as to compel
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the Nizam to maintain, at a cost of 40 lakhs annually,

during a time of profound peace, a force which by treaty

he was only bound to maintain in time of war. The

chances of there being a war which would affect the

safety of the Nizam's dominions had long since passed

away. Whatever danger might accrue to the country

would be from refractory landholders. Any such up-

risings it was the duty of the Subsidiary Force to subdue,

and for this provision had been made in the treaty of

1800. The Contingent therefore was really unnecessary,

but finding a minister subservient enough to their views

the British Government had so far interfered with the

Nizam as to continue the maintenance of this force at the

cost of nearly one-third of the total revenue of the state,

entirely for their own purposes. There can be no doubt

that the financial embarrassments of the Nizam had com-
menced with the necessity of constantly providing the funds

necessary to pay for the Contingent. But, although no
longer required for the purposes of war, no attempt was
made to reduce either the numbers or the cost of the Con-
tingent. The evidence on this point is overwhelming

;

from the Governor-General downwards, the Resident, and
the members of the Courts of Directors who were best

conversant in Hyderabad affairs, arc all unanimous on
this subject. General Fraser may perhaps be deemed a
prejudiced person in this respect, but in the year 1848
he went away on six months’ furlough and during his

absence Colonel (afterwards General Sir John) Lowe,
acted for him. We will quote from the letter which he
wrote and left on record for the General’s information on
his return : “My opinion entirely coincides with your
own respecting the cruelty, as 1 may well call it, that we
have been guilty of towards the Nizam’s Government,
in keeping up for so many years the continued drain upon
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the revenues of his country of no less than forty lakhs of

rupees per annum for the pay of the Contingent— in other
words for purposes of our own. not of the Nizam's. Ever
since 18x9 there has been profound peace in the Deccan,
and therefore, as it is only during " war between the

contracting parties and any other power " that we can
claim to be joined by 6.000 infantry and 9,000 horse of
His Highness' troop*, we have had no right by treaty to
demand a single rupee for the Contingent during the whole
of that period, upwards of 28 years. In the course of

that time, however, we have actually drawn from the
Nizam's treasury the enormous sum of 11 crores

and 20 lakhs of rupees, of which a large portion has
gone out of the Nizam’s territory for ever through the re-

mittances of the officers and sepoys, two-thirds of whom
are from Oudh, Knhilkund and other parts of India, who
annually take away their savings in hard cash to their

distant homes, so that thi* huge drain not only exhausts
the Nizam's treasury, but tends to impoverish his people
by diminishing the amount of specie in his dominions.
"

. . . I remember to have pointed out to Mr.

Colvin, in 1838. that, since the year 1819. a Contingent of

half the strength, costing 20 lakhs of ru|>ces a year, could

do precisely the same service for the Nizam's Government
as the present force docs, which costs forty lakhs."

This is what General Sir James Law-Lush ington said on
24th April, 1848 :

" The great difficulty is the state of the

finances in Hyderabad, and something must be done to

afford relief or the severe pressure must end in ultimate

ruin. I have for some time been of the opinion that we
have ourselves been the cause in a great measure of this

difficulty, and have made exactions of the Nizam which
we were not entitled to do bv any treaty." He then

• • •

alludes to the cost of the Contingent, which really the
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Nizam was only bound to furnish in time of war, entailing

a charge upon the Nizam’s Government of forty-two

lakhs of rupees every year
;
and goes on to say, “ This

demand swallows up nearly one-third of the country’s

revenues, and the consequence has been that the Nizam
is now in debt to the British Government for sums

advanced for the payment of the Contingent Force.

Considering all these circumstances, I certainly am of

opinion that the disbandment of the Contingent is a

measure the propriety of which is worthy of the most

serious consideration ; for it cannot be denied that

neither a continued maintenance nor the original

organization is provided for by any existing treaty.”

One more quotation from Lord Dalhousie himself. It

is taken from a letter to General Fraser, dated 17th

October, 1848. In it he says: " While I am not one of

those who regard the Contingent Force as an oppression

and an injustice, I yet think that we do not stand free of

blame in respect to the footing on which we have main-

tained it. And. uheruver the Nizam shall manifest a

sincere wish to enter into an amendment of his administra-

tion, I shall be ready on the part of the Government of

India to meet his endeavours to reduce the expenditure

of his kingdom by entering on the consideration of the

means of diminishing the extravagant costliness of this

force and its appendages."

One example of the costliness of the force may be

gathered from the fact that there were no less than five

Brigadiers, each with a costly staff, and the force itself

was scattered amongst six different cantonments, in each

of which was the usual establishment of cantonment

magistrate, police, etc.

It would therefore seem that General Fraser was

actuated bya sincere sense of justice whenhe argued that.
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having once interfered, with the result of increasing the

Nizam’s embarrassments, we should now interfere with

friendly help to improve the administration, so as to

relieve him from those embarrassments. But neither

Lord EUenborough, Lord Hardinge, nor Lord Dalhousie

seem to have understood the kind of interference which

General Fraser advocated. What he wanted was. by a

strong support of the Minister, aided by the Resident’s

advice, to introduce reforms in spite of the Nizam and of

the various intriguers by whom he was surrounded. In

the same way as the constant support which we had

given to Chandoo Lai. in opposition to the wishes of two

consecutive Nizams, had been the means of causing that

Minister to play into our hands and offer no opposition

to the maintenance of the costly Contingent, so a similar

support given to Suraj-ul-Mulk. who was honestly anxious,

in co-operation with the Resident, to carry out these

reforms, would most certainly have enabled him to do

so. But here the Resident was at once met with the an-

swer that " the Nizam is an independent Sovereign and

we cannot interfere with the internal arrangement of

his dominions." It is significant that this argument

never occurred to the Government of India when they

brought pressure to bear upon Chandoo Lai to reform

the troops which ultimately became the Contingent. A
reform of a military body devoted entirely to our own
interests was apparently not inconsistent with treaty

rights, but a reform of the internal administration by

which the Nizam alone would have benefited was so

considered. Whenever General Fraser spoke of interfer-

ence the answer was " we cannot now spare any troops."

But troops were not what General Fraser wanted, lie did

not w’ant an interference by armed force, but the per-

mission to use a moral force, to which the Nizam would
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undoubtedly yield when once convinced that it was the

wish of the Government of India.

Again, it will be noticed that Lord Dalhousie, whilst

admitting the extravagant cost of the Contingent, does not

make any attempt at reduction of that cost conditional

on the Nizam manifesting a sincere wish to enter into

an amenefment of his own administration. Now one of

the first steps towards such an amendment would have

been the disbandment, and reduction in the expenditure,

of the large army of mercenary troops which the Nizam
still maintained, and which consumed nearly 75 lakhs of

rupees annually out of the revenue of the country. It

can well be imagined that if, with all the pressure the

Resident was constantly bringing to bear upon him,

the Nizam allowed the Contingent troops to fall into

arrears, it was still more likely that he allowed his own
troops to fall into still greater arrears. This was in fact

the case, and. since it was impossible for him. without

credit, to find the money to pay off these arrears, it was
impossible for him to attempt a reduction in the expen-

diture without causing a mutiny. Of this fact a sig-

nificant illustration occurred at the period of which we
are writing.

Early in 1847, Suraj-ul-Mulk, in pursuance of his

promises to the Resident to reduce expenditure, as a

first step towards this object, nude arrangements to

disband about six thousand of the half -disciplined troops

maintained in Hyderabad. On the first of May the

Minister informed the Resident that these men refused

to take their pay or to give up their arms, and that they

had been joined by the whole of the rest of the line, who
had placed their commandants under arrest, and in-

sisted on being equally paid up their arrears of pay,

when, they said, they would all take their discharge if
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required. On the third of May. the mutiny being still

unabated, and the Minister's own life having been

threatened, he applied for military assistance. The
Resident at once ordered a force consisting of four,

companies of H.M. 84th Foot, two regiments of Madras

Native Infantry and a detachment of Madras Artillery,

with four nine-pounder guns, first to a spot called the

foundry, about a mile and a half from the city walls,

and then, when the " Line-wallahs ” still refused to

release their commandants, the General took possession

of the very gate of the city. Two days were occupied

in inconclusive negotiations and the troops were about

to march upon the mutinous troops, when they tendered

their .submission and returned to obedience on the

seventh of May; the reduction'* were then carried out

and the British force withdrawn.

The Government of India were at first doubtful of

the expediency of this very decisive action on the part

of the Resident, but eventually gave a half-hearted

approval. The whole incident, however, was so dan-

gerous an experiment that the Minister scarcely dared

to make another one in the same direction. No further

reductions were therefore carried out, and the Minister’s

attempts to reduce the military expenditure appear to

have begun and ended with this one incident. To the

Nizam's mind, however, this occurrence together with

the refusal of the Government of India to sanction the

appointment of Mr. Dighton. before alluded to, seemed

a proof that not only his Minister but also the Resident

no longer enjoyed the support of the Government of

India, and he was therefore obliged to remove the

Minister, who had been appointed on the Resident’s

recommendation. This was done in the following year,

and Rajah Ram Buksh was appointed in his place.
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This appointment, however, was only temporary and was

followed by that of a nobleman named Umjad-ul-Mulk,

who, in his turn, remained for only one month, when

the Nawab Shums-ul-Umra was appointed Minister.

The appointment of this nobleman who was of the very

highest rank, and who had been married to the sister of

the late Nizam, was opposed to the tradition of the

country. He was the head of the Paigah force, and as

such was supposed to keep aloof from politics and to be

exclusively in the Nizam’s service. He was a nobleman

of undoubted honour and universal esteem, but was

thoroughly conservative in his opinions and disinclined

towards reform. Matters, therefore, lapsed into their

old groove, and financially the condition of the country

went from bad to worse.

A curious incident occurred at this time which must be

noticed : the Portugese Archbishop of C.oa was the

Patriarch of India, and claimed ecclesiastical jurisdiction

over the entire continent. He was appointed bv the

King of Portugal, and the result was that his jurisdic-

tion clashed with that of a great number of Roman
Catholic missionaries appointed by the Pope and of the

priests who were military chaplains to the British

troops. These disputes sometimes took the form of a

dispute regarding the possession of a church or chapel.

In 1848 a dispute of this kind arose in Secunderabad,

the British military cantonment of Hyderabad. A col-

lision took place between the Goanese and the European

priests, with whom the coloured Catholics and the Irish

soldiers respectively took sides. A riot took place in

which no very serious damage was done beyond the

wrecking of the chapel in dispute. Some soldiers of

the Queen’s Regiment and of the Company’s artillery

had taken part in the riot, and one or two Irish priests
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were accused of having incited them to violence by

words spoken at the altar ; while the Vicar Apostolic,

Bishop Murphy, was blamed for not having either pre-

viously forbidden or subsequently blamed the violent

acts and words of his curates and his flock. A long

enquiry was conducted by the Government of Madras

under whose jurisdiction the Secunderabad troops were

placed. The result was that the Madras Government

called upon General Fraser to expel the bishop and the

priests from the Nizam’s dominions
;

this the Resident

refused to do without referring the matter to the Govern-

ment of India. There would appear to be no object to

be gained in giving the details of the correspondence

which followed ; suffice it to say that a compromise was

arrived at. the bishop was not expelled from the diocese,

but was forbidden to enter Secunderabad where were

situated his cathedral church, the principal schools,

and the charitable institutions under his charge. For

two years he could obtain no release from this anomalous

state of affairs, but eventually sought redress in Lon-

don, and then, by instructions from the Court of Directors,

the prohibition was removed and lie was allowed to

return and resume the full exercise of his episcopal

functions.

During the year 1849 no improvement took place in

Hyderabad affairs. The debt still went on increasing,

and now amounted to 64 lakhs of rupees. It is true

that the interest which was formerly charged at the rate

of 12 per cent, had been reduced to 6 per cent., but this

item alone materially helped to increase the debt. Another

warning was received from Lord Dalhousie in which

it is stated that if early steps were not taken to clear

off this debt " the Governor-General will feel himself

under the necessity of taking such measures as shall be
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effectual both for ensuring those objects for which

the faith of this Government is virtually pledged and for

maintaining the security of its own interest.” In a letter

to General Fraser at the same time Lord Dalhousie

emphatically repudiates the Resident’s policy of friendly

interference, to save the state from the ruin to which

it was progressing. In a letter dated June 6th, 1849,

he says :
" I will rigidly act up to the requirements of the

treaty with the Nizam. I will give him aid and advice.

I will effectually take care that if he chooses to ruin

himself in spite of aid and advice he shall not disturb

the peace of British territory, or either injure or play

with British interests, but I will not contravene the

treaty on the pretence of protecting the Nizam, and I

disavow the doctrine of our having any moral or political

obligation to take the government of his country into

our own hands merely because he mismanages his own

affairs
;

and I recognize no minion entrusted to us to

regenerate independent Indian States merely because they

are misgoverned ; when we are invited, or our own interests

affected I will act decidedly enough."

During this year a body of the Contingent was called

upon to suppress a rising of some Rohillas in the Berar

Province, a very smart and gallant affair took place

on May 6th near the village of Gowrie in which Brigadier

Hampton was severely wounded, besides three English

and four native officers. There was a brilliant cavalry

charge, in which the Rohillas were cut up and dispersed.

The remainder of the year was occupied in a repetition

of the same old story. Delays in the matter of payment

by the Nizam’s Government and remonstrances and

warnings from the Government of India. During this time

we notice an increased acerbity in the tone of Lord

Dalhousie’s letters to the Resident, and an increased
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peremptoriness in his remarks about the Nizam and his

State.

Although wc have dwelt upon the Nizam's financial

embarrassments, they were not really so great as may-

be imagined. The total amount of liis indebtedness

was not more than three years’ revenue, and if he had
only possessed credit lie could easily have raised a loan

sufficient to pay off all his debts. But loans in India,

especially at this time, could only be made at high

interest. He was debarred from attempting to raise

a loan from Kuropean capitalists and the Government

of India could not. or would not as-i't him. The Nizam
therefore was reduced to a continual state of borrowing,

and was compelled from time to time to raise money
at high interest in one place to pay off the debts he in-

curred in another. Of course this meant that the in-

terest' of the country were neglected, the revenues

decreased, and the liabilities swollen by interest and
discount went on increa'ing. The minister, Shums-ul-

Umra, found it iin|>ossible to carry on the government

and in July, 1849. resigned hi' post. All that he had been

able to do was to keep up the current payment of the

Contingent, but the old debt had continued to increase.

Rajah Ram Buksh was then appointed, not as a

Minister with full powers, but simply as Peshkar
;

this

induced Lord Dalhousie to send another solemn warning

in which the Resident was directed to require " that the

whole amount should be discharged by the 31st of

December, 1850. If on the arrival of that period the

Governor-General's expectations were disappointed, his

Lordship would feel it his duty to take such decided steps

as the interests of the British Government demanded.”
Those decided stcj>s it was well understood would be

the exaction of territorial security for the payment of prin-
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cipal and interest ; and, as the Governor-General must

have been convinced that the Nizam would be unable

to comply with this demand, a correspondence was

at once commenced with the Resident regarding the

most suitable districts to be handed over.



CHAPTER XV

The period which this chapter tmbraco. namely, 1831 and 185*. b occupied

by a considerable amount ai crmtrovrrBal Batter 1 haw endeavoured as much as

possible to refrain from entering into the details of this controversy, and have

sought to toofine myself almost entirely to the actual facts which occurred.

The arguments advanced by General Fraser regarding the policy to be adopted

towards the Niram not having been accepted by the Coveroar-General, no

object could be gained by entering into then here They are all contained in

Captain Hastings Fraser's booh on the life of his father. General Fraser. To
that booh 1 am already largely indebted lot the quetaboos 1 have made in the

two proceeding chapters, and. should anyone wish to study Uu» subject in further

detail. I would recommend this booh lot the purpose.

first months

of 1851 passed

without any iin-

provement in

the financial

condition of

Hyderabad.
Nothing was done to-

wards the repayment

of the old debt. The

period fixed for its

payment having
passed, the Resident

was busy in preparing instructions

to the officers who were to be placed

in cliarge of the districts to be held

as security. These officerswere Colonel Meadows

Taylor, who for some years had, with the permission of

the Nizam, been managing the small tributary state of

206
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Shorapur under the Resident's orders, Mr. Bullock and

Mr. Dighton. As the assignment was only to be a tem-

porary one and the districts were still to remain under

the Nizam's suzerainty, they were instructed to make
no radical changes. The Resident sent to the Governor-

General the draft of a letter which he suggested should

be sent to the Nizam by the Governor-General. This

letter was in consistence with his policy of friendly inter-

ference and management which by no means conformed

to the plan Lord Dalhousie was inclined to adopt ; ac-

cordingly, some time elapsed before an answer was

received. In, the meantime, events occurred which

brought matters to a crisis. During the march of a

detachment of British troops through H.H. the Nizam’s

Dominions a fracas occurred between them and some of

the Nizam’s irregular troops. This incident gave the

Governor-General an opportunity which he did not allow

to escape. As long as the differences between the Govern-

ment of India and the Nizam referred tQ matters of

finance Lord Dalhousie was inclined to show a certain

amount of consideration to an old and faithful ally.

But what he considered to be an affront to the head

of the Empire, in the person of a detachment of British

troops, could not be met with the same equanimity and

forbearance. The letter dealt with two subjects, the

disputes which had arisen between the Sepoys and some

Arab soldiers, and the failure of the Nizam to fulfil his

promises regarding the repayment of the debt. The

Nizam was told that the former incident rendered him

liable to the " indignation of the Government of India,

whose power can crush you at its will." These are the

words of the English letter, but in the Persian translation

they were rendered " whose power can make you as the

dust under foot, and leave you neither a name nor a
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trace.” The letter then went on to call upon the Nizam
to make over to the British Government a certain portion

of his territory as repayment of the debt due to the

British Government on the account of the debt due
for the Contingent. He was told that no remonstrances
or solicitations would be admitted, and that the Governor-

General’s determination was fixed irrevocably. (Blur

Book. " Nizam s Debt page 43.) It was also pointed out
that a Minister should be appointed who would be a
fit agent for transacting the important affairs between
the Government of India and the Court of Hyderabad.
The effect of this letter was like, that of a bolt from the
blue. Nocommunication from the Governor-General to the
Nizam had ever approaclied to this in severity of tone.

Hitherto the Resident complained that the Government
of India had not been decisive in the tenor of its des-

patches. and he was always recommending a policy of

friendly interference, which if firmly insisted upon he was
sure the Nizam would have agreed to. No doubt he
would have done so, but Lord Dalhousie's policy was
that an interference of any kind would be a violation

of existing treaties, that nothing could be done unless

the Government in pursuance of its own interest was
compelled to interfere, and that then the steps to be
taken should be of a drastic nature. In one way he was
certainly right. The letter had the desired effect. The
Nizam saw that in order to avoid a serious catastrophe
he must awake from his lethargy and take a decided step.

Suraj-ul-Mulk was at onccappointed as Minister, and when,
on the first of the month following (July 1st, 1851) the

Resident waited on the Nizam to inform him of the
districts which would be taken over, he was told that the
Minister ' would pay the whole debt and also make
arrangements for the regular pay of the Contingent.
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This lime the Nizam kept his promise, at all events in

part. On the 15th of August the Nizam's Government

completed the payment of the first instalment, more than

half, of the debt due to the British Government, namely,

Rs. 3.408,485.11.4. leaving the balance of Rs. 3,297,702.9.2

to be paid on or before the first of October, 1851. (ibid.

page 67.) How the Nizam managed to pay this instal-

ment is not exactly known. Some of it was taken from his

private treasure and the balance by pledging some of his

jewels to the native bankers. At all events the Nizam
had shown himself in earnest, and for the present Lord

Dalhousie was content to be satisfied, and matters were

allowed to go on. Before long, however, affairs fell

into their old groove. The current pay of the Contingent

was only irregularly di>bur»cd, and the balance of the

debt, instead of being decreased, again began to rise.

It was under these conditions that the year 1851 came to

a close. The Minister doubtless was in earnest in his

endeavours to carry out reforms. In internal matters,

acting under the Resident’s advice, much was done, but

as regards finance he was powerless. There was no money
in the country and in the words of the old proverb it

was impossible to press blood out of a stone.

The early months of 1832 continued under the same
conditions, but an attempt was made by the Hyderabad

Government to put in a counterclaim against the British

Government as the set-off to the debt due to them.

This counterclaim arose as follows. During the forty

years which had elapsed since the Contingent Forces

had been stationed in separate cantonments, wc had

neglected to pay over to the Nizam’s Government certain

excise duties on liquor, which during that time had been

wrongly credited to cantonment funds. These duties

amounted to about a lakh of rupees a year, and would,

o
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therefore, reach the aggregate sum of about forty lakhs
of rupees, which should have, but had not been credited

to the Nizam. That this demand was justified is shown
by the fact that it was subsequently admitted, and since

1853 these excise duties have been regularly paid to

the Nizam’s Government. But even General Fraser,

inclined as he was to help the Nizam, was not able to

admit the validity of this claim under the existing cir-

cumstances. The claim was one that was open to argu-

ment, whereas the debt was an acknowledged fact.

He could not, therefore, admit a claim open to dispute

as a set-off to an acknowledged debt. The latter must
be paid according to the terms of the agreement, whereas
the former might be left open to future consideration.

As already mentioned, the claim was subsequently ad-

mitted, .and has since been regularly paid, but the

arrears which had accrued during forty years, and which
apparently had never been claimed by the Hyderabad
Government during that time have never been paid up
to the present day.

The months in 1852 passed on. and not only was no
further instalment of principal debt received, but also

the current cost of the Contingent again began to fall in

arrears, so that it became apparent to the Governor-
General that the Nizam would be unable to fulfil his

promise. Accordingly, a letter was despatched to the

Resident in which the matter of assignment of territory

was again dwelt upon. This letter was remarkable for

an entire change in 1-ord Dalhousie’s views regarding the

status of the Contingent. Hitherto he had always main-
tained, not only that there was no injustice in the main-
tenance of the Contingent, but that its constitution was
actually based on the treaty of 1800. because under that

treaty the Nizam had agreed to furnish 15,000 men in
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time of war. In fact, in his letter of the previous year

to the Nizam, the Governor-General had pointed out in

so many words that the Nizam was bound under treaty

to maintain the Contingent. In this letter, however,

Lord Dalhousie expresses an entirely different opinion.

He says :
“ If the Nizam should turn round upon us

and deny the obligation existing by treaty. I am bound

as a public man to say that I could not honestly argue

that there was any other warrant than that of practice

for upholding the Contingent ; I could argue, and have

argued, that His Highnesses conduct has hitherto given

that construction to the treaty and that till it is rejected

and resisted there is an obligation upon him to support

properly the force which, under that construction, he

has allowed us to organize : but. if he were to take his

stand upon the treaty. I could not argue that either the

letter or the spirit of it bound the Nizam to maintain

9,000 troops of a peculiar and costly nature in peace

because it bound him to give 15.000 of his troops on the

occurrence of war." He then goes on to point out that

either the Contingent is to be maintained in future, in

which case it becomes absolutely necessary that an assign-

ment of districts should be made so as to pay off the debt

and also to provide for the regular payment of the force,

or else it must be disbanded. But, even in this case, it

would take some years before so large a force could be

gradually disbanded, and therefore it would still be

necessary for the Nizam to make an assignment of terri-

tory in order to provide, not only for the pay of the

troops in the meanwhile, but also for the repayment

of the debt ;
therefore whether the Contingent was

retained or abolished, it became necessary for the Nizam
to assign territory. The Resident was accordingly in-

structed to take the necessary steps. General Fraser’s
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answer was very respectfully worded, but it was evident

from the whole tone of his reply that although he obeyed
he did not approve of his instructions. Lord Dalhousie

had already stated in one of his letters that meekness
was not one of liis qualities and it is therefore probable

that the attitude of the Resident was highly distasteful

to him. An opportunity soon occurred for expressing

his displeasure. For some time there had been a very
disagreeable controversy between seme of the senior

officers of the Contingent which led to a court martial

being held at Bolarum. its head quarters. General Fraser,

by virtue of his portion as representing the Nizain,

confirmed the proceedings of the court martial, and
endorsed its remarks as regards one of the officers con-
cerned. The Government of India in reviewing these

proceeding^, whilst agreeing with them, remarked that

the Resident had appeared to have been actuated by
the same party spirit which he blamed in others. It

docs not seem that this remark was justified, but at the

same time it could not be received by an officer in the
Resident's position except as a severe reprimand.

At the same time another incident occurred which

tended to bring about the catastrophe which had for

so long a time been hanging over the Nizam's head.

In order to pay off the whole of the debt still remaining

due to the British Government, the Nizam had resolved

to pawn his jewels up to the value of about half a million

sterling. It was contemplated to form a State Bank in

Hyderabad, which was to be financed by the leading

sowcars, and the managing director of which was to be
Mr. Dighton, of whom we have so often spoken. To
this bank the Nizam agreed to hand over his jewels,

and received in return an advance of forty lakhs of

rupees. Contrary to all expectation, not only was the
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bank successfully founded, but the whole of this trans-

action was faithfully carried out : the jewels were handed
over and the money was sent to the Nizam. Before,

however, he had time to pay it over to the Resident

the Governor-General interfered. He refused to sanction

the formation of the bank on the ground that, as one

of the directors was a European, it would be contrary

to the Act of George III, which prohibited all financial

transactions between Europeans and native princes.

This order, which was entirely unexpected, created a

panic in Hyderabad. The Nizam, who had parted with

his jewels, naturally held on to the money he had re-

ceived, whilst the sowcars who had handed over the

money to the Nizam in the expectation of being able to

recoup themselves from the State Bank saw no way of

getting their money back and wanted at all events to

get the jewels as some sort of security. Mr.* Dighton
was thus placed in a very awkward position. He was
responsible to the Nizam on the one hand for the safety

of the jewels, and on the other hand he was equally

responsible to the sowcars for the repayment of the

money they had advanced. He managed to extricate

himself from this dilemma in a very remarkable and
thoroughly Oriental manner. The jewels were all kept

in a safe in which were stowed different trays. The
safe was locked with three different keys, each of wliich

was kept by one of the persons interested. A meeting
was called in order to form an inventory of the jewels

to see that all was correct. The safe was opened and
each tray was brought before the Committee, the jewels

were counted and the tray was then carried back. But
before they were replaced in the safe the contents of each

tray were poured into a pair of jack-boots, the trays

were placed empty in the safe, covered with their respec-
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tive cloths and the safe was formally locked by the

different members of the Committee, whilst the jewels were

carried up to Mr. Dighton’s room. That same evening

Mr. Dighton started in a palanquin of one of his attend-

ants with a box marked medical comforts. In this way
carrying jewels with him to the value of half a million

sterling he managed to get out of the Nizam’s dominions
;

he reached Madras, got on board ship, and safely took the

jewels to Europe, where they were deposited with a bank-

ing firm in Holland. This firm advanced the money

necessary to pay off the sowcars. and eventually Salar

Jung redeemed the jewels, had them brought back to

Hyderabad and handed over to the Nizam. In this

way no one eventually incurred any loss and the honour-

able conduct of Mr. Dighton and of Salar Jung not

only redounded to their renown, but was a -foundation

of the credit which the new Minister enjoyed for the

next thirty years. In order to finish the narration of

this episode we have been obliged to somewhat anticipate

events, for the transaction was not terminated until

about a year later. It is therefore now necessary to

revert to Hyderabad.

These two incidents following so close after each

other convinced General Eraser that he no longer enjoyed

the Governor-General’s confidence, and as at this time

he received the news of his elder brother’s death he re-

solved to leave India for good. Accordingly he sent in his

resignation, which was at once accepted ; he went home

and never returned.

Colonel Lowe was appointed to succeed General

Fraser, and came to Hyderabad with the draft of a treaty

in his pocket, with which we must now deal.





CHAPTER XVI

THE BERAR TRUST

T has been shown

in the previous

chapter how mat-
ters m Hyderabad

gradually went

from bad to

worse, and how
involved and
entangled the

finances of the

State had be-

come.

The result of

Lord Dalhousie’s warning in 1850 was that a couple of

years later negotiations commenced, which resulted in

the assignment to the British of certain districts in the

Nizam's dominions.

The assignment of these districts led to much contro-

versy which continued for many years, and which

caused much ink to flow. In order to be able to judge

impartially of the pros and cons of the question and fully

to understand the situation it will be necessary to look
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back some years, to see what led up to the discussion

and also somewhat to anticipate events by glancing

forward, to see how this discussion was partly settled,

some fifty years later. This will give a dearer view of

the matter than could be obtained by merely confining

the narration to the period in hand, and constantly

harking back to this argument, which for the next 75
years played so large a rdle in the political foreground

of Hyderabad.

It is now necessary to examine how the Berar Trust

was created, and how it was administered, and for this

purpose it will be necessary to sum up the situation.

It will be remembered that after the fall of Seringa-

patam in 1799. and the partition of Mysore, the British

Government agreed to maintain a standing army of not

less than 8.000 sepoys and 1.000 cavalry in Hyderabad,

in order to protect the Nizam from his dangerous enemies.

At that time he was surrounded by foes of the most

ambitious and aggressive character. ThePeishwaat Poona.

Scindia, Holkar and the Bhonsla Raja at Nagpur were

continually trying to filch from the Nizam some portion

of his territory, and it seemed very probable that, between

them all, the Nizam’s dominions, unless protected by a

strong army, would eventually be absorbed by one or

more of these Mahratta princes. According to the treaty

previously mentioned, drawn up in 1800. the Nizam made

over the greater part of the territory which had fallen to

his share in the partition of Mysore to the British, who,

in their turn agreed to keep up. at their own cost, a force

of not less than 9.000 men, thoroughly equipped and in

every way efficient to defend the Nizam's dominions.

This was the origin of the so-called Subsidiary Force.

This force was available only to fight against a foreign

foe, a special clause had been expressly inserted in
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the treaty that it should not be for sillidari, or police

purposes, or for helping in the collection of revenue.

But in the early part of this century the Nizam’s do-

minions were full of turbulent and refractory zemindars,

who, whenever they were strong enough, refused to

send their tribute, and commenced disorders among
themselves. Hence it was soon' found necessary to

organize a small but efficient body of troops for the

purpose of quelling these internal disturbances. Such

a body was formed in the year 1805, but, when two or

three years afterwards it was sent into the field against

some refractory noblemen in the Berar Province, it

behaved in so mutinous a manner that it was evident

that to be of any use it must be re-organized. In 1812

the Resident, Mr. Russell (afterwards Sir Henry Russell)

undertook this re-organization, as has been shown in

a previous chapter. Several regiments were formed

and were officered by Europeans. From year to

year the force grew in size and efficiency, and was known
as the Russell Brigade. About the years 1817-1819

it numbered between seven and eight thousand,

and took a very active and honourable share in the

Pindari War. It was described by the General as one

of the most gallant and efficient brigades of his army.

By this time the cost of the little army had risen to over

thirty lakhs of rupees per annum. The Nizam paid the

troops, but, as we have seen, they were practically under

the orders of the Resident , in whosehands lay all the patron-

age. The actual financing was carried out by the great

banking firm of William Palmer & Company, to which

were made large assignments of districts in the vicinity

of ^ Aurungabad, where the head-quarters of the force

was situated. In this way the troops were regularly

paid, though at a very heavy cost to the Nizam, since
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Palmers’ rale of interest was very high, being as much
as 23 and 24 per cent, per annum. In 1820, Mr. Russel]

was succeeded by Sir Charles (afterwards Lord) Metcalfe,

whq, a short time after assuming office, took up a very

hostile attitude towards the banking firm, as likely to

become too dangerous a political power in the State.

The result was that the pecuniary connection between

the firm and the Hyderabad Government was taken

over together with other liabilities by the British Govern-

ment. Altogether the debt thus taken over by the Brit-

ish amounted to one crorc and sixty lakhs (160 lakhs),

in settlement of which the tribute of the Northern

Circars, for which the British Government paid the

Nizam seven lakhs, was abolished in perpetuity. Two
years after this the lirinof Palmer & Co. went bankrupt.

The payment of the Nizam’s Contingent devolved,

therefore, upon the Nizam's Minister, who, for twenty

years from that date was Rajah Chandoo Lai. It was
this Minister’s policy to do everything in accordance

with the wishes of the British authorities. The Resident

was allowed a free hand with the Contingent, and he

effected such changes and reforms as he pleased.

Everything was conducted on a costly scale. There were

no less than five Brigadiers, each with a full staff,

and the officers received special and handsome allow-

ances. Chandoo Lai, as has been shown, though a man
of great ability, was reckless and extravagant. On the

one hand he had to supply the Nizam with the necessary

funds, and. on the other, he had to meet the constant

drain of over three lakhs of rupees a month for the

Contingent. In order to meet these liabilities he had re-

course to loans. Large sums were raised from the

sowcars at a high rate of interest, and assignments

of districts were made to them in return. As a natural
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result the revenue fell off, and from year to year the

Minister found it more difficult to raise the money to pay

the Contingent. At length the cost of the Contingent

crept up to forty lakhs of rupees, and gradually the pay

began to fall in arrears. These arrears kept on growing

until at last, in 1840, the British Government claimed

fifty lakhs of rupees. For the next thirteen years there

ensued a period of undignified squabbling.

In glancing back we find that in 1843 Chundoo I-al

was removed as Minister, in which removal the Resident,

General Fraser, was instrumental. A rapid succession of

Ministers followed, and sometimes, for many months, there

was no Minister at all. On the one hand, demands for

money were made, and,on the other, excuses coupled with

promises. Every now and then a sum would be paid on

account, and then matters went on as before. During this

time no attempt was made to reduce either the number of

the Contingent or its expense. That the cost was far too

heavy seems to have been admitted by all : but it was the

Nizam’s force, and he, knowing that it was efficient, never

expressed a wish for its disbandment. We have seen

how the debt due to the British Government gradually

increased, and in 1849 amounted to 64 lakhs of rupees.

Lord Dalhousie, the Governor-General, sent orders to

General Fraser, the Resident at Hyderabad, to insist upon

a settlement. A scheme was drawn up with the Nizam’s

Government, under which certain districts in the Berars

were to be assigned to the British for a number of years

until the debt was paid off The payment of the Contingent

was still to continue as before. At the last moment, how-

ever, the Nizam made an effort. He almost exhausted his

own treasury and succeeded in paying off more than half

the debt due to the British in a lump sum. But. this one

payment having been made, matters went from bad to
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worse. The arrears increased and at length Lord Dal-

housie sent a warning to the Nizam that, if by the end of

1852 the matter was not properly settled, he would have

to make arrangements for obtaining a material guarantee,

not only for the debt, but also for the future regular pay-

ment of the force. Still there was no suggestion of reduc-

tion of expenses.

General Fraser was now no longer in Hyderabad, and

Colonel Low was sent down from Calcutta with a new

treaty to which he was to obtain the Nizam's signature.

Colonel Low arrived early in 1853. and then followed the

negotiations for the treaty, to which reference has been

made in the previous chapters.

The first demand was that the Nizam should assign

in perpetuity the Berar provinces and the Raichour Doab
districts, in consideration of which the debt would be

cancelled and the Contingent maintained by the British.

This, however, the Nizam utterly refused to do. He was

willing to cede the territory temporarily, but not in

perpetuity, and it was only with great difficulty that he

consented to agree to any cession at all. Negotiations

went on, but success seemed as far off as ever.

The Nizam, as predicted by General Fraser, endeavoured

to put off what he regarded as a calamity by passive

resistance and protracted negotiations. When Colonel

Low mentioned the matter of ceding the districts named
in perpetuity, His Highness showed a great repugnance

to making any such treaty, and replied. "God forbid

that 1 should suffer such disgrace."

Lord Dalhousie had already intimated to His Highness

that military force would be used if " His Highness the

Nizam should reject the settlement that had been pro-

posed for his benefit
;
and, if evil should consequently be-

fall his State, the Government of India must stand
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acquitted of all blame towards him.” On May 14th,

1853, Captain Cuthbcrt Davidson, then First Assistant

Resident, wrote to the Minister Suraj-ul-Mulk, saying

" that the Resident wished for the Minister’s attendance

in order to inform him that his negotiations with the

Nizam were at an end, and he applied to the Govern-

ment to move troops by to-day’s post.” Further on,

in the same letter. Captain Davidson, added, that he had

heard from his nephew in Poona ” that the European

regiment there had been ordered to hold itself in readi-

ness to march on Hyderabad.” This had the desired

effect. On the same day the Minister notified to the

Resident that the Nizam consented to sign the treaty,

and this in reality was done two or three days later.

This treaty of 1853 contained a clause that any surplus

over expenditure on administration should be handed to

the Nizam and that the British Government was bound

to furnish accounts. The objects of the expenditure

were
: (1) the maintenance of the Contingent at a

numerical strength of 7,000 men ; (2) the liquidation

of the debt amounting to 48 lakhs of Halli Sikka rupees ;

(3) the payment of the cost of administration.

The treaty contained no stipulation regarding what the

cost of administration should be, but, as will be shown from

Captain Davidson’s own words, there was a distinct under-

standing that the cost should not exceed 200.000 rupees.

This statement from one of the principal officers concerned

is conclusive as to the understanding between the high

contracting parties, and, although the treaty itself con-

tained no such provision, yet in equity this understanding

must be taken to form one of the conditions of the

trust. Now it will be interesting to watch the way in

which these conditions were fulfilled.

From the first year in which the treaty came into
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operation the cost of the Contingent was reduced.

Whereas in 1853 it is shown as having cost 40 lakhs,

two years afterwards it cost only 24. This is a very re-

markable reduction, As long as the Nizam was responsible

for the payment no steps were taken to reduce the

expenditure, but as soon as the Government of India

took over the management, and were obliged to make

the assigned districts pay. so as to meet the different

liabilities, the cost was reduced to a reasonable figure.

Nor could this have been done at the cost of efficiency,

because, when two years afterwards, in 1857, the Con-

tingent was called upon to take a part in the suppression

of the great Mutiny, it did brilliant service, and received

the well-deserved thanks of the General commanding the

army, of which it formed a part, and the thanks of the

Government of India. The question at once suggests

itself : Why should not the Residency have been directed

to carry out this reduction before, which proved so feas-

ible and easy ? Why should the unnecessary burden have

been allowed to rest on the shoulders of the Nizam, until

the accumulated load of debt threatened to bring the

State to bankruptcy and ruin ? The Governor-General is

found bantering the Resident about his five Brigadiers,

but there is no suggestion of economy that can be dis-

covered until the Government of India's pockets are

threatened with loss—then the reduction is prompt and
drastic. A reduction of this kind effected five years

previously would have wiped out the whole of the debt
on account of which the Governor-General insisted on
the assignment of the provinces.

During the period of 1853-60, the increase of the revenue

in the Berars was gradual, but not very considerable,

and did not exceed eight lakhs of rupees. The expendi-
ture, however, on the Military Contingent was greatly
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reduced, and though it showed a tendency to rise it was

in the last year of this period quoted at 26$ lakhs.

As may be expected when the province was taken over

by the British, it was found to be in a very backward

state as regards public works. At first the outlay was

very small, not more than 15.000 rupees, but in the latter

year of this period it had increased to four and a half

lakhs, by no means an extravagant charge. In the civil

administration the increase of cost was more rapid, and

it rose from eight lakhs in the first to nearly 22 lakhs

in the last year. Still the receipts during the seven-

year period showed a surplus over expenditure of 35J

lakhs.

In i860 a new agreement was drawn up between the

Nizam and the Government of India. The British

Government in recognition of the Nizam’s splendid

loyalty to them in their hour of need, during the

Mutiny, of 1857, had resolved to bestow on him a

substantial mark of gratitude for his loyalty during

the Mutiny. Accordingly, the debt of fifty lakhs

was remitted and the Raichur and Doab districts

and Dharasoa were restored and only the Berars

retained. The small Raj of Shorapur which had

mutinied in 1857, and had been annexed, was given to

the Nizam in full sovereignty, and some districts to the

north of the Godavery were made over to the British

in exchange. Under the treaty of 1857 the British bound

themselves to render yearly accounts. This does not

appear to have been done," at least officially, but under

the new treaty of i860, by authority of which the new

assignments and exchanges were confirmed, a clause was

inserted in which it was provided that in future no ac-

counts need be rendered. It was in this manner that

the new treaty was reconstructed. Presents amounting
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to £10,000 were given to the Nizam, and £3,000 to the

Prime Minister, and, according to old-established custom,

£15,000 were forwarded by the Nizam to the Governor-

General, and, according to rule, paid by him to the

Imperial Treasury.

As regards the administration of the Berars on the

part of the British, much discussion has arisen.

The alleged debt of 1853, on account of which the

Berars were assigned, having been cancelled, the Nizam
clearly became entitled to the surplus revenue which had

accrued during the period 1853-60, and which, as lias been

shown, amounted to 35 J lakhs, but subsequently the

Accountant-General put in a claim for two items of

Rs. 1,283,850, and Rs. 2,293,690 for civil and military

expenditure respectively. The only explanation regard-

ing these mysterious items, which were large enough

not to have escaped attention when making up the

accounts, is offered by a foot-note in the administration

report, to the following effect

.

" These amounts are stated to have been debited in

the adjustment of certain area charges communicated
by the Accountant-General to the Government of India,

in letter No. 2123, 13/1/1865."

What must strike everyone as remarkable is, firstly,

that these sums should have been lo«t sight of during the

preliminary negotiations for the treaty of i860, which

occupied about a year, and should not have been dis-

covered until five years afterwards
;

secondly, that not

having been discovered in 1860. when the treaty was
concluded, the surplus as shown by the then existing

accounts should not have been handed over to the Nizam
in conformity with the treaty of 1853 ; and, lastly, it is

a most singular coincidence that these two items, lost

sight of for more than six years, should form the exact
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amount of the surplus which had accrued during the seven

years' administration, and which ought to have been

handed to the Nizam. When the arrear charges were
discovered in 1865 the accounts had to be .readjusted,

and the opening year of 1861-62 shows a minus balance

of Rs. 3,577,440. This, however, was adjusted by credit-

ing agains^ it the total surplus carried in the previous

year. However, the administration of the province was
carried out in a fairly economical manner. Only one

lakh was spent on public works, nine lakhs on civil

administration, and 24 lakhs on the Contingent, leaving

an actual surplus of five lakhs.

The revenue went on rapidly increasing, and each

year the surplus continued to grow, but still no actual

money was paid over to the Nizam until the year 1867-8.

when the surplus showed an accumulated balance of

twenty lakhs unpaid, i.e.. when in 1874-5 a regular

annual surplus first began to be paid, there was an

accumulated unpaid balance of about 50 lakhs of rupees.

Hence, for over 20 years, the British Government had
accumulated sums varying from 20 to 50 lakhs of rupees,

for which no interest was paid and which the Nizam
could not touch. This money nearly corresponds with

the amount of the alleged debt due by the Nizam, when
he assigned the districts in 1853. The actual amount
in 1895 was Rs. 4.202,262. These figures are in round

numbers.

As the years progressed the surplus of revenue over

expenditure showed a remarkable tendency to shrink.

In 1891-2 it was nearly 12 lakhs ; then 7} ; then 7J ;

then 5 ; then 2 lakhs
;

then, in 1896. 6 lakhs. Hence,

the fact remains that, when the revenue was 73 lakhs

twenty years before, there was a surplus of 13 lakh?,

but subsequently, when the revenue amounted in round
p
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figures to one hundred lakhs, there was only a surplus of

six lakhs.

The term " alleged debt ” has been used and the reason'

for this expression must be stated.

For a period of 41 years from 1812-53 the British had

levied and retained the excise revenues of the two

cantonments of Secunderbad and Jalna. For those sums

no accounts had been submitted, and though, in 1851,

two years previous to the treaty of 1853. the Hyderabad

Government put forward a claim that those receipts

should be taken as a set-off against the amount of arrears.

General Fraser, the Resident, refused to allow what he

called a problematic claim to be credited in the settle-

ment of an actual debt. But. sul>sequent to the treaty of

1853, it was admitted that those revenues properly be-

longed to the Nixam, and from that time they had actu-

ally been collected by His Highness. Colonel Davidson,

writing in i860, says in reference to this debt :
"

I have

always been of opinion that, had the pecuniary demands

of the two Governments been impartially dealt with, we

had no just claim on the Nizam for the present debt of

43 lakhs of Company’s rupees."

His Highness’s Minister, in a note dated 19/8/1851,

when pressed on account of arrears, of the Contingent,

asked for the surplus of the abkari revenues of Secun-

derabad and Jalna. which was afterwards allowed to be a

portion of the legitimate revenues of the Hyderabad State.

The Government of India carried these revenues, which

in 1922 amounted to about one lakh annually, to their

own credit from 1812-1853—say for 41 years. The

above would have given the Nizam a credit of 41 lakhs

of rupees without interest, against the debt claimed.

Further His Highness was charged with interest 'from

January, 1849, to May, 1853, at 6 per cent, on advances
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for the pay of the Contingent. This charge for interest

amounted to 10$ lakhs of rupees, although the Nizam
earnestly protested against being made to pay any interest

at all. In addition to this, when the Berars were taken

over in 1853, part of the revenue consisted of custom

duties. These duties were abolished since the province

was considered as practically forming part of British

India. These revenues, it had been agreed, should be

accepted as payment for the Contingent
;

therefore, by

abolishing these, the revenues were reduced pro tanto,

and the sum of reduction in seven years, which would have

amounted to 18 lakhs, should have been carried to

the Nizam s credit.

By the foregoing, it can be seen that in 1853 there was

really no debt to remit, but nevertheless from 1853 to

i860 the Nizam continued to pay interest, amounting to

18 lakhs, on this alleged debt. In the letter from Colonel

Davidson, dated July 6th, 1859, he writes :
•“ There is no

doubt General Low allowed the former minister. Suraj-ul-

Mulk. and the present one, Sarlar Jung, to suppose that

our management would cost about 2 annas in the rupee,

or about 12 per cent, of the revenue.” As Colonel

Davidson had been First Assistant Resident in 1853

and had conducted the negotiations, his statement is

utterly unimpeachable.

In i860, when the second treaty was drawn up. the cost

of administration again formed a subject of preliminary

discussion. At first the Government of India offered

to bear all cost in excess of 2 per cent.—2 annas in the

rupee—but the Nizam very generously said that he did

not wish the Government of India to be too strictly tied

down. The percentage is mentioned in the Governor-

General’s despatch to the Secretary of State, and is

acknowledged by the latter official. Finally, Colonel
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Davidson telegraphed and wrote to the Government of

India that the cost of administration might be fixed

at 25 per cent—4 annas in the rupee—" but this per-

centage we must engage not to exceed.” (12/10/1860.)

At first when the Berars were taken over this tacit

understanding was carried out. In the first year the cost

of civil administration was eight lakhs out of a total

revenue of 30—or a fraction over 3 annas in the rupee.

As time went by, however, this proportion was exceeded,

so that in 1859 the cost amounted to more than six annas

in the rupee. When the obligation to render accounts

was withdrawn by the treaty of i860, we find the expendi-

ture increasing by leaps and bounds. In fact it increased

even more rapidly than the revenue. By 1894-5, the

expenditure on civil administration alone rose to seven

annas in the rupee. The Pioneer at the time pointed out

that this was a cost out of all proportion to what was

spent in the districts in British India, and was due to

the extravagant manner in which the machinery of

administration was conducted. Though the size of Berar

{17.717 square miles) is only equal to two districts in the

Presidency of Madras, it had the establishment sufficient

to govern a whole Presidency.

The Berars were divided into six districts, officered by
a full staff. It was this huge establishment that made
the cost of administration so heavy, being more than

2j times the proportion expended in British India.

It is difficult to understand why the cost of administration

was allowed to increase until it amounted to four times

to what it did when taken over.

It has been shown that the land revenue greatly

increased during each decade. The following table will

show the increase of expenditure under the heads of

Public W orks and the Military expenditure

:
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Year P.W.D. Military

1864-5 £49.<>98 £283.256

1874-5 £74.944 £270.907

1884 £114.198 £301,738

1894 £110.696 £397.472

Hence the reason why the Nizam's surplus showed

signs of shrinkage was because the amount spent on

Public Works, which should have been included

in the amount allowed for civil administration, were

charged separately. If the Public Works had been

paid out of the Resident's 50 per cent, of the gross

revenue, there would have been nearly five lakhs more

available for the Nizam. As a matter of fact the Resi-

dent's expenditure was not 50 per cent, but 56 per cent.

It is the same story with the Military expenditure.

There was, it is true, an increase in the force of the

Contingent of 500 men. which about represents the

strength of the artillery, which it was found necessary

to add, in order to make the little army complete—but

the small number in excess accounts in no way for the

large annual increase. As The Pioneer pointed out

at the time

:

" The present system is evidently unfair to our ally,

and a radical change is required. As long as we adminis-

ter the trust we should do it in a businesslike manner-
in the same way as we administer it in our own
districts."

Enough has been said to show that the expenditure

of the Berars was lavishly extravagant and it will be

well once more to quote an article that appeared in The

Pioneer summing up the situation :

" We first of all insisted upon the Nizam ceding terri-

tory on account of a debt, which afterwards was proved

not to exist. Wc promised that the administration of
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the territory should not cost more than 25 per cent.,

and that we should annually give him the surplus. Rely-

ing on this His Highness left us a free hand in the treaty

as regards administration and waived the right of asking

for accounts.

" Taking advantage of this position we have increased

the cost of civil administration alone to 43 per cent,

and have spent about 13 per cent, in addition on Public

Works and other items, which should have been included

in the Civil Administration and have increased the cost

of the Contingent to 41 per cent. In order to provide

for what we call a working balance, we retain an accumu-

lated surplus far beyond the amount required, for which

we pay the Nizam no interest, and which very nearly

represents the amount of the discredited debt for which

he was compelled to assign the province.”

In 1881-82 the total revenue amounted to 39 lakhs,

but the civil expenditure had risen to very nearly four

lakhs— or nearly 50 per cent. In 1891 the revenue was

over one hundred lakhs, but the expenditure again

amounted to more than 52 lakhs, or more than 50 per

cent., and finally in 1901. the year when the accounts

were made up, the revenue was no lakhs, and the

expenditure 130 lakhs. This was the year after the

first great famine that had ever visited Berar, and the

expenditure, therefore, was abnormal, but, taking the

year 1898-99 as a fair test, we find that the normal

expenditure under the heads of civil administration,* in-

cluding the Public Works department, amounted to over

50 lakhs, or more than 50 per cent, of the gross revenue.

All this led to much discussion and became a bone of

contention. Undoubtedly under the British regime the

province of Berar had greatly inproved. A larger area

of the actually fertile land was under cultivation, hence
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the land was yielding larger crops, the ryot was more

prosperous, and owing to better road communications

criminals of all classes no longer found Berar the happy

hunting ground it had been to them before the British

took over the administration. In fact. Berar was looked

on as the model province, and was spoken of as the

Garden of India."

It has never been suggested that the money used for

Berar administration had been wastefully or improperly

spent ; on the contrary it was universally admitted that

for every rupee spent a quid pro quo had been obtained.

Everything was excellent of its kind. The buildings were

fine, the roads admirable, the forest conservancy system

good, and administration excellent. The only ground for

complaint was that the money spent on administration

in Berar was served out with a more lavish hand than

was the case in other parts of British India. There

were more officials per mile and per head of the population

in that province than it was found necessary to maintain

in other parts of India under British rule.

Before leaving the problem of Berar and passing on to

consider other matters it will be as well to glance ahead

and see how the matter was finally settled in 1902

between the Nizam, Mir Mabbub Ali Khan, and the

Governor-General, Lord Curzon. As has been pointed

out the steady rise annually in the cost of administration

led to endless discussion. This was taken up by various

papers headed by The Pioneer, and finally was the sub-

ject of a debate in Parliament. The result of this was

that in 1902 an Agreement was executed by the Nizam’s

Government by which the Hyderabad Assigned Districts

were leased to the British Government in perpetuity,

in consideration of the payment to the Nizam, by the

British Government, of a fixed perpetual rental of 25
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lakhs annually, instead of the previous fluctuating

surplus revenue, which on the average amounted to nine

lakhs per annum. The Nizam’s sovereignty was recog-

nized by hoisting a flag and firing a salute annually on his

birthday. This arrangement was confirmed by Lord

Curzon, in Council, on December 16th, 1902. The
British Government now retained the full and exclusive

jurisdiction and authority in the Hyderabad Assigned

Districts which they enjoyed under the treaties of 1853

and i860 and were empowered to administer these

districts in such a manner " as may seem advisable,

and to distribute, organize and control the forces com-
posing the Hyderabad Contingent. Due provision being

made as stipulated by article three of the treaty,

1853. for the protection of the Nizam’s Dominions.

(See Aicheson's Treaties and Engagements and Sunnads,

Volume IX, page 4.)

When it was known that the much vexed question

of the Berars had been finally settled, satisfaction was

not universal. For the last fifty years endless arguments

had centred round this question, greatly due to the fact

that the principal^ most vitally concerned stood aloof

while the argument was carried on by outsiders who were

not always actuated by impersonal motives. Great

disappointment was expressed, in view of the greatly

increased revenue, that the annual rental stipulated by
Lord Curzon at 25 lakhs, good year or bad year, was not

greater. At least double that figure had, according to

the calculations, been estimated as due to the Nizam.

Under the new arrangement the British Government

was no longer compelled to keep up the Hyderabad

Contingent, which was abolished, and for the mainten-

ance of which the districts had originally been ceded.

Some of the reasons for tlie disappointment that prevailed
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in Hyderabad were due to the fact that just before that
period, when the agreement was executed, the finances

of the Hyderabad State had been well organized and had
revealed a degree of stability which would have ensured

the regular payment of the cost of the Hyderabad
Contingent. In fact, the Nizam offered to guarantee

such payment, if Berar were restored to him. and there

is no doubt that this undertaking would have been
fulfilled. This proposal of His Highness, however, was
not accepted. The question then arose

: Was the

British Government morally and equitably justified in

those existing circumstances of retaining the province ?

Also was it justifiable permanently to sever from the
Hyderabad State one of its most fertile provinces for

the annual rental of 25 lakhs of rupees ? Since 1902 the
revenue of Berar has further largely increased and it

shows signs of a steady rise owing to the extension of the
railroads and the growing prosperity of India as a whole.

The general impression is that the late Nizam reluctantly

consented to the Agreement, under pressure brought
to bear on him. It was estimated by people who had
an intimate knowledge of Berar that, under normal
conditions, the annual surplus, after defraying the cost

of the Hyderabad Assigned Districts, would be fifty, and
not 25 lakhs annually. Therefore it was felt that, if a

permanent lease were the only solution, the British

Government should have paid to His Highness the

annual rental of fifty instead of 25 lakhs subject to

periodical revision, in accordance with the growth of

revenue, if the sovereignty of His Highness over these

dominions was to be a reality and not a mere fiction.

On the other hand, the difficulties attending the return of

Berar to the Hyderabad State, in view of the sentiments

of its inhabitants, who had become more prosperous
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during British administration than they were before,

necessarily influenced the problem. There is no doubt
that, under the British, Berar. which had beena devastated
area, where crimewas rampant, was, by judicious handling,

converted into one of the most fertile and prosperous

provinces in India, where the inhabitants lead the normal
life of peaceable citizens unmolested by bandits and
dacoits.

This also was the history of Mysore—and has been the

history of all native states or courts of wards that

temporarily fell under the Briti-h administration. The
general feeling in the Hyderabad State is that there should

be a rcconconsideration and revision of an agreement
entered into between a powerful Government and its

weaker but faithful ally, at a time when through famine

the finances of Hyderabad were temporarily embarrassed.

Having traced the history of Berar we must now glance

at the conditions prevailing when the Prim© Minister.

Sarlar Jung, took over charge of the administration, and

note the changes inaugurated. Wc shall see from the

extraordinary progress made by the State under his

guidance how great a debt Hyderabad owes him.
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DEATH OF SIRAJ-UL-MULK—MUTINY IN HYDERABAD—
THE RAJAH OF SHORAPUR

PERIOD 1853-58.

I
N 1853 the Prime Minister, Siraj-ul-Mulk died, and

his nephew. Salar Jung, with the approval of the

British Government, was appointed to succeed lum.

This was, as we shall sec, an admirable choice
;
nor was

there anyone in Hyderabad who could so effectually have

played the Deus ex machina as did the new Minister.

It has been said that " nothing of him was ever hurried,

no reform, however important, was carried out in hot

haste. Though his policy was characterized by a wise

and wary conservatism, that abhorred extreme measures,

yet no man was less tenacious of old systems once their

inefficiency had been proved.” He was distinguished

by a wonderfully retentive memory and a highly subtle,

comprehensive understanding. But what most endeared

him to the people was that his sympathies were wide

and that he was eminently just. The level-headed

policy of Salar Jung was shown in many ways, but

specially so in 1857 when the spirit of unrest and

sedition which pervaded Northern and Central India

was manifested in Hyderabad itself. In the early part

of that year when mutiny and bloodshed were rife,

the Nizam Nasir-ud-Dowlah died and was succeeded by
333
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his eldest son, Afzal-ud-Dowlah. At the accession of

this new ruler, the hopes of the dissatisfied were excited,

and this led to an insurrection.

Before going further, it will be necessary for a moment
to glance at the geographical position of Hyderabad.

The actual extent of the Nizam's dominions is 95,337
square miles. In the north the State is bounded by the

Central Provinces, in the south-west by Madras, in the

west by Bombay, and in the north-west by Scindia,

and the river N'arbudda. Hyderabad, it will thus be

seen formed a buffer between the Northern and Central

Provinces where sedition was rife, and the Southern

portions of this vast continent, which had not been

affected by the insurrection. Therefore, His Highness’s

sympathy and policy were of the utmost importance.

It was generally accepted that if the Nizam joined the

mutineers the whole of India would take part in the

rebellion. The popular saying was, '*
If the Nizam goes,

all goes." Salar Jung, with hi- far-seeing policy, realized

that the permanency of his sovereign depended on his

loyal adherence to the British.

It was at this critical moment that the Nizam Nasir-

ud-Dow lah died. The late Nizam had been very popular

and his death was much deplored. He had been a ruler

who was humane and was remarkable for his religious

tolerance and his strict adherence to truth. He had

also won the admiration of his subjects by his magnificent

physique ; he stood over six feet and was noted for his

great bodily strength. As the young Nizam was still

a minor a regency was proclaimed. The young prince

left the Palace on the morning of his enthronement,

seated on an elephant and attended by soldiers and all

his court nobles. After the arrival of Colonel Davidson

at the City Palace the ceremony of instalment began.
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A bull had previously been sacrificed across the Nizam’s

path as His Highness entered the chief palace gate,

and this was believed to be a propitious omen. His

Highness was led to the musnud by the two Regents,

Salar Jung and Shamsul-Umra, each holding one of his

hands. The Resident then addressed the young Nizam
and offered his congratulations. Colonel Davidson had

only taken over office a month previously on the death

of his predecessor. Colonel Bushby. Both the Regents

and the Resident realized that a change of ruler in

Hyderabad at this moment was most critical and every

precaution was taken against a sudden rising. Nor were

these fears groundless. The following month, in June,

1857, the walls of Hyderabad city were placarded with

notices signed by some of the leading orthodox Moulvies

calling on the " Faithful to murder the Feringhee.”

Colonel Davidson at once requested the General Com-
manding (General William Hill) to parade his troops in

full marching order. Fortunately a perfect understand-

ing existed between the Resident and the Prime Minister,

both of whom were present at the review. The people,

impressed by the number of troops and the moral of

the men, were for a time quieted. This, however, did

not last long. Two weeks later a large mob congregated

near the Mekka Musjid and urged on by Moulvie Akbar
raised the green flag, known as the holy standard, and

proclaimed themselves ready to engage in a Jehad,

or holy war, which had for its object the extermination of

the Feringhee. or infidel. The cry " Din " was raised

and urged on by their religious leaders, the mob were soon

in a state of hysterical fenzy. On hearing this, Salar

Jung immediately despatched a corps of Arab mer-

cenaries and posted soldiers at each gate of the city.

By this prompt measure the Prime Minister quelled the
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rising and life once more resumed its normal course.

Superficially peace was restored, but below the surface

sedition and discontent were surging. News from the

outside world filtered in. Victories gained by the British

were carefully concealed, and all the massacres of Cawn-

pore, Lucknow. Jhansi and Agra were discussed with

grossly exaggerated reports among an inflammable people,

among whom were interspersed adventurers from all parts

of India, who were averse to any foreign custom or

government. The following month, some thirteen Rohilla

sepoys deserted from Buldana because some of their

seditious companions had been shot. They sought an

audience with Salat Jung, who insisted on handing them

over to the Resident, much to their disgust. The Moul-

vics at once took up the cudgels in their defence and

declared that Salar Jung had been guilty of an act of

violation of sanctuary. This was made the excuse to

again call on the people to engage in a Jehad. Some ol

the Moulvics actually pronounced Hyderabad Darb

H drain, or an infidel country, where Mahomedans

may wage a holy war. Once more a large mob collected

outside the Mekka Musjid and marched on to the Resi-

dency. Here, everything was in readiness to meet their

attack. The advancing mob was met with a charge of

grape from the newly erected ramparts, followed by seven

shots from the three big guns and a charge of the Nizam’s

troops. This caused the mutineers to flee in abject

confusion and disorder. Thanks to the excellent under-

standing which existed between the Resident and Salar

Jung, a serious catastrophe was averted. Had the

Prime Minister not acted so promptly, and had the

mutineers been given time to corrupt the city of Hydera-

bad. a general conflagation would have ensued. The

results would have proved disastrous not only to the
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Europeans but also to Hyderabad itself. For retribu-

tion would not have been long in coming, and, indeed,

the history of Hyderabad as a separate state might never

have been written from that date. As events turned out,

however, it was proved that His Highness the Nizam and
his Government had remained a staunch ally to the

British throughout the Mutiny. This service rendered

in the hour of need was not forgotten. The Nizam and
the BritishGovernment realized from Salar Jung's master-

stroke that in him they had a strong man and they were
not slow in recognizing his worth and the following year,

honours were awarded, first to the Nizam and then to

Salar Jung.

Shortly after the mutiny in Hyderabad, it was decided

to send a brigade formed of troops of the Hyderabad
Contingent to act with the British troops in quelling the
rising. This was an antidote to local irritation, and the

success obtained by the Hyderabad soldiers greatly

pleased their relatives, who promptly transferred their

sympathies to the campaign in which their kinsmen were
engaged.

No chieftain, except the Rajah of Shorapur, saw any
reason to question the Nizam's judgment in this matter.

The Rajah was a youth who had squandered his capital,

financial, mental and physical, in orgies of wild dissipa-

tion and debauch. A rumour reached him that the Brit-

ish were about to disarm his state, and. intoxicated by-

promises held out to him by seditionists, the Rajah
resolved to raise an army of rebels, levying Rohillas and
Arab mercenaries for this purpose. On hearing this,

Salar Jung issued an order that anyone taking service

under the Rajah of Shorapur did so at the peril of losing

any property he possessed in Hyderabad. The Resident

at the same time sent an expeditionary force commanded
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by Major Hughes, to watch the western frontier, while

another force was sent under Captain Wyndham tooccupy
Lingsagur. Captain Rose Campbell, one of the Resident’s

personal assistants, was also sent to endeavour to save the

young Rajah from his own folly. Captain Campbell’s

efforts, however, proved useless, and he received messages

from the Rajah's relatives that his life was in imminent

danger, as a plot was on foot to assassinate him. There-

fore he joined Captain Wyndham and ordered him to

march to Shorapur. According to the usual custom

the Rajah sent out emissaries to meet the troops, and

point out to them a favourable site for encampment.

The spot indicated was a narrow valley surrounded by

hills and rocks, but suspecting treachery Captain Camp-
bell preferred an open plain. That night he, with 400

men and two guns, was attacked by a force of 7,000

men. Fortunately for him fresh reinforcements arrived

in the morning ami the mutineers were dispersed and

overcome. The Rajah, realizing that the odds were

against him, fled to Hyderabad and sought the protection

of Salar Jung, who handed him over to the Resident,

by whom he was tried.

In 1842 the Rajah’s father had become so financially

embarrassed that he could not fulfil his obligations to

the Nizam. Consequently on his death the administration

of the State temporarily passed into the hands of the

British Government, during the minority of the young

Rajah. The State was subsequently handed over to the

heir when he attained his majority, in a flourishing and

prosperous condition. Colonel Meadows Taylor had been

intimately connected with Shorapur and knew the young

Rajah from his childhood. Between the’ Colonel and

his young ward there existed a sincere bond of affection.

The Rajah always addressed the Colonel as " Appa ”
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(my father). Things might have been different for the

young chieftain had he remained under the wise and

sympathetic guidance of Colonel Meadows Taylor, but

unfortunately this officer’s services were required else-

where, and the young man, surrounded as he was by many
who had their private axes to grind, soon drifted into

zenana intrigues and wild debauch. Added to this, liquor

and opium constantly consumed in increasing quantities

soon affected the stability of his mental balance. On
hearing that the young Rajah was a prisoner in Secun-

derabad, in the barracks of the Royals, Colonel Meadows
Taylor obtained permission to visit his former ward. In

the Colonel’s reminiscences [Story of My Life) wc are

given an account of this interview, which is full of human
interest and colour.

'* The Rajah had deliberately rebelled against the

British Government, and was to be tried for his life by

a military commission, which would shortly assemble.

As may be imagined he was deeply affected on first seeing

me. Though handsome, his features showed unmistak-

able signs of dissipation and excess which I was sorry to

see.
" * Oh, Appa, Appa.’ was all that he could cry, or

rather moan as he sat at my feet, his face buried in my
lap and his arms clasped tightly around me. * Oh,

Appa, I dare not look into your face. I have done

every crime. I have even committed murder.’
”

At a subsequent interview the Colonel asked the Raj all

if he wished see the Resident, but the young man shook

his head.
" No, Appa,” he replied, " he would expect me to ask

my life of him, and this I will not do, for I deserve to

die for what I did. And I will not ask my life like a

coward, nor will I betray my people.”

Q
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This speech, which the Colonel repeated to the Resident,

pleased the latter greatly. At the final interview between

Colonel Meadows Taylor and his former ward the Rajah

asked what his fate would be.

" What do you think, Appa ? Shall I have to die ?
"

" I think so,” replied the Colonel gravely. "
It would

be wrong for me to give you false hope.”
*'

It was not my own will, when I was in my senses,

Appa,” replied the youth.

The Colonel was deeply moved. ” I do not reproach

you,” he said, " for I know all. but those who will try

you do not. Speak the truth, as you have done to me.”
”

I will,” he answered calmly. ” but I would rather die

than be imprisoned always.”
” If you have to die,” said the Colonel, touched at the

nobility in his speech, " die like a brave man.”
”

I shall not tremble.” he answered gravely. " when
they tie me up to a gun. If you could be near me at the

last I should be happier. Only. Appa, do not let me be

hanged like a robber. Go now, Appa, I shall never see

you again. Tell them all that I was no coward.”

The guard on duty was touched at this scene so full

of pathos, and spoke to the Colonel about the Rajah.
" He was like a child to me.” answered the Colonel,

" until evil people came between us. and temptations

proved too strong for him."

When Colonel Davidson had the details of this inter-

view he seemed deeply moved.
" Taylor,” he said. *' we will try to save the boy.”

The trial took place and the Rajah was condemned

to death, but, by special intervention on the part of the

Resident on his behalf, the sentence was commuted to

transportation for life. Shortly after this it was declared,

that the Rajah should be imprisoned in a fortress in
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Chingelpet, in Madras, and he was told if he showed
signs of reform his state, liberty and his power would be

returned to him after four years' time.

Colonel Meadows Taylor was at Shorapur conveying to

the senior Rani Rungama, and the other ladies of the

zenana, the good news of the reprieve of the Rajah.

Great joy prevailed in the palace, and the young wife

asked the Colonel to come and visit her in her apartments.

When he was announced, the young Rani, quite regard-

less of etiquette, first threw herself into his arms and then

proceeded to dance round the room, overcome with joy

at the idea of seeing her husband again. There was
only one in the palace who shook his head in sorrow.

It was the old Shastri (Hindu divine). The reason of his

sorrow, he explained, was that some years previously

the Rajah’s horoscope had been taken, in which the

statement was made that the Rajah would die before his

24th birthday and forfeit his State. This paper had
been given into the hands of Captain Rose Campbell,

who had carefully preserved it. The Shastri maintained,

that . as his master’s birthdaywas so close at hand he could

not help feeling apprehensive until that date was over.

The ladies of the zenana laughed at this and continued

their preparations for their long journey, as they had
permission to join the Rajah at Chingelpet Fort. Many
arrangements had to be made, for a journey to Madras
in those days of slow transit was no light undertaking.

Tradesmen bearing silks and embroideries for the Rani's

adornment were waiting in the palace courtyard. An air

of festivity was abroad. Suddenly the bells of an express

runner were heard and excitement again rose to fever

heat within the zenana, when it was made known that

the runner had brought a despatch for Colonel Meadows
Taylor from the Residency. The old Shastri was with
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the Colonel when the despatch arrived and watched every

movement of his face as he read the message. Then

suddenly leaning forward, with his quick intuition, he

seized the Colonel’s arm.
" Sahib, Oh Sahib,” he wailed, "you need not tell me,

my young master is dead.”

This proved to be the case. The young Rajah at his

first encampment had possessed himself of his escort’s

revolver and had shot himself. Though the general

verdict was suicide. Colonel Meadows Taylor, from his

intimate knowledge of the young man. maintained that

it was not so. but that the Rajah impelled by curiosity

had examined the weapon and had inadvertently pulled

the trigger. However that may be, the strange prophecy

had been fulfilled to the letter. By his presence and his

extraordinary gift of insight and sympathy Colonel

Meadows Taylor was able to prevent any further rising.

The young Rani, whose hopes had been raised only

to be shattered in so tragic a manner, received a generous

pension and provision was also made for the other ladies

of the zenana.

The following year, in 1858, Queen Victoria's proclama-

tion was read in all parts of British India, and also in

Hyderabad. In this promises were given to all classes

to respect the observation of their religious rites com-

patible with justice.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

REFORMS INSTITUTED BY SIR SALAR JUNG

PERIOD 1853-83

I
N order to understand the value and nature of the

service rendered to the Hyderabad State by the

Nawab Salar Jung, it is necessary to glance at

the administration of the State as it was when he

became Prime Minister.

As we look back to the year when. Salar Jung assumed

the reins of Government, and compare the administration

of the State in 1853 to thirty years later, it seems more

like looking back several centuries than merely three

decades, so great was the progress wrought by his genius

for organization. In fact, as we become acquainted with

some of the details of the administration of those days,

especially in the MofussO, it reads more like a tale from

the Arabian Nights than a statement of facts that occurred

within the last fifty years.

Owing to the chaotic state ofgovernment in Hyderabad,

it was evident to all that things were in a very grave

and critical condition when the Nawab Salar Jung, like

the Dens ex machina, appeared on the scene of action.

Drastic reforms of a very extensive nature were impera-

tive, but the difficulty was to know at which end the

tangled skein should be unravelled. Hyderabad, the

capital, was by no means abreast of the times, and, in the
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Mofussil mismanagement, oppression and crime were

universal. Bands of marauders and highway robbers

ruled by force of might, and were allowed to pursue their

nefarious trade unhindered, for the simple reason that

those in authority were in abject fear of them. In those

days no police force existed, neither were there any

courts of justice in the districts, so that the people had

no means of redress.

The only Government officials in charge of the districts

were the talukdars appointed by Government, who were

mostly men of influence and position. According to

custom, they were allowed two annas in the rupee for

the expenses of collecting revenue. In most cases, owing

to the unsettled state of affairs in the Mofussil, the

talukdars preferred to live in the capital itself, and leased

out their rights to irresponsible and inefficient subordin-

ates, elected at thei* own instigation, men who were in

no way answerable to Government and whose powers

were not defined.

Other talukdars, again, by official misrepresentation,

obtained sepoys in the army to collect their revenue.

In both cases the money allowed by Government, for the

sole purpose of collecting revenue, was not spent on the

purpose intended. While the talukdars profited, their

subordinates oppressed the people by fraudulent assess-

ment. The ratal being without means of redress,

became so impoverished that numbers of cultivators,

rather than subject themselves to tyranny and oppression,

left their hereditary lands, seeking a living in districts

where conditions were more favourable. Thus hundreds

of villages became depopulated and land formerly pro-

ductive became barren. Consequently, it was evident

that, under the conditions prevailing, both the interests

of the State and also of the individual were endangered.
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The first reform inaugurated by Salar Jung was by
far the most important of all those introduced by him.
namely, the abolition of the farming-out of revenue.

Salar Jung, with his far-seeing policy, realized at once

that the erratic revenue administration was indirectly

responsible for the whole chaotic state of the Govern-
ment. The talukdars were gradually dismissed and

others appointed in their stead on smaller salaries,

each man equipped with a staff of subordinates chosen

by and directly responsible to Government. Owing to

this new reform the rapacious policy of the talukdars

collapsed. The people, no longer unduly taxed, were

able again to make a living by cultivating the land, and
deserted villages became inhabited once more. However,
the dismissal of the old talukdars was by no means an

easy matter. Some still had specified leases to run,

while others, who were military chiefs, often set up a

claim of bazilat, or money advanced to Government,

during pecuniary- embarrassment. Government again set

up counter claims for money levied by the contractors

which had neither been remitted to the Treasury nor

accounted for. These disputes caused lengthy and tire-

some litigation. Hence, it is easy to understand that

both tact and time were required to upset the old abuses

and establish a system worked on lines that were sound

and practical.

Up to the year 1853 the Government suffered from what

might be described as a chronic state of financial em-
barrassment, consequently the man who was ready to

lay down the largest sum as an advance to the state

was in most cases the recipient of a taluka. As it often

happened that, before the talukdar had held his post

for more than a couple of years, he was ousted from it by
a higher bidder, it naturally followed that his first object
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was to recoup himself for the money advanced. That

this was done and a fair profit derived* as well, is evident,

or the competition for the charge of a taluka would not

have been so keen.

For some time the land revenue had shown signs of

a steady decrease owing firstly to the lack of a proper

system of assessment, secondly to the gross mismanage-

ment to which we have referred, and thirdly to the fact

that Government had instituted a system of demanding
revenue from the farmers in advance, to tide over the

chronic financial difficulties which prevailed at that

time. By demanding the revenue in advance the land

could not be farmed out on such favourable terms.

To show how great the loss to Government was from this

topsy-turvy system we need only consider the instance of

Pangal, which in twenty-five years showed a steady

decrease in revenue during each successive change from

Rs. 23,871 to Rs. 17.000. Under the old system each

village was assessed collectively, any deficiency due
to the relinquishing or desertion of fields.by cultivators

being made good by taxing other cultivators in excess,

in order to recover the stipulated amount. This, how-

ever, was not the only vagary practised by those in

authority, for the Government Agents, or rather their

subordinates, had an clastic conscience. Assessment

was constantly being enhanced and the terms agreed upon
were not adhered to. but when these Agents were guilty

of breach of trust no redress was available to the culti-

vator. Under this pernicious system, though the claims

of the Government were limited, the claims of the

talukdar on the unfortunate cultivator were unlimited,

and there was no contact between the Central Government
and the Raiat. Extensive and costly, irrigation works
which had formerly existed had been allowed to fall into
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ruin, for the talukdars, having only temporary power

in the land, would not spend the necessary money, and the

Raiat, already overtaxed, could not command the capital

necessary for the purpose.

Having started the system of gradually dismissing the

old talukdars. thus abolishing the farming-out of revenue,

His Highness's Dominions were divided into five subahs

(or counties), with 14 districts and 73 tahsils. A regular

system of measuring each field separately and assessing

it was also introduced. Under the new system, instead

of making the assessments at harvest time, when the

harvester was not allowed to touch his crops until assess-

ment had been completed, assessment was made on a

fixed scale at a certain date, and the harvester could

dispose of his harvest when and how he chose.

A system known as Takdama. by which the cultivator

was forced to advance a part of his revenue on pain of

losing his cropswas abolished. This also applied to another

pernicious system known as Batai, which meant that

Government fixed the pnee of grain at a price advantag-

eous to the Treasury, making all bunyas buy at this rate

and recoup themselves as best they could. It is easy to

understand how this again fell heavily on the Raiat .

It was not long before the benefit of the revenue reform

made itself felt all over the dominions. Not only did

the revenue increase, but the cultivator once more became

prosperous, barren lands became fruitful, and villages,

some of which had been deserted for over a hundred

years, again became inhabited.

The next step was to introduce a system of revenue

survey through which the Government undertook to deal

with the Raiat directly. Somewhat later a school for

the training of revenue officers was temporarily estab-

lished. This was done at the suggestion of the Director
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of Revenue, Mahdi Ali, and proved to be a great success.

Pupils were selected from the nobility and well-to-do

classes and after theoretical training were sent into the

districts to learn the practical work. By this means the

required number of revenue officers was obtained and

the school having completed its object alter about a year

was closed. This new system of reform proved to be so

excellent that, thirty years later the revenue of the State

was nearly three times as great, while in Hyderabad city

itself it had been more than trebled.

Having organized a sound system of land revenue

Salar Jung next turned his attention to the administra-

tion. of justice. During Chandoo Lai’s ministry, in

*832-43. there were in the capital three Courts of Justice—

the first in which civil and criminal cases were tried ;

the second, the Kotwali, or police court ; and third, the

court where religious disputes were heard. In all these

courts, however, judgments were given orally, all proceed-

ings were very brief and no record of litigation was filed.

Hence, all depended on the personal integrity of the

judge, and naturally under this regime many abuses crept

in. Many of the nobles, for instance, declined to submit

to these courts, and refused to appear when summoned,
preferring to hold their own courts, where justice was
administered by one of their own retainers, according to

his individual ideas on the subject. Special cases,

again were settled by direct appeal to the Minister.

Under these conditions, naturally the rich man, with

money and influence at his back, could do much as he
pleased, without coming under the power of the law,

while the poor man, who had neither of these powerful

aids with which to press his cause, had little chance of

obtaining justice. Bad as things were in the capital,

however, they were much worse in the districts, for there
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neither rules nor courts for the administration of civil

and criminal law existed. In large towns like Auranga-

bad Kazis and sometimes Amils heard some of the cases,

while in the villages disputes were settled by Panchayats

(or village councils), consisting of Patels and Patwaris

(head men of the village).

The merchants trading in His Highness's dominions

were another source of terror to the people living in

the Mofussil. Not only did they sell their wares at

fabulous prices, demanding interest bonds after. a few

days, but these claims were enforced by lawless Arab

retainers who were in their pay. This gave rise to much
tyranny and oppression for the debtor was made respon-

sible nolens volens for the maintenance of these wild,

lawless retainers, who often on their own authority

confiscated any household property that particularly

took their fancy. The Afghan creditors, however, were

infinitely worse, for they thought nothing of branding

the bodies of their debtors and otherwise illtreating them.

Here again the talukdars were fully aware of these

proceedings, but having no police force at their back

they dared not interfere, because of the possibility of a

revengeful retaliation. For it was not an unknown thing

for Zemindars and Desmuhhs to be confined for some time

in small houses, until they had executed fictitious bonds,

for debts which they had not incurred.

Even worse was the fate of any unfortunate man who

had been suspected of a crime, for he was forcibly seized

and cast into prison, where he often lay for years awaiting

his trial, and not infrequently died in prison, before

he had been tried for an offence which he had not com-

mitted. Those, again, who were suspected of minor

offences were often fined for years on end. whether they

were guilty or innocent. It is not. therefore, surprising
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that dacoity and plunder were everyday occurrences,

for the punitory force sent out to punish such offenders,

not being trained, was as a rule quite inefficient to deal

with these outlaws, or, if by chance the plundered booty

was seized, the owner fared no better, for it only changed

hands from the robbers to their pursuers, who usually

looked on all such booty as their rightful perquisites.

1 1 was indeed a case of set a thief to catch a thief

!

Nor can we marvel at this when we read that the rank

and file in such punitory forces received the munificent

salary of Rs. 3 per mensem !

Thus it happened that those that wielded power were

tyrants in every sense of the word. When those under

them had cause to complain to the A mil they were often

referred back again to the very person against whom
they had complained, and it does not require much
imagination to surmise tliat then the last state of the

complainant was a great deal worse than the first I

In most cases, therefore, people considered that discretion

was the better jurt of va'our and refrained from litigation,

such as it was.

In the days of Siraj-ul-Mulk. the barbarous custom of

mutilating prisoners was abolished, and, where it had

been customary to amputate a liand, seven years' penal

servitude was prescribed, and in the graver cases, where

a hand and a foot would have been amputated, fourteen

years were allotted. What the sufferings of these

prisoners must have been, in those days, when neither

antiseptics nor anaesthetics were known, seems to us

almost impossible to contemplate, living in these days

when anaesthesia is produced for the slightest operation.

A decree forbidding SuIIee had also been promulgated in

Siraj-ul-Mulk’s time, and both these reforms were stud-

iously carried out by Solar Jung.
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We have now seen the primitive state in which the

great statesman found matters when he assumed the

ministry. The extent of the reforms inaugurated,

and the able manner in which they were carried out

in tliirty years' time by his administration represent a

stupendous task. Hyderabad, at that time, was much
like a noble ship tossed on a tempestuous sea, and

nearing perilous breakers, when suddenly the master-

hand of an expert mariner took her helm and slowly

and surely steered her to a haven of safety.

Another important and far-reaching reform was the

establishment of additional courts in the capital and the

appointment in the districts of Mir AMs and Munsi/s

to administer justice there. A regular customs service

was also introduced and the salt department organized.

The next noteworthy reform was the inauguration of

a regular police service. This naturally could not bo

done in a moment, and as a temporary measure ZiUidars

were appointed to quell the turbulent state of the dis-

tricts. These consisted of Arabs, Sikhs. Kohillas, Line-

men, Peons, etc., some of whom were placed directly

under the newly appointed talukdars, while others

received their orders from a Central Committee.

As we saw in the last chapter, the districts of Kaichur,

Lingsugur, and Shorapur were restored to His Highness

by the British Government in 1862. Now, in these

districts an excellent police system had been instituted,

and this was taken over and continued without anv
change until the year 1865 when the whole police force

of the Nizam's dominions was reorganized. Then a

separate force was provided for the city and for its sub-

urbs and one for each district of the Mofussil. Though
it was at first uphill work, the police gradually proved

themselves equal to deal with the wild raid of the lawless
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Rohillas, and a marked decrease of crime was very soon

apparent. At first the police worked under the Board of

Revenue, but later an Inspector of Police with the usual

staff of superintendents was appointed.

Seing the state of pecuniary embarrassment into which

His Highness's Government had lapsed in 1853, it is not

surprising to find that the Government treasury iliat

used to exist liad fallen into disuse. There was, in fact,

no Government Treasury at that date. Hindu bankers

being permitted to fulfil that function. The natural

result of this was that the State had no credit and

Government sen-ants received their salary most irregu-

larly. All this was changed and not only was a treasury

instituted, but Government servants were paid regularly.

A Secretariat uuder the Prime Minister and later a

Board of Revenue were instituted in order to divide the

Divanim into civil divisions. So far the only divisions

were talukas, which did not happen to coincide with the

territorial division. The numbers of these talukas fluctu-

ated annually, some years showing a record of forty, other

years of sixty. This arose from the fact that no definite

limit was assigned to each taluka. Finally, tire restored

districts were amalgamated and the whole country was

divided into subahs, talukas. and tahsils on similar lines

to the divisions which existed in British India. Each

division was then classed into a grade according to its

annual revenue and Government treasuries established in

every division throughout the dominions. The result

was that this scientific organization soon bore fruit.

The country, hitherto depopulated and denuded of its

rightful income, became fertile and prosperous once

more.
• Divani—temtoey dually adnunetrred by Government. as opposed to

Sari Ktua, i.«.. Hi* H«t»ne» * private **tate. mad to Sagu. * pnvale estate of

individuals, and Pai*ab. it. beds held on nvJnary tenure by certain noblemen.
The wool Divun b often med in Indian hrarr There b oo EnglKta equivalent.
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In 1853 there was practically no educational system
for the public, though in the days of the kings of Golconda
and Ridar, several Madrassas or Colleges were founded
at which students were not only taught but also clothed

and fed by the State. Owing, -however, to constant

campaigns and general mismanagement, the financial

embarrassment, from which the Government was con-

stantly suffering, caused these institution to lapse from
want of necessary funds. Consequently, instead of

instructing the students in Law, Theology, Logic and
Philosophy, as had been done in former days, the boys
were only taught the Koran and a few sayings of the

Prophet, combined with a little penmanship. For the

soldier in those days was of more service to the State than

the scholar.

Sir Salar Jung saw how much the State was losing

by this short-sighted policy, and the year after he assumed
control he started an educational system on sound and
practical lines similar to that established in other parts

of India. Four years later an order was issued for the

opening of two schools in every taluka, one to l>e con-

ducted in Persian, the other in the vernacular. In all

these schools History, Geography, Mathematics- and
Grammar were added to the usual curriculum. In
addition to this, there were five branch schools situated

at the five gates of the capital. At first all the schools

were under the direction and control of the Board of

Revenue, but later a separate Board of Education with

the usual staff was instituted, and English was gradually

introduced everywhere in the higher grade schools.

There were a couple of independent schools as well

as the State-aided ones. One of these was first started

for the purpose of providing a sound education for

the two sons of Sir Salar Jung and a few of the
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sons of the other leading nobles. An English University

master was engaged and in a short time the results,

were so excellent that the numbers of the students

increased rapidly and a larger staff of highly . trained

European masters had to be employed to meet the de-

mand. in addition to a large staff of learned Moulvies

and Indian scholars. This school eventually developed

into a college now known as the "Nizam’s College,” and

to the present day most of the sons of the nobles receive

their education thfcre. Another school for the people

was founded by a philanthropist. Somasundrum Mooda-

liar, one of the enlightened Tamil Mudaliars tlut migrated

to Hyderabad from Madras. In this school (which at

the present day is known as the Mahbub College) Hindus,

Mahomcdans and Christians receive an excellent educa-

tion and work in with each other quite harmoniously.

Female education was at this p«-riod totally unknown
in Hyderabad, and if anything it was looked at rather

askance. The Wesleyan Mission were one of the first

to start a large training school for girls, but since then

the Patsiila, started and endowed by various Hindu

philanthropists and entirely in the hands of Hindu

management, has been one of the foremost to lead the

way. The Church of England and Roman Catholic

Mission also have done, and arc doing, a splendid work

in the educational line. Whether in State-aided, private,

or mission schools, it was noticeable that the Hindu part

of the community was always the first to profit by the

new advantages offered, while the Mahomcdans for

some time were very apathetic.

As regards medical education. Hyderabad was not so

far behind in this respect as might have been thought.

A medical school had been started as early as 1845.

Yet the women, both Hindu and Mahomedan, were
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at a great disadvantage medically, lor both were

rigorous observers of the purdah system, and though

there were in Hyderabad many fully trained medical

men, both European and Indian, yet these were not

admitted into the zenanas and consequently women and

children were almost entirely in the hands of incompetent,

unqualified women, who worked their cures by a combina-

tion of drugs and incantations. The result was obvious.

Hundreds, nay thousands, of women and children endured

endless agony, dying of comparatively simple ailments,

for want of skilled medical attendance, for, though this

was practically at their doors, custom prevented them

from availing themselves of it. It has been said that a

Nation's strength consists hi its Workers, its Thinkers,

and its Mothers. Sir Salar Jung realized this, and saw

how great a drain preventive illness is on a nation's

physique, and it was through his efforts that special

medical aid was provided for the women of Hyderabad.

Two of the first lady doctors were Miss Boardman (later

Mrs. Bdgrami), and Miss Dora White (later Mrs. Fellowes).

The latter was at the Afzul Gunj Hospital for many years

and did admirable work. Purdah Kashins flocked to her

wards and in 1884 we read of no less than 3,000 new ad-

mittances and over 2,000 operations among the gosha

women of Hyderabad being performed in that ward.

Since that day the work lias extended and there arc now
several European as well as Indian women doctors practis-

ing in the city, with a staff of English and Eurasian nurses

under them.

Having considered at some length the principal reforms

inaugurated by Salar Jung, we must now turn our atten-

tion to other matters of general historical interest.

The year i860 saw the awakening of Hyderabad to the

necessity of a better means of transit. Until then the
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journey from Hyderabad to Bombay, or 'Madras, took

many days to accomplish. The natives of small means
still elected to travel in the old-fashioned bullock cart

screened off by curtains, the value of which more or less

betokened the status of their owner. Native nobles

and Europeans, usually preferred to travel by tonga or

on horseback, but the journey was a tedious affair, not

unaccompanied by danger and dragged through many
weary days. Indeed, we read in General Fraser'sMemoirs

that, on leaving Hyderabad in the year 1853 for Madras,

General Fraser started in the first week in January, hop-

ing as he expressed it " to arrive in Madras towards the

end of the month as we are going down in slow marches."

From Bombay the Great Indian Peninsula Railway

had extended as far xs Wadi, some 121 miles from

Hyderabad. In 1850 the Nizam docided to connect

Hyderabad with Wadi by means of a railway. Con-

sequently negotiations were commenced, and His High-

ness ceded certain territory to the British Government,

who undertook the construction and working of the new
line, which was to be known as the Nizam's State Rail-

way, and was to be worked on the same lines as all the

Government State Railways in India. Ten years later

this arrangement was slightly altered, the British Govern-

ment undertaking to manage the railway on behalf of the

Nizam, who, with shareholders, provided all the capital

and was to receive the profits. In connection with the

railway the Nizam had granted to the British Govern-

ment full jurisdiction within that portion of territory

which was occupied by the Nizam’s State Railway in

the Southern Mahratta, the Dhond and Munmad or the

Hyderabad Godavery Valley Railways, including lands

taken up for stations and outbuildings and for any

railway purposes. The introduction of the railway into
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Hyderabad proved an invaluable asset to the State.

Not only did it provide an easier means of communication

in times of famine, but it gradually opened out the whole

country, bringing the most benighted parts of the

Mo/ussil into daily contact with a more advanced civiliza-

tion. In consequence, agriculture and trade received

a great impetus.

In 1861 a disagreement arose between the Nizam and

the Prime Minister, the Nizam expressing a wish to re-

move Salar Jung from office and appoint another

Minister. At this point, however, the British Govern-

ment interfered, refusing to countenance this step.

Some six years later fresh differences again occurred,

but were amicably settled. On this occasion the British

Government took the opportunity of impressing upon the

Nizam the importance of giving his entire confidence to

his Minister, pointing out what serious consequences

the lapse into misrule would entail. Die Nizam saw the

truth of this argument. Shortly afterwards His High-

ness was created a G.C.S.I. It is curious to note that,

when this honour was conferred on the Nizam, he was

very loth to accept it, the reason being that the order

was of a Christian origin, and the Nizam, being the

leader of Islam in India, felt it unbecoming to his dignity

to accept any Christian decoration. The Resident had

much difficulty in persuading Ilis Highness that this

honour would add to rather than diminish his prestige.

Eventually on hearing that the list of G.C.S.I. was headed

by no less a person than the Prince Consort himself,

His Highness decided to accept the new honour, but it

did not give him as much gratification as had been antici-

pated Three years later the same honour and a salute

of 17 guns were conferred on the Prime Minister, Salar

Jung.
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In 1862 His Highness received a sunnad guaranteeing

that the Nizam's succession should be maintained,

provided it was in accordance with Mahomedan law.

This greatly pleased His Highness.

In 1S68 an attemptwas made to assassinate the Minister

while on his way to a Durbar. He was fired at in the

streets of the city while seated in his Sedan chair. The
culprit was immediately seized bv the infuriated crowd

who would have killed him had not the police intervened.

The Minister serenely continued his way to the Durbar,

where he was warmly congratulated by His Highness

on his narrow escape. The prisoner, who had been taken

to the palace, was condemned to death, but the Minister

interceded for Ins life. To this, however, the Nizam
would not accede, and the man was executed.

In the beginning of 1869 an important change took

place in the allairs of Hyderabad. On February 26th,

Mis Highness the Nizam died, and his son. Mir Mahbub
Ali Khan, then not three years old. was placed on the

Musntiii by the British Resident. During the minority

of the young prince the administration of Hyderabad
was entrusted to Sir Salar Jung and Shams-ul-Umra.

The British being anxious about the young prince’s educa-

tion, Captain John Clarke was appointed tutor to the

Nizam, and he was succeeded by his brother. Captain

Claude Clarke four years later.

In 187: a further honour was bestowed on the Minister,

who was created a K.G.S.I. by the Resident.

An exchange of villages was negotiated between tho

British and the Nizam in 1871, as Scindia had ceded

to the British certain villages that he owned in the

Nizam’s dominions.

The following year Sir Salar Jung attended a Durbar

held by Lord Northbrook, in honour of the Prince of
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Wales’ (later King Edward VII) arrival in India. On
this occasion His Royal Highness presented the Minister

with a sword and scabbard and a belt, set with precious

stones, also with various jtersonal mementoes of his visit

in the shape of a gold ring and a gold medallion with the

Prince's photo and motto on one side. Various valuable

gifts were also sent to His Highness the Nizam, including

some finely finished rifles and handsome pieces of

jewellery.

A few years later in 1876 Sir Salar Jung received an

invitation from His Royal Highness to visit England,

and after having attended a Durbar held in honour of

the arrival of Lord Lytton in Bombay, where he repre-

sented the young Nizam, the Minister sailed for Europe.

He tirst visited Koine, where he had audiences both with

the King of Italy and the Pope. Unfortunately during

this time as the result of a slight accident Salar Jung broke

his thigh-bone and in consequence he was delayed at

Rome. As soon as he was able, he proceeded to England,

where he was received with due honours by Queen

Victoria, and attended an entertainment specially ar-

ranged for him by His Royal Highness. Everyone was

impressed by the personality of Sir Salar Jung ;
not only

was he attractive to all. as an Oriental nobleman and a

foreign statesman, but also as a genial and cultured man
of the world, whose conversational talent made him an

honoured and welcome guest wherever he went The

freedom of the City of London was conferred on him,

and he was created a D.C.L. of Oxford. In fact, it was
said that during this visit the Minister evoked an enthusi-

astic reception in England which was unprecedented.

In 1875 Shams-ul Umra died and was succeeded by his

half-brother, the Nawab Vicar ul Umra.

In 1877 the young Nizam attended by Sir Salar Jung
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and Shams-ul-Umra attended the Durbar at Calcutta, on

which occasion a salute of 17 guns was conferred on

the latter.

During the Nizam’s minority the two administrators

endeavoured to regain the province of Berar, offering

efficient security for the debt, and basing their appeal

on the distinct understanding with Colonel Low that the

districts were only made over " temporarily,” as long as

the Nizam might require the Contingent
;
but the appeals

were not successful.

Of the various Residents with whom Sir Salar Jung
worked, none weft; in more cordial relations with him than

Sir George Yule. To show in what high repute Sir Salar

Jung was held and how highly the British Government
appreciated his work, it will be well to consider, verbatim,

a despatch from Sir Richard Temple, dated August,

1867 :
" In the Deccan of late years,” he writes. ” the

constitution, system and principles of the Nizam's Govern-

ment are really excellent. This much is certain. That

the results must be more or less beneficial to the country,

is hardly to be doubted. Whether full effect is given

to the intention of His Highness’s Government through-

out the Deccan, I cannot yet say, but independent

testimony is constantly reaching me to the effect of great

improvement being perceptible.” (Papers British and

Native Administration of 1869. page 69.)

It can be said with truth of Sir Salar Jung, that he

introduced into every department a system which was
practical and as near perfection as it could be, but

naturally it was an impossible thing to expect that, to

use Sir George Yule’s words: “full effect should be

given to the intention of His Highness’s Government
throughout the Deccan.” Mistakes and delays in ad-

ministration were bound to occur, but the mere fact of
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bringing so large a State as Hyderabad from a state of

chaos into one of order and routine was in itself an Hercul-

ean task, and it required a great statesman to carry it

out. We must remember that the Prime Minister was

surrounded by intriguers, each ready to grind his own
axe, and it required an extraordinary amount of discern-

ment to differentiate between the sycophants and the

well-wishers of the State.

Also in the annual return of Moral and Material Pro-

gress, 1867-8 (page 113), compiled at the India Office,

we find the following :

"The efforts made. towards reform have now placed

the financial credit of the Nizam’s Government on a

satisfactory footing. It enjoys the confidence of the

moneyed classes, and it can now raise money at very

moderate rates instead of the usurious charges of former

days."

Regarding assessment {ibid, page 1x4). wc read that

:

" Pains have been taken more and more to render the

annual settlements equitable and moderate,” also " that

all classes high and low connected with land or trade

continue to flourish."

Referring to the new class of magistrate in the same

annual (ibid. 1869, page 1x7), we read :
" All these officers

are well educated, though all have not done well, several

had received their training in one of the British Provinces.

Many discharged their duties with more or less efficiency,

and many have by their firmness and uprightness brought

credit to their department.”

Again, Mr. C. B. Saunders. Resident, in 1869-70, thus

speaks of the improvements of the previous years

:

" It is hardly too much to say that the Hyderabad

with which I became acquainted in i860 was to the

Hyderabad which was described, for example in the
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despatches of my predecessor. Sir Charles (afterwards

Lord) Metcalfe, as the England of the present day is

to the England of the Stuarts—a result essentially due,

as the Government is aware, to the beneficent administra-

tion and sound policy of the present Minister. Sir Salar

Jung, and to the support afforded him by my previous
predecessor. Not only was the public treasury full, but
the annual income of the State exceeded the annual expendi-

ture by about eight lakhs of rupees (Rs. 800.000). while

the credit of the Government stood proportionately

high. Owing chiefly to the abolition of the baneful
system of former times, by which the collection of revenue
was fanned out to contractors, disturbances in the interior

of the country became rare. The Hyderabad Contingent

has not fired a shot, except on their own parade ground,
since the suppression of the Mutinies. In no respect

docs the recent administration of His Highness's country
contrast more favourably with the Stato of things pre-

vailing twenty years ago. than in the regard to revenue
nutters.”

Sir Richard Mead in 18S0 after the inspection of the
public offices wrote as follows to Salar Jung :

" Now
that I understand we have finished all that Your Excel-
lency wished me to see in connection with the affairs

here, I think I may assure you in this way of the very
great gratification that has been afforded me by this

opportunity of observing their condition and working.
The work and records of the Survey Department appear
to me to be admirable and leave nothing to be desired,

and the care that has been bestowed on everything in

this department was very striking. The Settlement
operations are. of course, quite distinct from the Survey
work, but I gathered that they are being conducted with
equal care.”
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Statistics such as these (collected by the Imperial

Famine Commission) show a remarkable improvement

in the agricultural classes. People were not compelled

to contribute to an income tax, a licenser or any .such

taxes, which in other countries have given rise to so much
dissatisfaction among the agricultural and depressed

classes. In General Fraser’s Memoirs we read that

:

" The Berar districts certainly prospered under British

Government and this proved an incentive to the Hydera-

bad State, if judged alone by Land revenue, due to

increased cultivation, by orderly conduct and the absence

of crime among the inhabitants. The provinces ruled

by the Hyderabad Ministry nude quite as much progress

as those under British rule.”

In 1882 the Minister visited Simla and Lady Ripon

in her diary records this visit and speaks of the personal

pleasure tiiat the Viceroy and herself had derived from

meeting the Prime Minister of Hyderabad. Again

reference is made to the charm of his personality.

It was proposed that Sir Salar Jung should accompany

the young Nizam to England, but a sudden catas-

trophe prevented this plan from materializing. In

February, 1883, the Grand Duke John of Mecklenburg

arrived in Hyderabad and stayed at the Residency.

With his usual hospitality Sir Salar Jung had arranged

a series of fetes for the distinguished visitor. On
February 7th, a picnic had bccu arranged at Mir Allum

lake. As usual His Excellency was in the best of health

and a delightful and entertaining host. This was
destined to be the last time that Sir Salar Jung appeared

in public. After the picnic the Prime Minister returned

to the palace and worked until midnight, and then retired

to his private apartments. At about 2 a.m. he was
seized with cholera. Medical attendance was at once
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secured and everything possible was done and the

Minister seemed to be progressing favourably. The follow-

ing day a panther hunt and a banquet had been arranged,

and at Sir Salar Jung's express wish neither of these

entertainments was postponed. He made a splendid

fight for his life, but in spite of all efforts he suddenly

grew worse and as the guests for the banquet arrived

they were surprised to see the palace courtyard filled with

mourning courtiers and retainers, who as is their custom
beat on their chests and wept and wailed. The guests

were shocked to learn that His Excellency had just died.

There was great consternation all over the city as the

news became public. Everyone was distressed at the

death of one who always stood for justice and had in

every sense been a friend of the people. His Excellency

left two sons, the Nawab Mir Liak Ali and Saadut Ali,

who on February 12th attended a Durbar to receive from
His Highness the mourning khilluts (white shawls).

On this occasion His Highness completely broke down
and was overcome with grief. Telegrams from all parts

of India and from Europe poured in, deploring the

death of one who had won the friendship of all with

whom he had come into contact.

It is interesting to note that the family of Sir Salar

Jung is descended from Sheikh Omar Kannan of Medina,

who settled in India in 1656. Sir Sarlar Jung was the

33rd descendant in the 9th generation. The Sheikh's

son married into a noble family, espousing the daughter

of Mulla Ahmet Nait, by whom he had two sons.

During his boyhood Salar Jung’s family suffered from

pecuniary embarrassment. He was a very delicate child,

but became stronger as he grew up. As a boy one of his

great amusements was to ride a captive giraffe. It is

said that, when Salar Jung was seized with typhoid
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lever, his grandfather, Munir ul Mulk. became very much
alarmed and performed the Tasad ceremony, praying

that any evil that should befall the child be transferred

unto the grandfather instead. Shortly after this the

gradfather died, but the child recovered. •

Sir Salar Jung was accorded a great State funeral

with military honours, but the regal j>omp of the ob-

sequies was not so impressive as the genuine grief of the

people. Arabs and Rohillas followed in the procession

weeping. On the third day the usual custom of placing

flowers on the grave was carried out, but on this occasion

the crowd appropriated every flower as they were anxious

to keep some memento of the great man whose bounty
they had known and whose personality they had loved.

'Hie Resident in his letter to the Government of India

says

:

" Every British officer who has h;id the honour of his

acquaintance feels his death as he would that of a friend.

No royal master ever had a better servant.
'* His name has been inscribed on the roll of India's

great men. Of this illustrious man the whole country is a

tomb. He was for thirty years the trusted adviser and
friend of His Majesty’s representative. His example
has done much to make society here quite different to

what it is anywhere in India. He was in the best sense

the foremost gentleman of the place. In no place in

India are benevolent institutions of all kinds endowed so

largely.

“ I shall always consider it an honour and privilege

to have been associated with him. Nothing in him was
ever hurried. No reform, however important, carried

out in hot haste. Wise and wary conservatism and ab-

horrence of extreme measures characterized the Minister.”

Sir Salar Jung was known to be fond of poetry and
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art, and particularly of reading liistory and pursuing
any study which led to practical results in statecraft.

Centralization was a great distinguishing feature of his

administration. In his personal life he was religious

though without laving a narrow sectarian spirit. He
observed daily the prayers and fasts prescribed to be
followed by those of Shiah persuasion. His Excellency
was in his 57th year when he died.

In many ways this great statesman reminds one of the
Controller-General of Finance in France at the time of
Louis XVI—the famous Turgot. Both were men of

the highest moral integrity gifted with an extraordinary

power of organization. Both found themselves sur-
rounded by a veritable network of corrupt and degrading
conditions, which they proceeded to tear away, if not
with ease, at least with determination. Again, in both
cases the people whom they had to manage had for some
time been suffering cruel and grievous wrongs at the
hands of the nobles and men of position. Owing to their

extravagance, the people were ground down, unduly
oppressed and unjustly taxed. Both men in a short time
worked wonders and inaugurated very far-reaching re-

forms. The difference was that, in the case of Sir Salar
Jung, he was fortunately allowed to work out the reforms
he had advocated ; whereas Turgot after a while found
himself hampered on all sides. Had Louis XVI been
a minor and Turgot been Regent, or had he been able to

carry out his programme with all it involved, those
terrible pages of the French Revolution, so red with
bloodshed, might never have been written. But alas I

for France, though Turgot was recognized by a large

party as a champion reformer, and loved by the people,

a weak, extravagant King, surrounded by a corrupt
Court, became tired of the words " reduce expenditure,”
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and Turgot was d ismissed. Gradually the reforms which

he had advocated so strongly were forgotten and the

country lapsed again into mismanagement, extravagance

and misrule, resulting in one of the most stupendous and
dramatic of revolutions.

If Sir Salar Jung had not been allowed to carry out
his reforms, as he did, it is difficult to say what the fate

of Hyderabad might have been. For oppression and
misrule are inevitably the forerunners of a revolution.

Therefore, in estimating the sendees which Sir Salar

rendered to Hyderabad, we must not only consider the

benefits which the State has derived from his administra-
tion, but also the evils which his sound policy averted.

In the Gazette His Highness speaking of Salar Jung
says

:

" His generosity, courage, justice charity, kindness and
modesty were known to all ; his faithfulness and attach-

ment to his Sovereign were unequalled. He was ever
willing to sacrifice self to the well-being of his country
and fellow-subjects. He was one who was beloved by
all.”

This was His Highness's tribute to the Minister who
had so faithfully served his royal master and had steered

the barque of State through many storms into calmer
waters.

Sir Salar Jung was not only one of the most eminent
men that Hyderabad has ever produced, but one of the
greatest of India’s sons.



APPENDIX
No. I.

ArSUR-UL-MCLK.

Sam: : Mlmia Marohid All Bu. ReUfwt : Noturaaidui.

TilUs: Received the title* o! Abur Jung (Ml Khan Bahadur, 1840;

Af.ur-ud-l'ewlah. 189) Kiwd 10 Abur ul-Muli alter Delhi Durbar. 1903 I

C l E.. Jubilee Honour*, 1897: KOI F... 1911 ; M V.O ; A.D.C to H.H.H.
The Nuam.

Service*

:

Afghan War. 18791Mo (cnrdali ;
War* Mountain Expedition.

1888 (medal, mentioned m despatched
;

Clnna Expedition. 1900 (medal)

Appointments lleU

:

Ratud and comraaaird tu and and Lantern.

Hyderabad Imperial Service Troop.
.

Hoe Colonel roth Deccan Horn ;
Hon.

A DC. to land Warding*. Viceroy ol India. 1911: no Stall ol Count von
WukUfWe during Boxer RcUlhoa. 1901 ; on St*B ol Imperial Service Cavalry

Brigade, Indian Expeditionary Foftr. ng>yi* i<H 3 .
on Stall Indian Cavalry

turpi, and A DC «> Sir John French, loij-ift; Commander-in-Chirl, Hu
Exalted ltigbnei» the Numm*. Regular Forte and Imj-mal Service Troop#. 1017.

A. A l*.C to H II. the Nii*». S.r Abor repcee-rud Hydrinl-d at the Corona-

tlon ol King Edward VII. 1901.

N B —Sir Abur unreduced Tent-pegging and Polo in Hyderabad, and wa»

Captain ol the lamoua Palace Polo Team He ha. railed the .yatrm id beaUng
for tlgera lato a veritable acirnce.

Ko. a.

Tilit: Kawaa Faaxaui-Muia lUauxia.

Stmt : Mia Saraar llotaaw. Bern
. 185* .

Mohammedan (Sect

Shiah).

Additional TUUt: Sami Juno. M*««iB-ci>-DowLai.

Appointment* H*U
. Mom ul-Mabam (Aidant Miniewr) in the. Judicial

Polire (IVntal and Educational Department)
;
Member cd the Cabinet Council

from r*‘»j-t9i7.

No. s-

Tide

:

Nawab Sm taarooox Minx lUn.nra.

Sam*. Faridooxh Jaxssdjl Bern.- S^-tenber. 1849. Religion : Pare!.

Additional TltUa: K.C.I E-. CAI.. C.B.E.. Jung and Dowlah.

Appointnunli Htld - Odicer la the Revenue D-partmeat
:

Firvt Taluqdar

of Aurangabad ; CommHwoeer ol Survey and Settlement : Private Secretary

under Sir Satlar Jung II
:
Private Secretary to S.r Aunaa Jah. Prime Minister.

Sir Vikar-nl l'mra. Sir KtOua IVraad. and Sir Sarlar Jung HI
;
Private Secretary

to H.E.H. the Xiram : Member and Vice-President of the Executive Council.
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The *on ol Sir Fandoon. Mr. Rcstcmji Faridoonji. » ComnuMioner in the

Central Province# Two brothers. Nmb Bniroo Jang and Mr. Sorabji Jamsrdji,
held the rank of Sobadai in the Hyderabad Service.

Ho 4-

TUlt

:

Su Suut Jtrao III.

Same : Mm Yusuf Au K»*» BauaDte JMific* ; Mohammedan
Son of Sir Sarlar Jung IL Bam : i)t* Jane. 1M9.

Tiller .• Sarlar Jon*.

AppoiMmtMi HM: Prim- Minuter to H E H the NUam. 1911-14.

No. j.

Sam, ; Coiom R Navin. C I E.

Appotnlm.nl, HM

:

faMd the Niram's mtyk*. 1174: became Com-
mander of HH. the NUam*. Troop*: Aplanted CJJL lor ecreieM rendered

to Jh« Colonu I and Indian KatuUUoa m 1886. a* the Nuam*e representative.

Died in 1897.

No 6.

Horn. : A. J. Dtnnnr. Eoq . C I E.. CS.I.

Appotntmm,t, HM • Minuter of Revenue, entered the Xlmm'e eerviee from

the Berar Coramu.ion. 1883; 1U5. Impectee-General of Revenue, Imam Com
miWooer, Chairman Board of Irrigation. Survey Scttlemnnt Cumulmionrr. Senior

Member Board of Revenue . 1889. I- amice Conniwott. AdmlMetrator Court

of Ward*. CtMtoma Depeirtrivot. Admm»uatc« Ahkari Department (iJquor,

Opium. Can|s|. Retired 1911.

loctnaee in State Revenueduring hr* jl year*’ of service. Rs. 14.17083).

Horn : 7th Aped. lM- 1 19*%
Son of Hmry Dunlop. Craigto* Mowee. lanark

NB—Mr. Dunlop wae appointed by Sir Sarlar Jung I. and h». work has

boen the foundation ol the prosperity of Hyderabad Tbe ryote who bad formerly

no eecurity of their boidtap now canaot be disturbed Land formerly un-

saleable now rvalue* to to 10 times the iwsmait.

No. 7.

THU Nawap IiuD-ei-Mnit

Horn* ; Sr*n Hussanr BtlG»»wi Born -.1844. B-tiguyn . Mohammedan.

Educated Bhagalpur. Patna, and Calcutta. Matriculated from Hare

Academy in 1861. and graduated la 1866 with distinction.

Appoinltmnli HM : ProfemoPol Arabic at the College. Lucknow
;
Personal

Assistaol to Sir Sarlar June I. 1 *73*
7“: appointed Private Secretary to Sir

Sarlar Jung I. 1876. Sobeequeatly Director of Education to HH. the Nirsra

;

Member of India Conned. London. In 1911 was appointed Private Secretary to

H.E.H. the Niiam.

THU, HM : Imad-ud-Dowlah. Imad -uLMntt. Ali Yar Khan Bhd : Mot Oman
Jung.



INDIAN NAMES AND THEIR MEANING
Abram.—

D

uty levied tm alcohol. Fuat Cratom.

Aim. Governor. Oolitetor o I Revmoe. Finance Administrator.

BaXAI.—Rent ot land paid in kind, dm-.00 ol crop bet-awn Ail»v.*tnr and

Zemindar or GovernTrent.

CicourH.—A lourth. a tax levxd by the Mahratta* on the lands raided 01

conquered, quanr' ot the re^iUr Government assessment

Utumuii—A UAntU official ic charge ot a (roup ol villages.

Faujua* -A military terra, an oftut in charge ot a considerable body ol troops

I*am,

—

A gift, land granted in fee simple fire ol all coodiboftt.

Jaoiiik.—

L

and granted by the Nali 'Mdu mkr* to ooe at the beadola liody

ol troops ol varying numbers. The Jagt.u mi granted tor the upkeep

ot the troops

K»ui*.—Judges.
Khillat.—

A

dies* ot bon.-it conlerrvd I>y Mahocn-dan Pnncnt on deserving

oftir.au and other*. It might include m addition to the draas, Jewels

horses, elephants and arnav

MA'aAtia*.—Mohammedan College.

MusNAD.—Throne.

Naxas—

A

n odenng made by u mf-m to a superior. in tokoa ol lealty. Bub-

mission. congratulation. ifc Irak . Use name ot aa oflenng it u aotue-

Uine* a heavy exaction, imposed on appotetnaot to office or auccrstion

to property. at other times merely a tormahty.

Pakc-ayat. -A Village CountJ. generally©! five. to aaaut the Patel In deoiling

the cases.

Paioam —Lauds Mid on raffiUry tenere by cartam noblemen.

P»T»t.—A lie ail man in the village o all natter* accept accounU.

PaKIVAM -Ooe ol the head men in the vdlaft whose busmen. is to keep tin-

account*.

PishkaBH—

T

ribute.

Pusoam -A veil or curtain. Ptsdar Nasmim—

V

r led Woman.
SHAtral.—A Hindu divine.

Sakau—

O

riginally a Koyal ordinance.

Saou.— Private e«utrs ol private individuals

SUIDUMMOOKI —A tax limi'sr to Chouth. crmntisj ol one-sixth over and

.
above the <booth

Sakm-Kiias —H.H. The Nixara’s private estates

Sauxov.—Three monthly or qsattcily payment* m CMiDOCtKm with irregular

native troop#, e—d la the cetocttoa ol revenue or police work.

SllMDABI—Police.

So»cAR .—Mooeyleodc r.

Sunn- ,—Widow burning

Taxdama.—

C

ultivator advances resume to Government oa h» crop.

TAi-i’KDAB—Collector ol Revenae.

Tamo#—

A

religious ceremony whereby tb~ petitioner prats that fllneas may
be averted Irom some person specified and that it may instead be

borne by th« petitioner.

Zeminpas.—

A

large landowner, the Mac.cn can equivalent to the Mahratta

debhmokb.
ZttxioRA.—An officer tn charge ol a ZCUh or district.
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